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Abstract
Risk and economic consequences of contagious animal disease introduction
Risico op en economische gevolgen van insleep van besmettelijke dierziekten
Horst, U.S., 1997
The research described in this thesis focused on risks and economic consequences of the
introduction of contagious animal diseases into the Netherlands, in particular of Classical
Swine Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD). Special emphasis was placed on
the development of a virus introduction model. Using an integrated approach, this model
was then combined with an existing model describing virus spread and an economic model
focusing on quantification of losses due to epidemics. As objective quantitative
information on underlying aspects of virus introduction was only scarcely available,
additional information to base the proposed simulation model on was required and
therefore obtained from experts. In order to elicit this information in an objective and
quantitative way, various questionnaire techniques were evaluated and combined within a
computerized design. In particular the questionnaire techniques Conjoint Analysis and ELI,
which had not or only scarcely been used in the area of animal health economics thus far,
proved to be useful methods to elicit expert knowledge. These techniques were used to
elicit the relative importance of risk factors related to virus introduction (Conjoint
Analysis) and probability density functions on the duration of the interval first infectionfirst detection (ELI). The expert knowledge thus obtained formed, combined with
quantitative data obtained from databases and experiments described in the literature, the
input on which the virus introduction model was based. This Monte Carlo simulation
model, called VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation), simulates the introduction of
virus into the Netherlands. The results show that important causes of outbreaks are the
import of live animals and trucks used for export and re-entering the country. These two
factors together are expected to account for more than 70% of the primary outbreaks of
CSF and FMD in the Netherlands. Insights and results obtained by VIRiS were combined
with outcomes of models describing spread and economic consequences of epidemics. In
this way alternative prevention strategies were evaluated as to their ability to reduce annual
losses due to outbreaks. For example, the complete elimination of risks related to the risk
factor 'returning trucks' reduces the expected annual losses due to FMD and CSF
epidemics together by approximately US$ 9 million. The approach presented in this thesis
is general and may be used for other diseases and countries as well.
PhD-thesis.
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Voorwoord
Begin 1994 begon ik aan de vliegtocht die promotie-onderzoek heet. Nu, bijna 4jaar later, lijkt
met de afronding van het proefschrift de vlucht op een doellanding uit te lopen. Dat ik heb leren
vliegen (en niet ben neergestort of doelloos blijven zweven) is aan een groot aantal mensen te
danken, waarvan ik er hier een paar met name wil noemen. In de eerste plaats prof. dr ir A.A.
Dijkhuizen en dr ir R.B.M. Huirne, mijn promotor en co-promotor. Aalt en Ruud, ik ben blij dat
jullie mij ervan hebben weten te overtuigen dat onderzoek misschien toch wel iets voor mij was.
Jullie positieve en stimulerende begeleiding heb ik altijd zeer kunnen waarderen. Aan ideeën nooit
gebrek! De laatste loodjes waren af en toe best zwaar maar mijn eindconclusie luidt toch:
Onderzoek op een dergelijk praktisch en toegepast onderwerp isgewoon leuk!
Stimulerend waren ook de bijeenkomsten met de Klankbordgroep. In het bijzonder wil ik hier
de heren Van Norel, De Veer en DeLeeuw noemen; zonder hun initiatief was het project nooit van
de grond gekomen. Heren bedankt! Dat de laatstgenoemde mijn co-promotor heeft willen worden,
beschouw ikals een blijk van vertrouwen en een groot compliment.
Dit proefschrift had niet tot stand kunnen komen zonder de welwillende medewerking van een
groot aantal deskundigen op het gebied van de besmettelijke dierziekten. Workshopdeelnemers,
het waren interessante en leerzame avonden die mij een schat aan informatie hebben opgeleverd!
Mijn vlucht werd zeer veraangenaamd door de plezierige sfeer op de vakgroep en de
collegialiteit onder de 'jonge onderzoekers' c.q. 'tijdelijken'. Altijd in voor een praatje of een
geintje maar ook altijd de interesse en bereidheid om meetedenken als ikdaar behoefte aan had.
Miranda en Saskia, ik ben blij dat jullie mij bij de promotie als paranimfen terzijde willen
staan. Zie het als een blijk van dank mijnerzijds voor de bijdrage die jullie elk op eigen wijze
hebben geleverd aan dit proefschrift (en Miranda, ikheb er alle vertrouwen in datjij me binnen no
time volgt).
Na uren computeren, denken en overleggen was het voor mij altijd een verademing om lekker
aan de gang te kunnen gaan met de paarden van de familie van Laar. Johan en Hennie (en niet te
vergeten de kids),jullie hebben een belangrijke bijdrage geleverd aan de totstandkoming van dit
proefschrift!
Ook het thuisfront heeft zich gedurende de afgelopen jaren niet onbetuigd gelaten. Ouders en
broers, zowel de bemoedigende woorden als de (soms felle) discussies kon ik zeer waarderen. En
mams, laten we vooral blijven streven naar de ideale combinatie van 'economisch haalbaar' en
'respect voor het dier'!
Tot slot een speciaal woord van dank voor Maarten. Positief kritisch en beslist niet alleen vanaf
de zijlijn hebjij mijn vorderingen gevolgd. Jouw steun en vertrouwen waren en zijn voor mij heel
waardevol.
Suzan Horst
Wageningen, november 1997
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Chapter1

GENERALINTRODUCTION
1.1

INTRODUCTION

The further integration within the European Union (EU) towards one single market has
major consequences for contagious animal disease control. In order to maintain trade
relations withpartners inside and outside the EU, countries increasingly require adiseasefree status to be obtained and maintained, without applying preventive vaccination
programs. Important diseases inthisrespect arethe so-called 'List Adiseases', defined by
the Office International des Epizooties (OIE) as 'communicable diseases which have the
potential for very serious and rapid spread, irrespective of national borders, which are of
serious socio-economic or public health consequences and which are of major importance
in the international trade in livestock and livestock products' (FAO/OIE/WHO, 1992).
Examples of important List A diseases are Classical Swine Fever (CSF) and Foot-andMouth Disease (FMD). EU regulations demand strict adherence to a prescribed set of
actions for the eradication of outbreaks of these diseases: measures include the
establishment of surveillance zones withcomplete standstill ofallanimals,stamping-outof
infected herds,etcetera. Insomecasesexportbans onliveanimals areimposed. Therecent
CSF epidemic intheNetherlands has shown the great economic impact when an epidemic
occurs in a region with a high density of animals and farms, and an export-oriented
production.
Clearly, the best way to minimize losses from epidemics is to prevent introduction of
the virus intothe country. Preventive measures arevery costly and may affect all stagesof
the production chain. Such measures should be based on the best information available.
More insight into the factors related to virus introduction may support policymakers inthe
development of a (cost-)effective disease prevention program. In order to make sound
economic decisions and to simplify and standardize the evaluation of existing and new
prevention programs, integration ofepidemiologically based riskanalysisandeconomicsis
essential. Real-life experiments on virus introduction are too risky, too time-consuming,
andtoocostly, andtherefore not arealistic option. Inadditiontoevaluatingpastepidemics,
simulation modelling isaworthwhile alternative toprovide information and insights.
Joint action by the Dutch government and private industry has resulted in a research
project aimed at gaining more insight into the risk and economic consequences of virus
1
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introduction into the Netherlands. More precisely, insight into the following issues was to
be obtained:
1. the factors that influence the lossesduetoepidemics ofcontagious animal diseases such
asCSFandFMD;
2. theeconomic benefits, interms ofreduction inexpected losses,ofalternative prevention
strategies.
Considerable research hasalready been doneonvariousaspects ofintroduction and spread
of contagious animal diseases.Literature onthis subject having beenpublished sofar tends
to focus only on the consequences resulting from a primary outbreak, i.e., the situation
after the initial outbreak. These studies generally do not deal withthe risk ofoccurrence of
such an outbreak. Furthermore, most researchers focus on particular aspects only; an
integration ofrisksand economic consequences isusually lacking.
Therefore the research goal of this study was the development of an approach which
integrates risk and economic consequences of disease introduction. Inherent to such an
approach is the combination of models of disease introduction, further spread, and
economic consequences of epidemics. As suitable models describing the spread of
epidemics within a country were already available for major diseases such as FMD and
CSF (Jalvingh et al., 1996;Saatkamp, 1996),most attention was given tothe development
of a model describing the introduction of virus into the Netherlands, and subsequently to
thecombination ofallavailable information intheintegrated approach mentioned above.

1.2

OUTLINE OFTHESTUDY

Theproject involvedthefollowing steps:
1. Designofasuitable approach
Chapter 2 provides a general overview of the problem under study and combines
existingknowledge andtechniques inaproposal for anintegrated modelling approach.
2. Qualitativeandquantitative elicitationofaspectsinvolvedinvirus introduction
Epidemics of contagious animal diseases such as CSF and FMD occur irregularly over
time, place and magnitude, which makes it very difficult to derive general properties
and predictive values for modelling purposes. Furthermore, circumstances may change
(for example, new trading partners, better disease prevention and eradication programs)
which makes the value of historical information for predictive purposes questionable.

Generalintroduction

Therefore, besides 'objective' information originating from databases and experiments,
also 'subjective' expert knowledge was used to provide model input. The major issue
when using expert knowledge is how to derive quantitative data that mirror the
knowledge of the experts involved as closely as possible. Chapters 3 to 5 address this
topic. Chapter 3 describes a pilot experiment with the questionnaire technique 'Conjoint
Analysis'. This technique is well known and widely used in consumer and marketing
studies but was also expected to be useful for the elicitation of expert knowledge on the
relative importance of risk factors related to virus introduction. Chapter 4 describes the
results of the final Conjoint Analysis experiment and discusses the usefulness of the
technique for elicitation of expert knowledge. Chapter 5 gives a description of an
extensive workshop experiment which provided the expert data needed to complete the
data for the computer model.
3. Modelling virus introduction
Based on the information derived from 'objective' (databases, experiments described in
the literature) and 'subjective' (experts) information sources, a simulation model was
developed which describes the introduction of virus into the Netherlands. The model,
called VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation), is a Monte Carlo simulation model.
The Monte Carlo approach uses random drawings from specified input distributions
which enables a realistic representation of the variation and uncertainty involved in the
input information and the system to be modelled. The VIRiS-results provide the
distribution of the number of primary outbreaks in a 5-year period, their regional
location, and the country and risk factor that causes them. Chapter 6 gives a description
of the VIRiS model and its properties.
4. The integrated approach
In Chapter 7 all elements of the preceding chapters come together. The various models
describing introduction, spread and economic consequences are combined and used to
evaluate prevention strategies on their ability to reduce the expected annual losses due
to primary outbreaks of CSF and FMD. The results provide insight into the economic
window which is available for implementation of such strategies.
5. General discussion
In the general discussion (Chapter 8) an evaluation of the entire project is given in
which the techniques used and the results obtained are discussed and recommendations
for further research are given.
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OUTLINE FOR AN INTEGRATED MODELLING APPROACH CONCERNING
RISKS AND ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF CONTAGIOUS ANIMAL
DISEASES 1

ABSTRACT
Outbreaks of contagious animal diseases pose amajor threat to livestock production. Especially
outbreaks ofdiseases that are on list Aofthe OIE are feared becausethese outbreaks will often
result in serious economic losses, especially for major exporting countries such as The
Netherlands. Management decisions inthis area may have a large impact, but are usually based
on scarce and unreliable information. Extensive research has been done on contagious animal
diseases but an integrated model which combines the various aspects of outbreaks and risks
with economic consequences is still missing. A flexible model with the possibility of
evaluating the consequences of various strategies can be an important tool to aid in policy and
decision making. Inthis paper a modelling approach is proposed which should lead to such an
integrated model. In the paper the approach (a general framework) is outlined and several
techniques to be applied are discussed. Subjective mathematical probability seems to be an
appropriate technique as a basis for the model. In developing the model, special emphasis
should be given to gathering the input data, which could include the use of expert panels.
Promising techniques to deal with expert panels mainly originate from the area of marketing
and consumer science and include conjoint analysis and the elicitation of subjective probability
distributions.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

In 1994, Belgium and Germany were badly hit by outbreaks of Classical Swine Fever
(CSF). More than 7.4 million pigs were killed and destroyed, the total costs of this
operation estimated at almost 75 million ECU (Vanthemsche, 1995). However, these are
only the direct costs (operational costs, market support, sanitary actions). Indirect costs,

paper by Horst, H.S., Dijkhuizen, A.A.and Huime R.B.M.
published inNetherlandsJournal ofAgricultural Science 44 (1996):89-102
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resulting from market disruption due to export restrictions, are often much higher and
account for the major part of the total economic losses due to outbreaks of CSF and other
'list A' diseases (Berentsen et al.. 1992; Dijkhuizen, 1988).
List A diseases are defined by the FAO/OIE/WHO Animal Health Yearbook
(FAO/OIE/WHO, 1992) as 'communicable diseases which have the potential for very
serious and rapid spread, irrespective of national borders, which are of serious socioeconomic or public health consequences and which are of major importance in the
international trade in livestock and livestock products'. Besides CSF, some other wellfeared (because of their economic impact) viral diseases on this list are: African Swine
Fever (ASF), Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD), Swine Vesicular Disease (SVD), Newcastle
Disease (ND) and Avian Influenza (AI). Outbreaks have to be reported to the OIE (Office
International des Epizooties) and eradication has to take place according to EC regulations,
laid down in so-called 'Council Directives'. For instance, with respect to CSF, the
following measures are required (CEC, 1980): rapid detection, confirmation and
subsequent stamping-out of infected herds, tracing of risky herds (i.e. possibly infected
herds), establishment of protection (3 km) and surveillance (10 km) zones around infected
herds with complete movement standstill of all animals, and a continuous epidemiological
surveillance within these zones.
Because of the great economic impact of outbreaks, adequate disease prevention and
eradication is of major importance. Improvements may be made in various areas, for
example the tracing of contact herds (by improvement of I&R systems, Saatkamp, 1996) or
the operational management of outbreaks (by using programs such as EpiMAN, Sanson,
1993). A simulation model which is flexible enough to analyse the effects of different
strategies (such as the two described above) could be a useful tool to support policy makers
in this area. Therefore this paper proposes a modelling approach which (1) integrates the
risk and economic consequences of outbreaks, (2) starts after an outbreak occurs in a
'foreign' country that could lead to the introduction of the disease into one's 'home' country,
and (3) follows the disease/infection through all the various levels of the productionmarketing chain. The structure of the paper is as follows: Firstly a brief overview of related
research is presented (with no intention to be complete, only to present the reader with
some background information). Then a basic idea of the system is introduced, followed by
a discussion concerning the various phases of introduction of virus into one's 'home'
country. Next, the general outline of an integrated model is discussed, with emphasis on
modelling uncertainty and gathering input information. The paper concludes with further
discussion of the issues and concluding remarks.

Outlineforan integratedapproach

2.2

BACKGROUND

Extensive research hasbeen done oncontagious animal diseases,roughly tobedivided into
the following areas of interest: (1) the agent that causes the disease, (2) the mechanism of
disease transmission, (3) economic consequences of outbreaks, and (4) prevention and
eradication programs. Several studies focus on only oneofthese areas.Studies on vaccines
(Terpstra and Wensvoort, 1988) belong to area 1,while studies by, for example, De Jong
(1994) primarily focus on the second area: the transmission of the disease. Sanson et al.
(1994) used stochastic simulation to model the transmission of FMD virus. The resulting
spatial simulation model, called InterSpread, was included in a decision support system,
called EpiMAN,developed for useinFMDcontrol inNewZealand (Sanson, 1993).
There is a large number of studies that show overlap in certain areas.Especially studies
from a veterinary point of view often combine areas 1 and 2. Examples are laboratory
studies to gain insight into the influence of vaccination regime on immune response
(Corthier, 1978), or studies in which the influence of various levels of virulence on
symptoms and detection of infected animals is evaluated (Wensvoort and Terpstra, 1985).
Although areas 1and 2 are still important, the existence of dense populations of livestock
in certain countries (within the European Union (EU) e.g. The Netherlands, Belgium,
Germany and Italy), the increasing importance of international trade of livestock and
livestock products, and the fact that countries are allowed to implement trade bans by only
the slightest suspect of outbreaks (to protect their own animal health status, or as some
might say, protect their national livestock production), induced the interest in economic
consequences in combination with prevention and eradication programs (areas 3 and 4).
Studies in these areas include, among others, Berentsen et al. (1992), Caporale et al.
(1981),and Davies (1993).Berentsen et al. (1992) used asimulation approachtodetermine
the economic consequences of alternative strategies to prevent and control FMD in The
Netherlands. In this study, also the influence of outbreaks on export was taken into
account. This aspect becomes increasingly important, especially for countries that suffer
from outbreaks on amore or lessregular basis and for countriesthat arehistorically free of
certain diseases and wish to maintain that status.The latter concerns for example countries
blessed with physical isolation, such as Australia and New Zealand. Risk assessment
studies, concerning import of livestock products, are becoming of major importance.
General outlines for developing a quantitative risk assessment study when international
trade is involved aregiven by Milleretal. (1993) and MacDiarmid (1993).Other studiesin
this areainclude Hengand Wilson (1993) and Wilson andBanks(1993).
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It can be concluded that many researchers have explored the area of contagious animal
diseases and their control. Many attempts have been made to construct models which could
support decision makers in a useful way (among others Berentsen et al. (1992); Sanson
(1993)). Although these attempts have led to a number of useful models, an integrated
model which includes the various aspects of outbreaks of contagious diseases and which
combines risks with economic consequences is still not available. In the remaining part of
this paper, an attempt will be made to describe a modelling approach which does integrate
these aspects.

2.3

SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS

To structure the ideas on modelling risk and economic consequences of contagious
diseases, a system, a 'geographic world', is assumed which contains small units (the small
blocks), surrounded by a 'border' (Figure 2.1). The part enclosed by the border might be
seen as a population. The border divides the world into an endogenous part (the
population) and an exogenous part. The
exogenous world is regarded as being
uncontrollable and unpredictable. There
are all kinds of contacts possible between
the endogenous and the exogenous world;
animals, human beings and commodities,
all pass the border on a frequent base.
Also between the small units within the
borders all kinds of connections are
possible. Some connections (but not all)
are presented in the diagram by arrows. If
somewhere in the exogenous world an
outbreak of a contagious animal disease
occurs, there is a probability that the
pathogen will spread into the endogenous
world

(the

population)

and

cause

outbreaks in the small units.
Figure 2.1
Schematic outline of ageographic system containing an exogenous and an endogenous part.

To cause such an outbreak, susceptible
animals should be available and the
pathogen has to be transported in one way

Outline for an integrated

approach

or another. Risk factors are factors which can be responsible for this transport. The
definition of risk factors as used in this paper is rather broad and includes all factors that
can be responsible for the pathogen transport. Using this definition, also vectors (defined
by Ahl et al. (1993) as 'organisms which can carry and transmit disease') and commodity
factors (defined bythe sameauthors as 'parameters specific toan animal or animal product
which affect the likelihood that the unit, if contaminated, will carry, maintain and transmit
an agent after arrival in the country of destination) can be seen as risk factors. From the
literature it becomes clearthat most diseases of list Aofthe OIEhave many risk factors in
common. Risk factors can be roughly divided into four groups: livestock (including
livestock products), human beings, materials and air. The relative importance of these
groups differ per disease, e.g. 'air' is an important factor for FMD (Mann and Sellers,
1989), while feeding ofswill (organicwaste,belonging tothegroup 'livestock products') is
saidtobethemajor cause ofseveral outbreaks ofASF(Becker, 1987).
Thefirstoutbreak occurring within the population (theendogenous world) iscommonly
defined astheprimary outbreak. After thisoutbreak, thepathogen can spread toother units
(also endogenous) via the risk factors, and cause secondary outbreaks. As indicated by the
arrows in Figure 2.1, there are contacts between the block units within the endogenous
world. That means that the status of one unit may influence the status of a neighbouring
one.For example, iftheunitsrepresent individual farms, afarm with apoorhygienic status
and regular importofanimalsmay increasetheriskofinfection for aneighbouring farm.
Using the diagram in Figure 2.1,it ispossible tomodify the scope ofthe problem under
consideration by adjusting the border line (thus adjusting what is considered to be a
'population'). When considering a primary farm, the border will be the fence around the
farm and the small block units the different stables. Expanding the scope,the blocks could
present farms and the border could be one of a province, or a country. Expanding even
further, thepopulation couldbetheEU,withthe member statesassmallblocks.
Concerning the approach described in this paper, the endogenous area covers not only
the 'home' country, but also several other countries, indicated as contact regions. Acontact
region is defined as a (part of a) country which has a direct or indirect contact with the
home country which, when the region suffers from an outbreak, can lead to the
introduction ofavirus (due to risk factors) intothe home country. Theproblem ofhowthe
virus has entered these contact regions and caused an outbreak has not been incorporated
becausethis ispart oftheexogenous world.
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2.4

TOWARDS ANINTEGRATED APPROACH

Most studies concerning risk and economic aspects of contagious animal diseases are
meant to be useful in risk management. Risk management has been defined by Ahl et al.
(1993) as 'the pragmatic decision-making process concerned with regulating risk'. A
somewhat similar definition has been given by MacDiarmid (1993). Both definitions
regard the process of identifying the sources of risk and assessing the risk as separate
activities. However, risk management is based on the results of these activities and cannot
be seenseparately. Therefore, agood riskmanagement plan includes alltheseactivitiesand
consists offivebasicsteps:
1) risk identification;
2) risk assessment;
3) assessingriskattitude;
4) developing alternative riskmanagement strategies;
5) analysing and evaluating strategies.
The approach proposed in this paper aims at incorporating these five steps into one
generally applicable model.Duringthe developmental phase,steps 1,2and 3will betaken.
Withtheresulting model it should bepossible totake steps4and5.
The flowchart in Figure 2.2 indicates the several phases which are considered in the
approach suggested. The model starts with an outbreak in a contact region. Spread of the
pathogen followed by an introduction intothe home country can cause aprimary outbreak.
Due to transport of pathogen by risk factors, secondary outbreaks are likely to follow. To
model these phases it is necessary to perform steps 1and 2, i.e. identify the sources ofrisk
(contact regions andrisk factors) andassesstherisks involved.
Following Figure 2.2, outbreaks will activate an eradication program containing
slaughtering of animals in affected regions, export bans etc. These actions have economic
consequences. Evaluation of the consequences can lead to new policies (or strategies),
developed by the people responsible for the risk management (step 4: developing
alternative risk management strategies). Choosing a new strategy will, however, depend
among other things on the evaluation of the expected costs and benefits of this strategy;
costs not only for developing the strategy (e.g. costs for establishing and maintaining
prevention measures), butalso for bearing the(negative) consequences ofthepossible risks
connected tothatpolicy (e.g.lossesduetoeradication when anoutbreak occurs).
Typical for the type of diseases under consideration (viral diseases of list A, as
mentioned in the introduction) isthat the probability of introduction of avirus in a certain
country is low. However, if the virus has been introduced and causes outbreaks, the
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consequences are generally huge. But
while these losses are expected to be large,
outbreak in contact region
they might vary to a large extent between
outbreaks. Berentsen et al. (1992)
risk factors
estimated total losses from FMD at
between US$ 45 million and 5 billion,
primary outbreak
depending on region (animal density) and
risk factors
eradication strategy. Determining the
optimal strategy to deal with such
-secondary outbreaks
uncertain situations requires knowledge of
the decision maker's risk attitude. The
I eradication/export bans
decision maker has to find the optimal
trade-off between expected monetary
economic consequences consequences of strategies and the risks
involved (step 3 of the risk management
I risk management
plan). This is important in order to enable
decision makers to use the insight gained
new strategies
by model results (number of outbreaks,
Figure2.2
magnitude
of the economic consequences)
Variousstepsoftheintegratedoutbreakmodel.
to develop alternative strategies (step 4)
and analyse and evaluate these strategies (step 5).The model should be flexible enough to
perform all kinds of scenario studies and sensitivity analyses as to enable step 5, i.e.
analysis andevaluation ofnewstrategies.
New strategies (for example better I&R systems, see Saatkamp (1996)) can lead to
better eradication programs which will affect the number of secondary outbreaks and the
economic consequences. New preventive programs could affect the number of primary
outbreaks. This is symbolized in Figure 2.2 with the arrows going from 'new strategies'
towards the other phases (there is no arrow from 'new strategies' towards 'outbreak in
contact region', because outbreaks in contact regions are considered to be part of the
exogenous world). In this way the approach integrates the various phases of disease
outbreaks and management planning.
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2.5

OUTLINE OFTHE MODEL

2.5.1

Properties

As shown in Figure 2.2, the problem of outbreaks of contagious diseases can be divided
into several subproblems,which canall form aseparate module of an integrated modelling
approach. A model consisting of modules is easier tobuild, to adapt to new situations and
to maintain and will also enhance the flexibility of the model. According to Kleijnen
(1995),modular programming will alsoeasetheverification ofthemodel.
Various types of models are available and applied in the field of Animal Health
Economics (Dijkhuizen, 1988).Achoicehastobemade onthree fundamental propertiesof
the model: static or dynamic, stochastic or deterministic, and optimization or simulation.
Thenature oftheproblem, as shown inthe flowchart inFigure 2.2,isasequence ofevents,
e.g. a primary outbreak comes before a secondary one. Thus, a dynamic approach which
contains time as an explicit variable is needed to describe the problem. A deterministic
approach means that the outcome of an event can be derived assuming certainty about
input values and relationships. Although historical data are not widely available, as stated
before, it will beclearthat anoutbreak canvary inits duration, inthe number of secondary
outbreaks after aprimary outbreak, etc. Monte Carlo simulation (i.e. stochastic modelling)
will provide the user not only with the expected value but also with the expected variation
of the results. Variance is an important piece of information for decision makers (risk
management),who canuseittoadapt strategies according totheir riskattitude.Risk averse
decision makers will especially be interested in the negative side of the outcome
distribution (whathappens ifitcomestotheworst) whileothers mayput moreemphasison
thereverseside.
An optimization model determines the optimum solution given the objective function
and restrictions (Dijkhuizen, 1988). Simulation calculates the effects of pre-defined setsof
input variables (scenarios, strategies) and istherefore attractive for exploring strategiesthat
have not been applied yet. Sensitivity analysis, i.e. using different sets of input variables,
and comparing the results will give insight intothe importance of the various input values.
Inthis way it ispossible to discover which input values aremost important and need extra
attention (additional research).
Thus,todescribetheproblem realistically and providethe decision maker withthe most
useful information, the model should be dynamic and stochastic, and results should be
obtained byusingthe simulation technique.
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The performance of a model is largely determined by the degree to which its structure
mirrors reality. Therefore, the last step in the developmental process should be the
verification and validation of the system. Good elaborations on this topic are given by,
amongst others,Harrison (1991), LawandKelton(1991), andKleijnen (1993).To simplify
one might saythat verification isaimed atbuilding the system right (building the structure
exactly asintended, withoutanyerrorsintheprogramming code)wherevalidation refers to
building the right system (a right presentation of the real system), which depends on the
goal of themodel (level ofaccuracyneeded etc.).Without an abundant availability ofrealworld data (well-documented outbreaks are scarce), validation of the system described in
this paper might be aproblem, but some possible solutions are given in literature (such as
what-ifanalysis(Kleijnen, 1993)).
2.5.2

Modelling uncertainty

The reality of outbreaks of contagious animal diseases contains many aspects about which
knowledge isuncertain (e.g.number ofoutbreaksperyear,probability oftransporting virus
via certain risk factors, etc.). To model this type of uncertainty, several approaches are
available. The approaches that have been most widely used and discussed in literature are
the use of certainty factors (confirmation theory, Shortliffe and Buchanan, 1975),
subjective Bayesian probability theory (Duda et al., 1976), the Dempster-Shafer theory of
belief functions (Dempster, 1967; Voorbraak, 1990) and the theory of fuzzy sets (Zadeh,
1988). These techniques were developed mainly to be used in rule-based expert systems,
where knowledge istypically expressed inthe form of IF-THEN rules (i.e.IF ATHENB),
where thereisarule premise (A)and aruleconclusion (B).In general,all techniques tryto
give the experts consulted a method to express their feelings about the two types of
uncertainty that must be addressed in a rule-based expert system, namely rule uncertainty
('does Aalways lead to B?')and evidence uncertainty ('how likely isAtohappen?').Good
descriptions and comparisons of these methods are given by Gold et al. (1990), Heatwole
andZhang (1990),and Vander Gaag(1989).Vander Gaagstates inhercritical reviewthat
the models are intuitively attractive but present some theoretical difficulties, especially
whenmultipleevidence hastobe combined.
When looking for scientific correctness, thebasic concept ofmathematical probability is
still appealing. This concept has long been the primary approach for dealing with
uncertainty. Probability is rooted in the concept that the likelihood of an event can be
determined, based on past history of occurrences or based on a good causal model of the
system. According to Heatwole and Zhang (1990), mathematical probability is a good
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approach for dealing with uncertainty when the necessary data, which can be statistical
data or objective assessments, are available. They also state that if it is not possible to
obtain that type of data, alternative approaches, such as the use of certainty factors
(described above), are required. This opinion is not shared by Anderson et al. (1977) who
state that 'objectivity in science is a myth, in life an impossibility, and in decision making
an irrelevance'. According to these authors, subjective probability is the only available
concept for decision making. Strong emphasis must be placed, however, onthe elicitation
of the probabilities in order to get as near as possible to the three basic axioms of
probability calculus. These axioms are (1)probabilities cannot lie outside therange of zero
to one, (2) theprobability thattwo ormore mutually exclusive eventswill occur isthe sum
of their respective probabilities, and (3) the probability of the exhaustive (universal) set of
events isone.
2.5.3

Input

As outlined in the second section of this chapter, literature concerning epidemiology and
economic consequences of outbreaks is available (although not abundant). Therefore the
most crucial 'unknowns' needed for the model suggested are the risk factors which might
be responsible for the introduction of pathogen in acountry. The concept of risk factors is
well-known. Interviewing experts, organizing brainstorm sessions, for instance, will
certainly result in a qualitative list of potential risk factors. Quantifying this information,
i.e. assigning probabilities to the risk factors (probability that the risk factor will transport
pathogen), is a more complicated task. Anderson et al. (1977) emphasize that subjective
probability shouldbeconsistent withtheprobability calculus(asdescribed above)andwith
the decision makers' true beliefs. Several techniques are available to deal with this
problem. Depth interviews may seem a logical choice only when a qualitative insight is
required. However, accordingto Selvidge (1975) itisalso possible toarriveata numerical
expression of uncertain knowledge during such interviews. Her procedure is especially
aimed at cases where the assessors have little or no personal experience with the event
being considered and/or have difficulty in distinguishing among very small probability
values. Major emphasis is put on splitting the original problem into small parts which
should make iteasier for the experttounderstand what isasked andtoassignprobabilities.
In this way, parts of the procedure could also be useful as an introduction prior to other
methods.
Atechnique already applied inthe area of risk factors of contagious animal diseases, is
the Delphi method. This method was used inNew Zealand todetermine therisks involved
14
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in FMD (Forbes, 1992) and in the US in a study concerning pseudo rabies (Miller et al,
1994). According to Sackman (1975), Delphi is an attempt to elicit expert opinion in a
systematic manner for useful results. Martino (1983) states that the Delphi procedure is a
feasible and effective method of obtaining the benefits of group participation in the
preparation of a forecast while at the same time minimizing or eliminating most of the
problems of committee action. It usually involves iterative questionnaires (several rounds)
administered to individual experts (by mail) in a manner guaranteeing the anonymity of
their responses. Besides anonymity also controlled feedback is an important characteristic
of the Delphi procedure. In each round, group results of the preceding round are provided
and the experts are given the opportunity to revise their opinion and/or bring in arguments
for or against the group opinion. Sometimes, the questionnaire rounds (by mail) are
followed by a group discussion (Forbes, 1992). After this discussion, experts are again
given the opportunity to revise their opinion. Theaim oftheprocedure istoreach acertain
convergence inopinion aboutthe problem orforecast being considered.
If the risk factors are known, aprocedure to rank them might be the method of conjoint
analysis. Conjoint analysis was developed in the sixties (Krantz, 1964; Luce and Tukey,
1964; Krantz and Tversky, 1971) and rooted in traditional experimentation. Conjoint
analysis developed from a need to analyse the effect of predictor variables that are often
qualitatively specified or weakly measured (Hair et al., 1987).The method is widely used
in market research to measure consumer preferences in order to develop new products.
According to Fishbein (1963), a product or an event can be seen as a composition of
attributes. In conjoint analysis, respondents are asked to rank profiles, where a profile
represents aproduct or an event formed by a specific combination of attributes. Attributes
are characteristics of a product, e.g. when selecting a car, attributes can be: colour, make,
price etc. In the case of contagious animal diseases, the risk factors are the attributes,
related to the event 'introduction of virus'. Using regression analysis, the relative
importance of the various attributes can be calculated. In this way, the method does not
only provide the user with an ordering of the attributes but also gives insight into the
distances between them.Amajor advantage ofthe method isthat it ispossible to checkup
ontheconsistency oftherespondents.
Themethods described above alltrytohelprespondents toexpresstheirpreferences and
ideas. Although the methods acknowledge that respondents may feel uncertain about their
knowledge, this uncertainty is not expressed in the outcomes of the procedures. Away of
expressing uncertainty could be the assessment of Subjective Probability Distributions
(SPDs). The mathematical modus of an SPD reflects the best guess of a respondent, the
dispersion of the distribution corresponds with the uncertainty about this best guess.
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Assessing SPDs appears to be adifficult task and several techniques have been developed
that support assessors during the specification of their SPDs. These elicitation techniques
can be either direct or indirect (characteristics of the SPDs are inferred from the responses
of the assessor). Research in this area has been done by, among others, Spetzler and Staël
von Holstein (1975). A relatively new method for the elicitation of SPDs has been
developed by Van Lenthe (1993).Inthis method (called ELI) scoring rules have been used
to enhance the accuracy of the estimates (SPDs) of the respondents. Van Lenthe's research
has resulted in a graphically oriented interactive computer program, called ELI, with a
built-in scoring rule. According to its inventor, ELI appears to be a practical and useful
methodthatcontributes torelatively reliable andvalid SPDs.
The techniques described all contain interesting elements. A combination of several of
thesemethodsmaybeusedtoquantify the inputnecessary for thedescribed model.

2.6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Contagious animal diseases formed an interesting topic for researchers from the past, and
still do for the present and probably also future, not least because of the considerable
economic consequences connected with outbreaks ofthesediseases. Although many useful
studies havebeen accomplished, there isstill need for anintegrated modelthat includesthe
variousaspectsofoutbreaks and integrates risk components and economic consequences.
Literature shows that various techniques are available that can be used in the
development of such a model, none of them being perfect, however. The most appealing
technique to base the structure of the model on is mathematical probability, because of its
scientific correctness and clear concept. In that case, special emphasis should be given to
gathering of input data, which will include the use of expert panels. One ofthe techniques
thatcan beused whentrying toelicitexpert knowledge, istheDelphi-method, already used
in the area of animal diseases (Forbes, 1992;Miller et al., 1994). However, a good Delphi
approach is very time-consuming (several rounds of questionnaires have to be performed)
and it isdifficult toinvolve alarge number of experts in suchamethod (Miller used only8
experts), and keep them involved in each questionnaire round (Forbes started with 28
experts, only 15ofwhom completed the second round). Delphi solves the problem ofhow
to reach a kind of an agreement (one answer) when asking different people the same
question, minimizing the influence they might have on one another. It does not, however,
giveanycluesabouthowthequestion hasto be framed.
Promising techniques which give more grip concerning framing of questions are
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conjoint analysis and eliciting Subjective Probability Distributions (SPDs). Conjoint
analysis has proved itself in the area of marketing research. Cattin and Wittink (1982)
stated that around 1.000 commercial applications were carried out between 1971and 1981.
An important advantage ofthe technique over other methods is the possibility of checking
up on consistency and reliability of respondents. Elicitation of SPDs is interesting because
it allows respondents to express uncertainty about an answer. Sofar, both conjoint analysis
and eliciting SPDs have been used mainly in the area of marketing research. However, in
studying their possibilities and limitations, there seem to be no constraints for the use in
otherfields aswell.
It can be concluded that several promising techniques for eliciting expert knowledge are
already available. The best method might bean eclectic approach. Moreresearch isneeded
to adapt the methods to the use in the field of animal diseases and to develop the best
combination. However, absolute values for the probabilities concerned with the potential
transport of pathogen by risk factors will be hard to estimate, because these probabilities
are expected to be very small. Moreover, according to Davis and Olson (1985), lack of
understanding statistical analysis can heavily bias direct questions on probabilities.
Therefore the elicitation of relative values might result in more reliable values, which
implies that the resulting model will have its use mainly in comparing situations (i.e. in
ranking strategies).
The use of expert panels will provide estimates for input variables for which no
historical or experimental data are available. It will be hard (if not impossible) tojudge if
these estimates are close to the 'real' values. However, until historical data and/or
experimental research are able to provide better results, estimates based on expert
knowledge will be the best information there is.In all cases, sensitivity analysis should be
an important feature oftheproposed model.Not onlytoenablethe users(decision makers)
to evaluate consequences of various strategies but also to evaluate the impact of uncertain
input variables, which will help to guide efficient planning of further research efforts. It
must be emphasized that a model will never be a perfect representation of reality,
especially not if part of the input is based on estimated values. Therefore, models will
never be more than a (hopefully useful) toolto aid decision makers.Thefinaldecision will
alwaysbetheresponsibility ofthedecisionmakersthemselves.
To conclude, because of specialization and increasing international trade of livestock
and livestock products, prevention and eradication of contagious animal diseases have
becomeamatter ofnational and international importance. Decisionmakers areoperating at
'high'levels andoften lack information toforesee all consequences oftheir decisions for all
parts of the production chain. An integrated approach, as suggested in this chapter, will
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enable a better insight and thus be beneficial to the decision making process.
Several elements of the approach suggested have already been subject of extensive
research. Now it is time to combine these elements into one model. Research is under way
to develop and test such a model (and will be described in the next chapters).
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ABSTRACT
Conjoint Analysis is a technique well known in marketing research to elicit consumer
preferences and opinions. This paper describes the results of an experiment which explores the
potential application of Conjoint Analysis in the field of veterinary epidemiology and
economics. In this experiment, the method of Conjoint Analysis was used to elicit the opinion
of experts about the relative importance of risk factors concerning contagious animal diseases.
Diseases studied were: African Swine Fever (ASF), Classical Swine Fever (CSF), Foot-andMouth Disease (FMD), Swine Vesicular Disease (SVD),Newcastle Disease (NCD) and Avian
Influenza (AI). Risk factors included were import of livestock, import of animal products,
feeding of swill, tourists, returning livestock trucks and air. The Conjoint Analysis technique
was used to draw up a questionnaire which was handed out during the 7th ISVEE held at
Nairobi, Kenya, from 15to 19 August 1994. According to the experts approached, the factors
'import of livestock' and 'import of animal products' were the major sources of risk for all
diseases. For ASF,CSF and FMD,the risk factor 'swill feeding' ranked third. For FMDand the
two poultry diseases NCD and AI, only the risk factor 'air' was important. Overall conclusion
was that Conjoint Analysis could be a useful method for eliciting the opinion of experts about
risk factors concerning contagious animal diseases. In further research, special attention should
begiven tothe selection of experts and the presentation ofthe conjoint questions.

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Outbreaks of epidemic contagious animal diseases pose a major threat to livestock
industries worldwide. Outbreaks of diseases that are on list 'A' of the Office International
des Epizooties (OIE) are greatly feared. List-A diseases are defined by the Animal Health
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Yearbook (1992) of the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), OIE, and the World
Health Organizations (WHO) as,'communicable diseases which havethe potential for very
serious and rapid spread, irrespective of national borders, which are of serious socioeconomic or public health consequences and which are of major importance in the
international trade in livestock and livestock products'. Outbreaks of these diseases often
result inmajor economic losses,especially for exporting countries.
Extensive research has been done on contagious animal diseases, roughly to be divided
into the following areas of interest: (1) the agents that cause the diseases, (2) the
mechanisms of disease transmission, (3) economic consequences of outbreaks, and (4)
prevention and eradication programs. Several studies focus on only one of these areas.
Studies by, Anderson and May (1979) and Diekmann et al. (1990), for example, focus
primarily on transmission of the disease, using a mathematical approach (i.e. differential
equations). Numerous studies have been done on the topic of disease agents, mainly based
on laboratory research.It isobviousthatthere could bealarge number of studiesthat show
overlap in certain areas,especially areas 3and 4 (e.g. the study by Ghilhardi et al. (1981),
concerning the economic evaluation of control campaigns in Italy). Such studies are
usually based on historical data, if available and applicable. In some studies historical data
were used as input for a computer simulation model (Berentsen et al., 1992). When
historical and laboratory data are insufficient, additional information is provided for such
modelsbased onestimatesand assumptions.
The reliability of this additional information is difficult to judge. Important decisions
that have to be made on eradication and prevention programs and which often have a
strong impact on the livestock industry, must be made regardless, and hence considerable
effort must bemadetoobtain reliable estimates andassumptions.
If researchers consider their own knowledge insufficient, it is necessary to consult
experts. The general issue then is how to obtain as much reliable and quantitative
information as possible from these experts, which suits model evaluations and decision
making. Ifthere isno 'gold standard' available tojudge thereliability,theresearcher should
at least aim for consistent quantitative information which mirrors the opinions of the
experts asclosely aspossible.
There are several techniques available to deal with this situation, ranging from very
open in-depth interviews to strictly organized computer experiments. In this paper astudy
involving a questionnaire is described. The questionnaire focused on the risk factors that
are involved in the introduction of an epidemic animal disease into a country. The six
diseases considered were (all on list A of the OIE): African Swine Fever (ASF), Classical
Swine Fever (CSF), Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD), Swine Vesicular Disease (SVD),
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Newcastle Disease (NCD) and Avian Influenza (AI). The key issue of the questionnaire
was the use of the method of Conjoint Analysis. Conjoint Analysis has been used
extensively in marketing research to estimate the impact of selected product characteristics
on customer preferences for products (Cattin and Wittink, 1982). The major objective of
this study was to explore the potential application of this method to the field of veterinary
epidemiology and economics. This study focused on the use of the conjoint technique for
the elicitation ofthe opinion from international experts, concerning the relative importance
of risk factors.
This paper isorganized as follows: Firstly the useofthemethod of Conjoint Analysis is
explained in general (briefly) and with respect to the questionnaire experiment under
consideration. Next the results are shown. These results and their importance to further
research arediscussed thereafter. Thelastpart ofthepaper includes somefinalremarks.

3.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1

Conjoint Analysis

A product or an event can be evaluated as a composition of attributes or characteristics
(Fishbein, 1963). The importance of each attribute is determined by the person who
examines the object. For example when selecting a car, important attributes in deciding
whether to buy it are: color, price, make, maximum speed, size etc. The process by which
consumers (a)compare different carsonthe basisof setsofattributes,(b) form final choice
sets, and (c)finallymake choices iscomplex. Conjoint Analysis is atechnique that enables
the quantification of the relative importance of the attributes of a product or event in
relation to the final choice. It was developed in the 1960s(Krantz, 1964;Luce and Tukey,
1964;Krantz andTversky, 1971)and wasrooted intraditional experimentation techniques.
Conjoint Analysis is a so-called 'de-compositional method'. Respondents are asked to
give a rank or ascore for each profile, where aprofile stands for a specific combination of
attributes (or attribute levels). The car-selecting problem provides a good example for a
typical conjoint experiment. In this case, respondents will be shown a number of small
cards, each presenting a different car. A car is described using attributes like make, speed,
color, price (a profile). The respondents are asked to give a score or a rank for each card.
Using statistical analysis, the importance of each attribute (or attribute level) can be
estimated. These 'importances' are termed 'part-worth scores' and indicate the influence of
each attribute on the respondent's preference for a particular profile (in this case, a
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particular car). A car company could use this information about part-worth scores, for
example to predict the 'likelihood of buying' when anew car is developed. The method of
Conjoint Analysis is developed from a need to analyze the effect of predictor variables
(attributes)that areoften qualitatively specified orweakly measured (Hair etal., 1990).
Basic assumptions of Conjoint Analysis are:(1)aproduct canbe described according to
levels of a set of attributes and (2) the consumer's overall judgement with respect to that
product isbased ontheseattribute levels (Steenkamp, 1987).
Conjoint Analysis may look like a rather complicated and indirect method to reveal
systematic components that underly people's evaluations of objects. On first sight, a
compositional method, such as direct questioning, may be a more attractive option.
Compositional methods ask respondents to assess values for attribute levels, and use these
values to build up preferences for attribute bundles or profiles (Huber, 1974). The
compositional method is also referred to as a self-explicated method and has speed and
simplicity as main advantages. Because of these properties, the method can be used, even
when the number of attributes is large. However, it has several problems, the major one
being lack of realism. It is difficult for respondents to provide a non-biased score for an
attribute, holding everything else equal. Heavy biases may result from direct questioning
on the importance of socially sensitive factors (Green and Srinivasan, 1990). The decompositional conjoint method provides a more realistic situation to the respondent
because attributes are evaluated as combinations (as is the case in the 'real world'.
Moreover, many researchers have compared the predictive performance of the conjoint
method with the self-explicated approach and in most studies the conjoint techniques
outperform the latter one (Huber et al., 1993, Green et al, 1983). Green and Srinivasan
(1990) argue that the above described method ofConjoint Analysis (also referred to as full
profile Conjoint Analysis) works verywell whenthere areonly afew (about six)attributes.
Larger numbers ofattributes could place asevereinformation overload ontherespondents.
In these cases the self-explicated approach, or a combination of the self-explicated and the
conjoint method (which is called 'hybrid conjoint modelling') should be considered. For
more details about the technical aspects of the conjoint method and comparisons with the
self-explicated and combined approach, the reader is referred to Green and Srinivasan
(1978),Huberetal.,(1993),Krantzand Tversky,(1971),and LuceandTukey,(1964).
The adoption ofthe, relatively new, technique of conjoint modelling has grown quickly
and nowadays itsarea of application ranges from the development of new products (Green
et al., 1981) to student university choice process (Hooley and Lynch, 1981). Conjoint
Analysis has been more extensively used in consumer and marketing research of products.
However in general it is possible to use the method in cases where an object or event and
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its related attributes can be determined and where one's aim of study is the elicitation of the
respondents' feelings towards these attributes. The method provides a handy tool to
quantify feelings or subjective knowledge about attributes. Den Ouden et al. (1994), for
instance, used the method for eliciting respondent's ideas about weights on animal welfare
issues that were to be included in a multiple-goal programming model for production
marketing chains in swine.
3.2.2

The experiment

In the case of contagious animal diseases, risk factors can be seen as attributes related to
the event 'disease outbreak'. Because literature (Liess, 1981; Becker, 1987 and Mann and
Sellers, 1989) and in-depth interviews with a limited number of experts provided six major
risk factors, this situation was considered to be interesting to elicit the subjective
knowledge of experts on these attributes with the use of the conjoint method. Because there
is no 'gold standard' for these risk factors, the term 'knowledge' should not be taken too
literally. But it is this knowledge that is also used by the experts to make decisions in real
situations.
The following six risk factors were selected to be examined within the conjoint method:
(1)

import of livestock

(2)

import of livestock products

(3)

swill feeding

(4)

tourists

(5)

returning livestock trucks

(6)

air (airborn agents)

All factors, or attributes, could be either present or not present (two levels), which made a
total of 2 6 or 64 possible profiles. Using all profiles (a complete factorial design) would be
impractical; 64 profiles are too many to be examined by a respondent. The number of
profiles can be decreased by using a fractional factorial design, with only a minimal loss of
accuracy. The basic plans of Addelman (1962) were used to construct the necessary
orthogonal fractional factorial design for this risk factor study, which resulted in eight
profiles. Three randomly chosen profiles were added as 'holdouts', which are used to check
the fit of the model when analyzing the results of the Conjoint Analysis (regression
coefficients are based on the first eight profiles only). This gauge the respondent's
consistency in answering the questions.
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The most common way to perform Conjoint Analysis is to approach the respondents with a
number of cards, each presenting a certain profile. The respondents are then asked to rank
or score the cards.
Table 3.1
Table which was embedded inthe questionnaire. Scores should be filled in for six diseases.
Profiles
Risk factors
Import of livestock
Import livestock products
Swill feeding
Tourists
Returning trucks
Air

1

2
+
+
+
+
+
+

3

4

+
+
+

+

-

+
+

-

-

5

6

7

8

9

ÏÖ

TÎ

+
+
_

+
+
+

+
+
_

+
_

Your risk score for
African Swine Fever
Classical Swine Fever
The use of cards was impractical for this study, because the aim of the experiment was to
make use of a group of experts from various countries at the same time. Therefore the
Conjoint Analysis was embedded in the questionnaire in the form of a table (Table 3.1).
Respondents were asked to give a risk score (a number between 0 and 100) for all 11
profiles for each of the six diseases. A higher score means a riskier profile with respect to
the introduction of the disease. A '+' in the profile column means that the risk factor is
present, a '-' means that it is not. So, in the first profile, all risk factors are present, while in
the third profile only the factors 'import of livestock', 'tourists' and 'returning trucks' are
present. It seems logical, therefore, that the first profile will receive a higher risk score than
the third profile. In the fourth profile, only two factors are present ('import of livestock' and
'air'). For some diseases, this profile may contain less risk than profile 3. But when 'air'
(airborne spread) is supposed to be of more importance than 'tourists' and 'returning
livestock trucks', this profile should obtain a higher score than profile 3.
The results were analyzed by using SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago), a statistical package
that includes a special option for handling Conjoint Analysis (using regression techniques).
The customary approach to Conjoint Analysis is disaggregate. That is, each respondent is
modelled separately and the fit of the model is examined for each individual respondent
(Hair et al., 1990).
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Thefollowing model wasused:
score=c+ß, * x, +

+ß6 * x6

Inthis simple additive model,scoreistheestimated scorefor aprofile, cisaconstant,/?,to
ß6 are the estimated coefficients belonging to the risk factors, and x, to x6 are the risk
factors (with values l=present, or 0=not present). The parameters of this model were
estimated, using the first eight profiles. Based on the model, the method estimates the
relative importance of each risk factor (all risk factors together add upto 100%). Kendall's
tau and Pearson's Rwere used to check the fit of each individual model for the first eight
profiles (test on the internal validity). Kendall's tau was also used to test the fit of the
model on the last three profiles (the holdouts). For each respondent, the scores of the
holdout profiles were estimated, using the individuals ownmodel, andthen compared with
the scores given by therespondents inthe questionnaire. This provided ameasureofcrossvalidity, which took into account the predictive ability ofthe model andthe consistency of
the respondents (Green and Srinivasan, 1978).Theresults were summarized per risk factor
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Lilliefors variation, samples with unknown mean and
variation) was used to test whether the results could be analyzed as being normally
distributed.
The questionnaire also contained a 'direct' question to investigate the relative
importance of the risk factors. In this question the respondents were asked to divide 100
points among the six risk factors, for each disease. This direct questioning method can be
seen as a very simple self-explicated method. Spearman's correlation test and Wilcoxon's
matched-pairs signed-ranks test were used to test whether the conjoint method and the
direct questioning method differed inresults.
The respondents were asked to answer the questions for the six diseases of interest
(ASF, CSF, FMD, SVD,NCD and AI). Their expertise with each disease was expected to
vary. Therefore, a question was included that gave them the chance to quantify their level
of knowledge for each on a scale ranging from 1(low) to 5(high). This 'knowledge level'
provided atooltodistinguish between experts.
The questionnaire was handed out to 74 attendants of the 7th International Symposium
on Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics (ISVEE), held at Nairobi, Kenya from 15to
19August 1994.Prior knowledge of the 'expert' status of the attendees was unknown. The
respondents were asked toreturnthe questionnaire during the symposium orto send itback
afterwards.
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3.3

RESULTS

3.3.1

General

In total, 22 questionnaires were returned (12 during the symposium and 10afterwards, all
used in the analysis), which resulted in a response rate of approximately 30%. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that it was permissible to treat the summarized results
per risk factor as being normally distributed (significance > 0.2 for all risk factors).
Therefore, the samplemean wasused assummary statistic oftheresults.
Table 3.2 shows the results of the estimates of the opinion of the respondents
concerning the relative importance of each risk factor for each disease. Because of the
extremely large variation in results, a trimmed mean was used. The two highest and the
two lowest values were excluded from this calculation (18% trimmed mean). The numbers
in brackets indicate the interval in which the remaining 82% of the relative importance
values were found (i.e. the 9th and 91th percentile). According to Table 3.2, the main risk
factors for all six diseases are 'import of livestock' and 'import of livestock products',
together accounting for more than 50%, for each disease. For the diseases ASF, CSF and
FMD, the risk factor 'swill feeding' ranks third. 'Air' is considered especially important for
the two poultry diseases. Risk factor 'returning trucks' is of minor importance, except for
AIwherethisriskfactor ranksthesameas'import oflivestockproducts'.
Table3.2
Trimmed mean ofthe estimated relative importance of risk factors (as apercentage),9th and91th
percentilevaluesin brackets.
Diseases
Risk factors

ASF

Import of livestock

39(14-62)31 (2-58)

Import livestock products

18(0-33) 24(10-34) 17(2-33) 16(3-22) 16(4-26)

Swill feeding

17(4-41) 16(2-43)

16(2-49) 17(4-27)

7(1-20)

8(1-16)

Tourists

13(2-22) 14(0-35)

15(0-52) 17(2-33) 11(1-21)
8(1-21) 10(3-15) 15(5-21)
13(0-40) 5(0-11) 11(4-30)

11(1-16)

Returning trucks
Air
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7(2-13)
6(1-15)

CSF

9(3-19)
6(0-11)

NCD

AI

FMD

SVD

30 (3-47)

34(11-56)39(3-89) 38(11-61)
18(4-25)

8(2-13)
18(4-30)
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3.3.2

Response rate

Cross-validation was used toget more insight intothe influence oftheresponse rateonthe
results. Ten random samples of 5 questionnaires were taken out of the total of 22
questionnaires and the remaining 17 questionnaires were used (during each sample) to
calculate the values of the relative importance of the risk factors (sampling with
replacement). Subsequently, the relative differences between these values and the original
values were calculated (original values were based on the total number of 22
questionnaires).The resultsare showninTable3.3.
Table3.3
Average relative deviations of 10 random samples of 17 questionnaires (absolute percentages),
comparedwiththemeanimportanceforriskfactors basedonall22 cases.
Risk Factors
Import of livestock
Import livestock products
Swill feeding
Tourists
Returning trucks
Air

Diseases
ASF
3.8
3.5
6.6
3.2
8.4
13.4

CSF
4.3
5.9
7.4
8.3
11.3
16.7

FMD
4.5
4.8
10.4
8.2
3.7
6.3

SVD
5.6
4.9
6.0
10.1
10.0
12.0

NCD

AI

5.0
5.5
7.0
12.6
11.3
9.8

6.0
5.8
8.8
14.5
7.3
9.0

The average deviations ranged from 3.5%(disease ASF for risk factor 'import of livestock
products') to 16.7%(disease CSFfor riskfactor 'air').Ingeneral,the lowervaluesofTable
3.2 showed higher deviations in Table 3.3 (a small deviation from a small value gives a
largerrelative difference than asmall deviation from alargervalue).
3.3.3

Internal validity

According tobothPearson's RandKendall'stautest,the internalvalidity ofallmodels(all
respondents) wasgood. Correlation was0.9 orhigher,with asignificance of0.01orbetter.
The fit of the estimated model for the three holdout profiles was not as good. Although
correlation was above 0.8 for all respondents, approximately half of the cases showed
significance values largerthan 0.1, indicating apoor fit ofthemodel.
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Table 3.4
Mean relative importance of risk factors (%). Consistent cases (fit at p
inconsistent cases(inconsistent means in brackets).

0.05) compared with

Diseases
Risk factors

ASF

CSF

FMD

SVD

NCD

AI

Import of livestock

39(39)

37(28)

31 (30)

34(34)

42 (39)

37(39)

Import livestock products

22(13)

24 (24)

23(14)

16(16)

21 (13)

20(13)

Swill feeding

13(22)

12(18)

11(20)

18(17)

8(6)

9(6)

Tourists

12(15)

18(11)

15(15)

18(16)

13(8)

13(6)

8(6)
6(6)

5 (11)
4(8)

7(9)

10(9)

9(18)

14(13)

4(7)

7(15)

Returning trucks
Air

8(7)
13(29)

Table 3.4 presents the comparison of the two groups of respondents, based on fit
(significance less than or equal to 0.1 versus larger than 0.1 respectively). The differences
between the two groups changes between variables, e.g. the combination of 'import of
livestock' and ASF shows no difference between cases with and without sufficient fit,
where the combination of'air' and AI shows a difference of more than 100%.However, the
number of cases in each group is low, as is the number of holdout profiles (i.e. 3). Thus, for
the remaining analysis no difference was made between cases with or without adequate fit.
The discussion considers this point in more detail.
3.3.4

Knowledge level

Table 3.5 shows the knowledge levels per disease, as indicated by the respondents.
Table 3.5
Knowledge level ofthe respondents, per disease.
Diseases
Knowledge level

ASF

CSF

High
Good
Medium
Low
Very low
Missing
Total

2
5
7
4
3
1
22

3
5
4
6
3
1
22

30

FMD
5
7
7
2
1
-22

SVD
1
2
11
3
4
1
22

NCD
2
8
4
2
6

AI
1
2
6
4
9

--

--

22

22
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According to this table, the respondents rated themselves to be most knowledgeable on
FMD. Only a few respondents thought themselves to be knowledgeable on SVD and AI.
To get more insight into the impact of these levels, weights can be used to examine the
results. The level of knowledge ranged from 1 (low level) to 5 (high). Weighting for level
of knowledge means, in this case, that a result from a respondent with a level of 5 counts 5
times as much as that from one with a level of knowledge of 1.Table 3.6 shows the results.
To make comparison easier, the unweighed values are also shown in this table. The
difference between weighted and unweighed results varied from 0% (for example the
combination ASF and risk factor 'import of livestock') to 3 % (combination NCD and risk
factor 'returning trucks'). Most differences were equal to 0 or 1%.
Table 3.6
Weighted relative mean importance (%) for each risk factor. Unweighed importance percentages in
brackets.
Diseases
Risk factors

ASF

CSF

FMD

SVD

NCD

AI

Import of livestock

39 (39)

33(31)

31 (30)

36 (34)

40 (39)

33 (38)

Import livestock products

17(18)

24(24)

17(17)

16(16)

14(16)

19(18)

Swill feeding
Tourists

17(17)

16(16)

17(16)

17(17)

7(11)

8(8)

12(13)

13(14)

14(15)

17(17)

14(11)

8(7)
6(6)

9 (9)
5(6)

9(8)
12(13)

9(10)
5(5)

13(11)
18(15)
9(11)

Returning trucks
Air

3.3.5

8(8)
18(18)

Conjoint versus direct questioning

Table 3.7 presents the results of the Conjoint Analysis compared with the results of the
method of direct questioning. Spearman's correlation test showed that for all diseases,
except FMD, there were no significant differences in ranking between both methods (p =
0.05). On first sight, the direct method seemed to yield more extreme results. To analyze
this assumption, Wilcoxon's matched-pairs signed-ranks test was used to compare the
results with the highest rank and the results with the lowest rank between both methods.
The test showed that the direct method gave higher values for the highest rank and
lower values for the lowest rank, compared to the conjoint method. Because all values add
up to 100, this means that the direct method gave more extreme results, i.e. the risk factors
with the strongest impact (e.g. 'import of livestock') received higher values when using the
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direct method, while risk factors with a low impact (e.g. 'returning trucks') received lower
values when usingthis method.
Table3.7
Estimated relative importance of each risk factor (%), comparison of direct asking with conjoint
results(conjoint resultsinbrackets).
Diseases
Risk factors

ASF

CSF

FMD

SVD

NCD

AI

Import of livestock

42 (39)

38(31)

36(30)

42 (34)

42 (39)

46 (38)

Import livestock products

20(18)

21 (24)

22(17)

21(16)

19(16)

19(18)

Swill feeding

13(17)

13(17)

16(15)

14(17)

2(7)
9(11)

2(8)

19(13)

15(16)
18(14)

6(16)

Tourists
Returning trucks

6(7)

5(9)

10(8)

7(10)

7(15)

9(8)

Air

2(6)

2(6)

10(13)

3(5)

14(11)

18(18)

3.4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

3.4.1

Risk factors

7(11)

In this study, an arbitrary number of six risk factors was used to describe the possible
methods of introduction of virus into a country. Although the respondents were given an
explanation of the risk factors, it is possible that the definitions were not clear and/or the
risk factors not suitable for all diseases under study. For example, the risk factor 'air' was
defined as the possibility for virus to travel by particles, driven by air current. But for the
avian diseases (NCD and AI), wild birds could have been included in this risk factor as
well. More research will probably produce different sets of risk factors for different
diseases.
Risk factors, as used in this experiment, were only thought to be present or not present
(two levels) which is a strong simplification of reality (how many tourists are entering
when the risk factor 'tourists' is present?). However, more levels would make the
questionnaire morecomplicated (more profiles tobe considered). More research is needed
to find the optimal balance between accuracy (realism) and the maximum complexity that
canbeevaluated byrespondents,regarding the resulting profiles.
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3.4.2

Response

Because all questionnaires werehanded outpersonally (atthe 7thISVEE), ahigh response
was expected. However, the respondents were not selected onthe basis oftheir knowledge
about the six diseases under consideration. It istherefore possible that questionnaires have
been handed out to people who did not consider themselves experts on either one or more
of the six diseases, and therefore could not, or felt they could not, complete the
questionnaire. Furthermore,the questionnaire wascomplex andtime consuming tofillout,
which will have reduced the return rate. However, the results of the cross-validation
presented in Table 3.3 suggest that the Conjoint Analysis results are not very sensitive to
the number ofrespondents.
3.4.3

Internal validity

The internal validity of the regression model was adequate. Strong correlations together
witha smallp-value for statistical significance suggest that asimpleadditive model canbe
used to adequately explain the scores of the respondents for the first eight profiles. The
cross-validation, by usingthe holdouts, showed thatthe predictive ability ofthemodel was
not satisfactory. However, Kendall's tau isatest based onranksand with only threevalues
to rank (the holdouts), a small difference in value can change the ranking considerably. In
studies concerning consumer behaviour, the predictive ability of the model is often
measured by calculating the percentage of cases in which the most preferred profile ofthe
holdoutswaspredicted correctly bythemodel(Hairetal., 1990).Inthecaseofrisk factors
concerning contagious diseases, however, all profiles are important. Although using real
stimuli isthe besttest onpredictive ability, it is impossible tocarry out, buttesting maybe
improved by using criteria other than those used inthis study (values instead ofranks) and
more holdout profiles.
The lack of fit of the model for the holdout profiles could also indicate an inconsistent
answering on behalf of the respondent. This inconsistency could be caused by inability of
particular respondents to analyze 11profiles for each disease, due to a lack of knowledge
(concerning the diseases or risk factors under study) and/or a lack of overview. However,
thenumber ofthreeholdoutsisprobably too smallinorderto drawsoundconclusions.Ina
more extended research project it would also be advisable to test, the reliability of the
respondent's input judgments. This can be done by asking the respondents to score a
second set of profiles after they have completed some intervening tasks. This second set
should contain a subset ofthe original set of profiles. The repeated two evaluations canbe
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used in determining the test-retest reliability of the input preference judgments (Green and
Srinivasan, 1978).
3.4.4

Knowledge level

To obtain the best estimates for the risk factors with Conjoint Analysis, it isnot necessary
to have a large group of respondents. A small group of 'real' experts is sufficient. It is
difficult, however, to determine whether someone is a real expert or not. It may be
necessary to determine the actual level of knowledge of the respondent. In this study,
respondents were asked to judge their own level. Table 3.5 shows that the level of
knowledge did not lead to considerable differences in results. However, 'real' level of
knowledge is difficult to determine. When respondents are asked to estimate their own
level, the results are,by definition, subjective. Some people may be much more modest in
their estimation than others and 'pseudo-experts' might overestimate their abilities.
According to Oskamp (1982), a good index of the expertise of a judge may be the
relationship betweenhis/her level of confidence andhis/her level of accuracy. Van Lenthe
(1993) proposes a method which combines confidence and accuracy (using scoring rules)
that canhelptoavoid over-and underconfidence. His method may beauseful element ofa
more extended researchproject concerning identification andquantification ofrisk factors.
3.4.5

Conjointversus direct questioning

Table 3.7 showsthattheresultsoftheConjoint Analysis arelessextreme thanthose ofthe
directquestioning. Todetermine whichmethod bestreflects theopinion oftherespondents,
both techniques could be compared by using validation against external data. This
technique is better applied if a larger sample of holdouts is available. Showing the results
to apanel of experts anddiscussing them (without informing thepanel from which method
the results originate) may also provide more insight into this matter. The results of the
conjoint technique as performed in this study were in agreement with the general opinion
abouttherisk factors involved.

3.5

FINAL REMARKS

To sum up, the 'Gold standard' for the true importance of the six risk factors under
consideration is impossible to obtain. We concluded, however, that the technique of
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Conjoint Analysis shows promise in eliciting the opinion from experts about the relative
importance of risk factors concerning contagious animal diseases.
The questionnaire experiment described in this paper is part of a project that should lead
to a modelling approach which integrates risk and economic consequences of outbreaks,
commencing after an outbreak occurs in a 'foreign' country and following the spread and
consequences of the disease through all the various levels of the production chain, given a
certain set of control measures. Part of the input to the model will be provided by a panel
of experts.
The study described here provides a basis for further, similar but more extensive
research. This research will focus on the opinion of Dutch experts about the risk to the
Netherlands. However, the methodology of Conjoint Analysis can be applied to other
countries/regions as well. We caution that much attention should be given to the selection
of experts, the design of the conjoint questions, and the interpretation of the results.
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CONJOINT ANALYSIS AS A METHOD TO ELICIT EXPERT OPINION: AN
APPLICATION WITH RESPECT TO CONTAGIOUS ANIMAL DISEASES'

ABSTRACT
An effective animal disease prevention and eradication program is of major importance for
meat-exporting countries because outbreaks of contagious diseases will often result in trade
bans. However, historical and experimental information to base these programs on is scarce.
Additional information might be obtained by consulting experts. This paper presents a method
that enables an objective quantification ofexpert knowledge. Themethod, Conjoint Analysis, is
a questionnaire technique that enables the quantification of the relative importance of the
attributes ofa product or event inrelation tothe overall assessment tothat particular product or
event. The method has already proven worthwhile inthe field of consumer research. The results
suggest thatthe method also provides auseful tool for the livestock economist.

4.1

INTRODUCTION

For many countries, export of livestock and animal products constitutes a major source of
income for their livestock industry. Consequently, export bans caused by outbreaks of
contagious animal diseases can have disastrous financial consequences. In the European
Union, outbreaks of diseases such as Foot-and-Mouth disease (FMD) and Classical Swine
Fever (CSF) are eradicated according EU-regulations, often including such trade bans. The
recent major outbreaks of CSF in Belgium (1993-'94), Germany (1993-'94) and the
Netherlands (1997) showed that outbreaks still present a serious danger. Therefore,
adequate disease prevention and eradication programs are of major importance for both
government and agribusiness industry in meat-exporting countries. Simulation models
showing the impact of various factors on the likelihood of the introduction of an animal
disease virus can play a key role in disease prevention and eradication programs (among
others, Roe and Cannon, 1997).

paper byHorst, H.S., Steenkamp,J.B.E.M.,Huirne,R.B.M,and Dijkhuizen, A.A.
submitted for publication toAgricultural Economics.
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The objective of such simulation models is to support decision making on prevention
programs, i.e., provide information on the efficacy of alternative prevention measures in
terms of reduction of risk and losses, and in that way enable the performance of costbenefit analyses. This article focuses on one of the major input parameters of such a virus
introduction simulation model, namely the so-called 'risk factors'. Risk factors are defined
in this study as the physical vehicles responsible for virus transfer, i.e., the ways in which
the disease can spread from one country to another. Examples of risk factors are animal
trade, animal trucks, and import of animal products. Obviously, no virus introduction
simulation model canbedeveloped without paying attention tothese factors.
For a particular contagious animal disease, the key risk factors are often well-known.
However, what is typically less well-known is the relative importanceof these factors in
the introduction of the disease into a country. For instance, it is said that import of
livestock contains more risk than import of animal products, but this has seldomly been
quantified. To use the risk factors in simulation models to assist policy making, a
quantitative assessment oftheinfluence of theserisk factors isrequired. One source ofdata
for estimating the relative importance oftherisk factors is timeseries.However, outbreaks
occur irregularly in time, place and magnitude (e.g., MLNV, 1983-1995), making it very
difficult to base general properties and predictions for the relative importance of risk
factors on these data. Furthermore, because of changing circumstances (changing
vaccination policies,changing trade patternsduetoe.g. opening up ofEastern Europe),the
valueofthesehistorical datainpredicting future eventsmaybe questionable.
Another option is the use of expertjudgements concerning the importance of the risk
factors. Theuseofexpertjudgements hasaprominent place inmanagement science (Little,
1970, 1975; Gatignon, 1993). Expert judgements have been used successfully in many
management decision applications (see e.g., Larreche and Montgomery, 1977; Lodish,
1981, and Rangaswamy et al., 1990).Especially in forecasting future events or integrating
and interpreting existing data, expert knowledge may play an important role (Meyer and
Booker, 1991).
Avariety of methods for eliciting expertjudgements are available (among others, Meyer
and Booker, 1991;Seaver, 1978;Von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1988 for overviews). One
technique which holds special promise is Conjoint Analysis. Conjoint Analysis isageneral
data collection and analysis procedure to quantify the impact of anumber of factors on the
overall assessment of an event or object simultaneously. It is well known and widely used
in marketing research, to estimate the impact of selected product characteristics on
consumer preferences for products (Cattin and Wittink, 1982).However, the method could
be useful in all cases were one needs to elicit (in a quantitative manner) subjective
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knowledge onan (uncertain) event and isabletodetermine underlying characteristics.
The aim of the present study is to evaluate the method of Conjoint Analysis on its
usefulness (criteria: validity, consistency and respondent evaluation) for the translation of
expert knowledge on specific aspects of disease introduction into quantitative information
for modelling purposes. The substantive topic was the introduction of the Classical Swine
Fever(CSF) intotheNetherlands.

4.2

CONJOINT ANALYSIS

Conjoint Analysis is a technique that enables the quantification of the relative importance
of the attributes of aproduct or event in relation to the overall assessment of a respondent
with respect to that particular product or event. The method was developed in the 1960s
and is rooted in mathematical psychology (Krantz, 1964; Luce and Tukey, 1964; Krantz
and Tversky, 1971). Basic assumptions of Conjoint Analysis are (Steenkamp, 1987): (1) a
product or event can be described according to levels of a set of attributes, and (2) a
person's overalljudgment with respecttothatproduct orevent isbased ontheseattributes.
Conjoint Analysis is a so-called 'decompositional' method. Respondents are asked to
rank or rate combinations of attributes. Such combinations are called 'profiles'.
Afterwards, regression analysis is used to decompose the scores given by the respondents
to these profiles and estimate the importance of the attributes, i.e., 'break down' the total
score into components belonging to the separate attributes. The importance of each
attribute isbased onits 'part-worth scores'.
Conjoint Analysis, as a decompositional method, provides a realistic situation to the
respondent because attributes are evaluated in combinations (as is the case in the 'real
world'). A further advantage is that the technique can be organized such that it provides
information on the consistency of the answers given by the respondents. Nevertheless, it
may look like a rather complicated and indirect method to reveal systematic components
that underlie people's evaluations of objects. It is also possible to use a compositional
method, such as direct questioning. Compositional methods ask respondents to assess
values for attributes, and use these values to construct overall judgments for attribute
bundles or profiles (Huber, 1974). Compositional methods, also referred to as selfexplicated methods, have speed and simplicity asmain advantages. However,there arealso
some problems, the major one being lack of realism. People have difficulty in assessing
attribute importances directly, i.e., it is difficult for respondents to provide a non-biased
score for one particular attribute, all else being equal (Green and Srinivasan, 1990). In a
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pilot experiment on the application of Conjoint Analysis in the animal health area,
significant differences were observed betweenthe results obtained bythemore 'traditional'
method of direct questioning and those obtained by Conjoint Analysis (Horst et al., 1996).
Although these researchers were not able to determine which method reflected best the
opinion of the respondents, because no external data for validation were available, there is
considerable evidence from other authors that statistically derived importances represent
people's actual weights more accurately than their self-stated weights (Fishbein and Ajzen,
1975; Slovic andLichtenstein, 1971; Green etal., 1983;Huber et al., 1993).Serious biases
may result from direct questioning on the importance of socially sensitive factors (Green
and Srinivasan, 1990). Besides, according to Davis and Olson (1985) and Hardaker et al.
(1997) a lack of understanding statistical data can considerably bias direct questions on
probabilities. In these cases a more indirect approach such as Conjoint Analysis is
preferable (Slovic andLichtenstein 1971).
The most popular way of performing Conjoint Analysis is called 'full profile' (FP).
When using the FP method, respondents are asked to rank or rate a number of profiles,
where a profile stands for a specific combination of all attributes under consideration (full
profile). Atypicalapplication ofthetechniquehasbeenreported by Steenkamp(1987)and
concerns quality evaluations with respect to ham. In his study, important attributes when
evaluating the quality of ham were considered to be:brand name,packing, store and price.
These attributes had several levels, for example, the attribute 'packing' had levels such as
'vacuum-packed' and 'unpacked'. Potential buyers were shown a number of small cards,
each presenting a different kind of ham. On those cards, the ham was described as a
combination of attributes (brand name, packing, etc.): a profile. The respondents were
asked to rank each card. Regression technique (OLS) was used to derive the part-worth
scores for all attributes. The model used in this study was a simple additive one. It is also
possible to include interactions between attributes. However, research has shown that
interactive and multiplicative models seldom have a significantly betterfitto data than the
additive model (e.g., Emery and Barron, 1979; Holbrook and Moore, 1981;Levin,1985).
Besides, including interactions means that more profiles have to be evaluated which could
leadtofatigue-bias bythe respondents.
The most accurate part-worth scores areobtained when all possible profiles (a complete
factorial design) are evaluated. However, in most cases this would be impractical (for
instance, when using 7 attributes, each at two levels, a complete design would mean that
respondents should evaluate a number of 27 or 128profiles!). The number of profiles can
be reduced, with only minimal loss of accuracy, by using a fractional factorial design.
Addelman (1962, 1963)designed anumber of'basic plans' for theconstruction of profiles.
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His schemes can be used for additive models ('main effect design') as well as for models
that includeinteractions ('compromise design').
In this paper, the conjoint technique was used to study the relative importance of various
risk factors in introducing a contagious animal disease in another country. A pilot
experiment on this topic was conducted during the 7th International Symposium on
Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics in Kenya, August 1994 and showed promising
results (Horst et al., 1996). Theresults and experiences ofthisKenya experiment have led
toandframed theuseofConjoint Analysisinthecurrent experiment.

4.3

EXPERIMENT

4.3.1

Overview

The study included the following six highly contagious animal diseases: Foot-and-Mouth
disease (FMD), Classical Swine Fever (CSF), African Swine Fever (ASF), Swine
Vesicular Disease (SVD), Newcastle Disease (ND), and Avian Influenza (AI). These
diseases are the ones most feared by the Dutch livestock sector and outbreaks of any of
them may cause major export bans. FMD affects swine and cattle; SVD, ASF and CSF
affect swineonly;NDandAIarecontagiouspoultry diseases.
Theexperiment was structured inthe form ofaworkshop during which the participants
were asked to individually complete a computerized conjoint questionnaire. The program
wasdesigned tobe self-explanatory in ordertominimize the interaction ofthe participants
witheithereachotherortheworkshop facilitators.
All 50people intheNetherlands considered tobeexpert inoneofthesixdiseases under
study were invited tojoin. Experts were defined aspeople who haveaworkingexperience
with the diseases under concern and the diseaseprevention and eradication programmes in
the Netherlands. Invited were people with a leading position in policy or research
(epidemiology) as well as field veterinarians who where involved in the eradication of
outbreaks of one of the diseases under study. The total sample consisted of43people ora
response rate of 86%. Participants were given the opportunity to choose the disease about
which they felt themselves most knowledgeable. Questions were only asked for that
particulardiseaseandconcerned theintroduction ofvirus intotheNetherlands,the efficacy
of the eradication system of the Netherlands and other European countries, and future
expectations concerning outbreaks in the Netherlands and other countries. An extensive
overview of the complete workshop outline and the results obtained has been given by
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Horst et al. (1997a). The current paper focuses on the Conjoint Analysis part of the
workshop only, and within that only on the introduction of Classical Swine Fever virus.
The case of CSF will be used to examine in detail the usefulness of Conjoint Analysis asa
method to elicit andquantify expertjudgments insituations wheresuitable experimental or
econometric dataarenotavailable.Nineteen expertsperformed theconjoint taskforCSF.
4.3.2

Questionnaire

Introduction ofvirusfrom any country intotheNetherlands iscaused bythe so-called 'risk
factors', which might be seen as the physical vehichles for the disease. Literature search
and in-depth interviews with expertswere usedto produce a list of the major independent
riskfactors for eachofthe diseases.For CSFthe following riskfactors were included:
- import oflivestock
- importofanimal products
- feeding ofimport swill(organicwaste material,from airports andharbours)
- tourists
- empty livestocktrucksreturning from abroad
- wildlife
- aircurrents(airborne transmission)
The Netherlands interacts with almost all European countries. Thus, in principle all
countries could be responsible for transfer of CSF-virus to the Netherlands (in case an
outbreak occurs in one of these countries). To incorporate country differences while
keeping the whole exercise of controllable size, the countries were grouped into the
following five clusters (basedongeographical andtrade arguments):
cluster 1:Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg
cluster 2:Greece,Italy,Portugal, Spain
cluster 3:Austria,France, Switzerland
cluster4:Eastern Europe
cluster 5:GreatBritain, Ireland, Scandinavia
The results presented in this paper focus on cluster 1 (countries surrounding the
Netherlands)only.Thefindings fortheotherclusterswerequite similar.
As explained in section 4.2, Conjoint Analysis enables the quantification of attributes
which together determine the opinion of the participant concerning a certain product or
event. In this experiment, the introduction of virus into the Netherlands (originating from
the cluster under concern) was seen as the 'event', the risk factors were the 'attributes'.
Each risk factor could be either present (with a magnitude as in the current -real life-
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situation, this to the judgment of the participants) or not present. The Conjoint Analysis
technique was used to derive the relative importance of each of these factors.
Using the Addelman schemes for main effect models, the FP approach resulted in eight
profiles. Three randomly chosen profiles were added as 'holdouts', which were used to
check the fit of the model (regression coefficients were based on the first eight profiles
only (Huber et al., 1993). These holdouts were also used to gauge the respondent's
consistency in answering the questions. The participants were presented with the profiles
on their computer screen (one profile at a time, as illustrated in Figure 4.1) and asked to
give a score (ranging from 0 to 100, more points indicate a more risky situation) for the
riskiness of each profile.
Imagine the following situation. How risky do you think this combination of risk factors is in
relation to apossible introduction of CSF-virus from cluster 1intothe Netherlands?
Give a score between 0and 100,a higher score means amore risky situation.
-

Import of livestock is present
Import of animal products isnot present
Feeding of import swill is present
Tourists is present
Returning livestock trucks isnot present
Wildlife is not present
Air currents isnot present

Figure 4.1
Question ofthe FP-Conjoint Analysis survey.
4.3.3

Analytical procedure

The riskiness scores were evaluated with the following model:
(1)

riskiness score = ß 0 + ß, *x, +

+ ß 7 *x 7

In this simple additive model, riskiness score is the score given by the respondent, ß 0 is
the intercept (a constant), the ßi_7 are the estimated coefficients (part-worth scores)
associated with the risk factors (the attributes), and the x,.7 are the risk factor levels (with
values 1= present and 0 = not present). Interactions were not taken into account as the risk
factors were assumed to be independent. Besides, also when interaction can be expected to
occur, the additive model typically shows a high robustness (Emery and Barron, 1979;
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Steenkamp, 1987).
The relative importance of each risk factor is estimated as its coefficient divided by the
total sum of coefficients (thus, all relative importances together add up to 100), according
to the following formula:
(2)

RI =

P,

*100%

Eß,
These parameter estimates constitute the basic 'output' of the conjoint approach to the
quantification of expert opinions. Several aspects of these results were assessed including
face validity, consistency and predictive validity. Moreover, the experts' evaluation of the
conjoint method as such to elicit their opinions was measured.
The goodness of fit of the model was measured by the correlation between estimated
and actual riskiness scores for the holdout profiles (Green and Srinivasan, 1978).
Validation of the Conjoint Analysis technique was based on its predictive performance.
Therefore, a 'choice task' was incorporated into the questionnaire. Participants were
presented with a triplet of situations and asked to indicate the situation they thought to be
the most risky. They were also asked to indicate the least risky situation. A situation was
presented as a combination of selected attributes (only three or four, other factors were
considered 'not present'). Figure 4.2 shows an example. Based on this choice task,
individual 'hitrates' could be calculated (Huber et al., 1993). The hitrate presents the
percentage of times the conjoint method correctly predicts each individual's actual choice.
A higher hitrate indicates a higher predictive performance.
SITUATION 1
import of livestock
feeding of import swill
tourists

SITUATION 2
tourists
returning livestock trucks
import of livestock

SITUATION 3
returning livestock trucks
import animal products
feeding import swill

WHICH ISTHE MOST RISKY SITUATION?
1
WHICH IS THE LEASTRISKY SITUATION? —
Figure 4.2
Choice task.
Another measure for the predictive performance is the 'share of first choice', based on the
conjoint model (Huber et al., 1993). This measure indicates the percentage of respondents
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that chooses a certain situation as the most risky one. To obtain better insight into how
accurately the conjoint method estimates respondent's choices, the absolute difference
between the percentage first choice as estimated by Conjoint Analysis and as given by the
respondents iscalculated, for each situation presented inthechoicetask.Thesummation of
the results is then divided by the number of situations presented to the respondent in the
choice task. The resulting number equals the so-called 'mean absolute error' (Huber et al.,
1993)andcanbedescribed bythefollowing formula:
(3)

Y^^est-respj)

MAE = —
where:
MAE=
estj =
respj =

MeanAbsolute Error
result asestimated bythe conjoint model,for respondenti
result givenbytherespondent i

This aggregate measure indicates the absolute difference between the estimated and the
actual share of each situation, for the choice task as a whole, and can vary between 0
(estimated and values given are exactly the same) and 67 (no resemblance between
estimated and values given, this maximum varies with the number of task situations
presented).
The measures described above are based on the individual part-worth estimates. The
ability to calculate part-worth scores at individual level is generally thought to be an
advantage of the Conjoint Analysis approach, because this enables the researcher to
distinguish among experts when combining the results into an overall assessment (using
different weights).However,regression analysis at individual level impliesthat onlyavery
limited number of degrees of freedom isavailable which limits the reliability ofthe results
(inthisstudyestimates of7attributesbasedonthescoresfor 8profiles).
Grouping the respondents would improve the quality of the estimates. Cluster analysis
(Hair et al., 1995)was appliedtotheriskiness scoresto identify whether therewere clearly
differing points of view among the experts or whether the experts' part-worth functions
could be considered homogenous. Cluster analysis is frequently applied in conjoint studies
for thispurpose (e.g.,Steenkamp, 1987).
Ward's method with Euclidean distances was used as clustering method, as it is the
generally recommended approach (Hair et al., 1995). No outliers were identified and all
respondents could clearly be referred to as one group. This indicates that the expert
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opinions were sufficiently homogeneous to combine the data and estimate aggregate partworth estimates 2 .

4.4

RESULTS

4.4.1

Risk factors: results of the group-level regression analysis

Table 4.1 presents the major results of the multiple regression analysis concerning CSF,
cluster 1 (F8,144 = 63.6, p <0.001). Because all factors were evaluated at two levels
('present' or 'not present'), the regression coefficient presented in Table 4.1 equals the
part-worth score ofthe respective risk factor for the level 'present'.
Table4.1
Multiple regression CSF.
Variable
Import livestock
Import animal products
Swill
Tourists
Livestock trucks
Wildlife
Air currents
Constant (intercept)
R2

Regr. coeff.
47.9
5.3
12.3
-0.3
11.1
4.0
-0.4
14.7
0.74

T-value
19.8
2.2
5.1
-0.1
4.6
1.6
-0.2
4.3

Sign.T
0.000
0.030
0.000
0.901
0.000
0.105
0.867
0.000

Rel. Importance
59.5%
6.6%
15.3%
not sign.
13.8%
4.9%
not sign.

According to their significance levels displayed in Table 4.1,risk factors 'tourists' and 'air
currents' are not significant. 'Import of livestock' is evaluated by the respondents as the
most important factor (highest part-worth score), followed by 'swill' and 'returning
livestock trucks'. The significant value for the intercept indicates that, according to the
respondents, there is also a certain risk when none of the evaluated risk factors are present.
Table 4.1 also shows the relative importance of the risk factors, calculated using equation 2
(without including the insignificant factors 'tourists' and 'air currents'). In the opinion of

Principal component analysis onthe correlations between the scores resulted inthe same
conclusion. The first factor explained 80%ofthe variance, and all experts loaded highly on
this factor. Thisalso indicates homogeneity ofexpert opinions and supports combining the
data (Hair et al., 1995).
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the respondents there is, in case of an outbreak in one of the countries surrounding the
Netherlands resulting in virus introduction into the Netherlands, a probability of 59.5% that
the risk factor 'import of livestock' is responsible for this introduction. Put differently,
when aiming at reducing the risk of virus introduction from these countries, measures
aimed at reducing risks connected with the import of livestock could be a sensible first
option.
4.4.2

Predictive validity

Correlation tests were performed using both the holdouts and the choice task, to check the
validity of the aggregate conjoint model. The results as estimated by the regression model
were compared with the results as given by the respondents, for both the holdouts and the
choice task. The Spearman correlation coefficient obtained for the holdouts was 0.71 (p <
0.005). The individual hitrate was 83.8%, indicating that in more than 80%of the cases the
respondent's choice in the choice task was correctly predicted by the FP model. Table 4.2
illustrates the 'share of first choice' for Classical Swine Fever, cluster 1 (countries
surrounding the Netherlands).
Table4.2
Share of first choice, CSF (situations refer to the choice task outlined in Figure 2 and concern the
cluster ofcountries surrounding theNetherlands).
FPmodel

Choicetask

Situation 1

0.0

16.7

Situation 2

0.0

0.0

Situation3

100.0

83.3

Total

100.0

100.0

Situation 3 (see Table 4.2) was evaluated as the most risky situation, selected by 83.3% of
the participants. Also according to the FP-model situation 3 is the most risky one and
because the aggregate model was used (thus, the same model for all respondents) the value
equals 100%.
The mean absolute error measure provides more insight into how closely the Conjoint
Analysis estimates resemble the values based on the answers as given by the respondents,
as described in section 3.3. Using equation 3, this measure is calculated as follows (see also
table 2):
(|16.7 - 0.0| + |0.0 - 0.0| + 183.3- 100.0|)/3 = 11.1
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4.5

DISCUSSION

4.5.1

Participants

The high response rate (86%) indicated the strong motivation of the participants to help
clarify certain aspects concerning the introduction of virus into the Netherlands. Given the
relevance of the subject for the Dutch livestock industry, this was not a surprise. It was,
however, unclear beforehand whether the Conjoint Analysis technique would be able to
keep this motivation at a high level. Therefore, a small evaluation survey was included in
the workshop, which the respondents completedjust after they finished their conjoint task.
The respondents were asked to indicate their opinion about the Conjoint Analysis task, by
giving a score between 1 and 7 for sets of descriptions. A score of 1 indicated a total
agreement with the description on the left, a score of 7 indicates a total agreement with the
description on the right. Table 4.3 shows that the average scores were not very extreme and
on the positive side of the scale for all sets of descriptions. In general, the respondents
perceived the task as being realistic, rather easy to understand and not too lengthy.
Table 4.3
Evaluation results (scores between 1 and 7).
Description
Realistic
Not lengthy
Easyto understand
Not difficult
Not boring
Interesting

Average score
X
X
—X
X

44
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X— 4
4
X— 4

7 Not realistic
7 Lengthy
7 Not easyto understand
7 Difficult
7 Boring
- 7 Not interesting

High motivation may have positively influenced the consistency of the participants,
indicated by the high correlation between estimated and actual scores for the holdout
profiles. Inconsistency may occur when participants do not understand the task, are not
motivated enough to evaluate all profiles seriously, or do not possess enough appropriate
knowledge. These participants may be excluded from further evaluations. However, in the
study reported in this paper, the cluster and factor analysis did not indicate the existence of
outliers and therefore justified the decision not to exclude respondents.
The findings of the cluster analysis justified the use of aggregate part-worth estimates
which increases the quality of the estimates. However, this need not always be the case. In
a comparable Conjoint Analysis study recently conducted by some of the authors in
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Switzerland, aggregating over the whole group of participants was found to be unjustified.
In such a case, the results of the cluster analysis combined with information on, for
example, the professional backgrounds of the respondents might be used to define subgroups. In the Swiss experiment, aggregating results of all participants with a professional
background inresearch proved to be a good option. Follow-up group discussions with the
participants may help to uncover the reasons underlying the differences in opinion, and
attempts to increase the convergence in expert opinions should be made (cf. Little, 1975).
Further, if the results are to be included into a simulation model, using the respective
opinions as separate sets of input parameters and running the simulation model with each
ofthemwill provide insight intotheconsequences oftheobserved differences inview.
4.5.2

Validity

Holdout profiles are often used as a measure for the internal validity of the model, i.e., a
test for thegoodness offit ofthemodel (Green and Srinivasan, 1978).Theresults observed
in this study indicate that the use of an additive model was appropriate3. This was not a
surprising finding, as independence was one of the criteria on which the risk factors were
selected. Moreover, Emery and Barron (1979) and Steenkamp (1987), among others,argue
thattheadditive model isvery robust andwillbevalid inmost experiments.
Probably the best way to evaluate the predictive performance as a measure for the
external validity of a Conjoint Analysis experiment, is to compare predictions with real
stimuli. In absence of such stimuli, a choice task as used in this study provides a good
alternative. Based on the choice task, two different measures for predictive performance
were used, measuring different properties of the elicitation model. Traditionally, hitrates
have been used in assessing the accuracy of preference elicitation techniques predicting
choices.Thismeasuredependsprimarily onthe reliability ofindividual models.Thechoice
share measure isan aggregated measure andprovidesmore insight intothedegreetowhich
models provide unbiased predictions (Huber et al., 1993). The results obtained for both
measures in this study are comparable to (orbetter than) those of studies aimed at eliciting
consumer preferences (for example, Huber et al. 1993). The interpretation of measures
such as the mean absolute error, based on the preference first choice, may be somewhat

Asanextracheck,regressionanalyseswereperformed including interactionsamongthe
mostimportantriskfactors, i.e., importoflivestock,swill,returningtrucks,and importof
animalproducts.Noneoftheincluded interactiontermssignificantly improvedthegoodness
offitofthemodel,which isinagreementwithfindings of, for instance,HolbrookandMoore
(1981).
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difficult. However, in this study the worst case scenario (no resemblance at all between
model estimates and actual scores) would have resulted in a score of 67. The FP-model
improved this score by approximately 85%(resulting in a score of 11.1) and therefore its
performance was evaluated to be sufficient. This conclusion is supported by results based
on the aggregated model (significant positive correlation between model and both holdouts
and choicetask).
Positive support was also provided by an evaluation meeting organized to discuss the
results with the participants themselves where they evaluated the face-validity of the
results. Moreover, and even more interestingly, according to the participants, the Conjoint
Analysis questions forced them to think in a structured way which enhanced their insight
into the issue. Besides, the meeting may have created more basis for possible
implementation of expert opinion in simulation models concerning virus introduction
whichwill enhancethe implementation ofsuchmodels inpractice.
4.5.3

More attributes?

Inthis experiment 7attributes (risk factors) were used,resulting in 11profiles (including 3
holdouts). The results presented in Table 4.3 show that the task was not too difficult nor
too lengthy. Green and Srinivasan (1990) argue that the full profile approach works well
with about 6-7 attributes or less. When the number of attributes gets larger, the approach
may cause information overload for the respondents and thus leads to less reliable
estimates. An alternative approach in such situations might be the ACA approach. ACA
stands for Adaptive Conjoint Analysis and is a PC-based system. The term 'adaptive'
refers to the fact that the interview is interactive and questions are customized for each
respondent. ACA is a combination of self-explicated and conjoint techniques and belongs
to the group of 'hybrid conjoint models'. These models try to combine the speed and
simplicity of the self-explicated approach with the realism and generality ofthe traditional
Conjoint Analysis. Individual differences are retained while respondent evaluation time is
reduced (Steenkamp et al., 1986).Adetailed description of the background and estimation
procedure ofACAisgiven inJohnson (1987and 1993).
Inthe experiment described inthis paper, the ACA approach was also applied. Without
going into detail it was concluded that the ACA results were acceptable but, based on
hitrates, full profile was preferable. However, when the number of attributes increases,
ACAmight outperform the full profile approach. Furthermore, ACA isavailable asaneasy
to use commercial software package, which might be important when research time is
limited.
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4.5.4

Useofthe results

In this study, the importances of the risk factors related to virus introduction into the
Netherlands were estimated. As indicated in the introduction section, the primary purpose
of these estimates was to use them as key input parameters in a simulation model
describing the introduction of virus into a country (in this case the Netherlands). The
model, called VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation model), is a Monte Carlo
simulation model that provides insight intothenumber, location and cause ofoutbreaks of
contagious animal diseases, such as CSF, in the country in question. Using the individual
relative importances of the risk factors, the model is able to show the influence of one
single risk factor onthetotal number ofoutbreaks, andtheir location, that can be expected
tooccur inthat country. Theresults ofthemodel areusedtocalculate theeconomic impact
of alternative disease prevention strategies, i.e., the expected reduction in losses that will
result from the various strategies (Horst et al., 1997b).An important feature of simulation
models, such as VIRiS, is the ability to perform sensitivity analysis (Dijkhuizen and
Morris, 1997). Sensitivity analysis allows the evaluation of the impact of uncertain input
parameters, or different opinions, onthe outcome (in case of VIRiS: ranking of strategies).
The results of such an analysis may direct policy measures as well as additional research
efforts.

4.6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Expert knowledge is an informed opinion based on the expert's training and experience.
Until historical data and/or experimental research are able to provide better data,
quantitative expert knowledge will be valuable information to be used in modelling risks
and economic consequences of the introduction of contagious animal diseases. As
Rangaswamy (1993, p. 742) puts it: "Subjective estimation is the only option when
empirical data are not available". Expert judgements often form a key component of
simulation models to assist policy makers in their decision making, and research evidence
shows that better decisions are reached with such models, which are partially based on
subjective knowledge than using no models at all (e.g., Mclntyre, 1982: Rangaswamy,
1993).
There are various methods that support the elicitation of subjective knowledge, noneof
them being perfect and none ofthem being ableto changethe subjective expert knowledge
into objective data. However, a good elicitation method will provide the user with a good
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estimate of the experts' opinion. The choice for a certain method will depend on the
problem at hand.
The results reported in this study show that for the quantitative elicitation of the relative
importance of risk factors involved in introducing animal diseases, the Conjoint Analysis
technique is a useful option. It seems justified to extend this conclusion to all situations
where one is able to determine an (uncertain) event and its attributes and is interested in
expert opinion on the relative importance of the latter. Therefore, it can be concluded that
Conjoint Analysis constitutes a useful addition to the toolkit of agricultural economists.
However, although the number of software packages to support Conjoint Analysis
experiments is growing rapidly, the Conjoint Analysis method is still more complicated
and time-consuming than the so-called self-explicated methods (e.g. direct questioning). In
some cases the simplicity and speed of the self-explicated methods may outweigh the
higher predictive performance of the Conjoint Analysis. Moreover, thus far the assumption
that Conjoint Analysis has a higher predictive performance is based on experiments
concerning consumer preferences. More research is needed to evaluate if this result also
holds for the elicitation of expert knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

OF

CONTAGIOUS

ANIMAL

DISEASES

INTO

THE

NETHERLANDS: ELICITATION OF EXPERT OPINIONS 1

ABSTRACT
This paper describes an experiment aimed atthe derivation of information on Foot- and-Mouth
disease, Classical and African Swine Fever, Swine Vesicular Disease, Newcastle Disease and
Avian Influenza to be used in an economic model to simulate introduction of a virus into the
Netherlands. Several elicitation techniques, including three-point estimation, Conjoint
Analysis and ELI were used in the experiment. Three-point estimation (asking for minimum,
most likely, and maximum values) was used to derive information concerning the length ofthe
High Risk Period (HRP),during which thevirus may spread freely. Conjoint Analysis iswidely
used in marketing and consumer science and was used in this experiment to elicit the relative
importance of risk factors which may introduce disease intothe Netherlands (such as import of
livestock, import of animal products, etc.). The ELI-technique (ELIcitation of uncertain
knowledge) originates from the area of mathematical psychology and was used to derive
information or the expected number of outbreaks of the diseases under consideration in
European countries. The experiment was conducted with 43 (out of 50) invited people, all
involved in or related to disease control in one way or another. The participants expected, for
all diseases, the longest HRP in countries of eastern Europe. Import of livestock was evaluated
asthe most important risk factor for all diseases under consideration. Most outbreaks within the
next five years were expected to occur in countries of eastern Europe, the smallest number in
the Netherlands and the Scandinavian countries. Results especially showed that Conjoint
Analysis and ELI are useful tools to help quantify subjective knowledge. These subjective
elicitation methods may not reveal the 'Golden Standard' but as long as 'objective' predictive
information is not available, use of these tools may bevaluable to enhance quality of input and
output of economic simulation models to support policy-making in the prevention and control
ofcontagious animal diseases.

paper by Horst, H.S.,Dijkhuizen, A.A., Huirne, R.B.M. and De Leeuw, P.W.
accepted for publication byLivestock Production Science.
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

Outbreaks ofcontagious animal diseases may result inexport bansandaretherefore greatly
feared inmeat exporting countries. IntheNetherlands,the export of meat is amajor source
of income for the livestock industry. In 1994,meat export had a value of more than US$
4.5 billion (PVE, 1995). However, outbreaks do not affect only the export position, but
also the internal market for meat and animals may be largely disturbed due to a temporary
oversupply, resulting in a sharp fall in prices (Buijtels, 1997). Berentsen et al. (1992)
estimated total losses from a (theoretical) outbreak of Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) in
theNetherlands, including prevention and eradication costs,at between US$60 million and
US$7 billion, depending on the area of outbreak (livestock density in the affected region)
and onthe control strategy applied. The latter indicates that policy decisions on prevention
and eradication have asignificant impact ontheextent ofthelosses.
Adequate diseaseprevention anderadication isofmajor interesttoboth government and
private industry. To help maximize the efficacy of existing programs and evaluate in
advancethe consequences ofpossible alternatives, computer simulation isconsidered tobe
a valuable decision support tool. Such an approach provides more insight intothe risk and
economic consequences ofvirusintroduction intoacountry (Dijkhuizen etal., 1995).
It would be ideal to base a simulation model on historical and experimental data.
However, such information concerning introduction of a virus into the Netherlands (and
other countries) is limited, if available at all. Since 1984, outbreaks of contagious animal
diseases in EU-member states have been recorded and stored in the Animal Disease
Notification System (ADNS). Table 1is based on this database and gives an overview of
the number of infected farms caused by six of the most important diseases, which are:
Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD), Classical Swine Fever (CSF), African Swine Fever
(ASF), Swine Vesicular Disease (SVD), Newcastle Disease (NCD) and Avian Influenza
(AI). According tothis table,ASF and CSF caused the largest number of infected farms in
the past 14 years, within the EU. Most ASF-outbreaks were restricted to Spain and
Portugal, whereas CSF was recorded throughout Europe. Within the Netherlands, CSF is
the major disease,followed byNCD.Thenumber ofinfected Dutch farms duetoFMDand
SVD is relatively small. So far, AIhas never been recorded intheNetherlands; the nearest
outbreak ofthisdiseasewasrecorded inIreland in 1989.
Table 5.1 shows that outbreaks of these diseases occur irregularly over time and differ
in magnitude, making it difficult to derive general properties and predictive values.
Furthermore, theNetherlands ceased vaccination against CSF in 1986and against FMD in
1991.
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Table 5.1
Number of infected farms fordifferent infectious animal diseases in Europe, 1984-1997 (ADNS)
Year
FMD
SVD
CSF
ASF
NCD
54
45
1
1261
29
1984
129
1
482
42
9
1985
185
961
151
0
5
1986
1463
169
0
145
15
1987
32
1334
11
1
45
1988
74
83
488
9
0
1989
0
252
413
11
0
1990
22
289
0
6
18
1991
0
38
39
178
83
1992
57
125
143
137
15
1993
104
95
31
191
242
1994
0
95
144
19
65
1995
39
55
65
5
30
1996
2
0
48
3
15
1997*
Total
~7~4~0
TÏ2
2~9Ï2"
5604
668
* byFeb 20 1997 (by Nov 11 1997,the Netherlands alone had already counted 422 CSF-infected farms)

Al
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
5

In 1992,the European U n i o n decided to cease preventive vaccination against all list A
diseases, except against NCD (vaccination against NCD is still compulsory in the
Netherlands and some other European countries). This will significantly influence the
epidemiology and economics of future outbreaks and the effectiveness of prevention and
eradication strategies as well. Moreover, the recent developments in the eastern part of
Europe have resulted in an increasing number of countries becoming trading partners for
countries of the European Union. Information on the animal health situation in these
countries is (still) slender, making them an uncertain factor. Besides, the 'Iron Curtain' also
constituted a physical barrier for (wild) animals that are now able to cross the border and
carry viruses with them. Also, experimental data concerning the spread of a virus from
country to country are sparsely available. Many researchers, including Terpstra (1987,
CSF), Mann and Sellers (1989, FMD) and Becker (1987, ASF), have done work in this
area, but most of their findings are only of a qualitative nature.
Despite this lack of information, decisions concerning eradication and prevention
programs must be made. As an alternative, useful insights into what might be expected,
and might be used as input for a model to support these decisions, can be obtained by
quantifying the opinions and experiences of experts on these diseases. In this paper an
investigation is reported in which 43 experts were involved. 'Experts' were defined as
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peoplewhoare(orcould be)consulted incase ofanactual outbreak.
Important aspects of the risks and consequences of acontagious disease outbreak inthe
Netherlands are (1) the mechanisms of introduction of the pathogen into the Netherlands
(risk factors leading to aprimary outbreak); (2) the expectations concerning the frequency
of future outbreaks in the Netherlands and in European countries with which the
Netherlands maintains some kind of relationship (e.g. trade, tourists); and (3) the efficacy
of the eradication system intheNetherlands and inother European countries. Main goal of
the study wastoderive quantitative information regarding these three areas for useasinput
in the above-described economic simulation model and to gain insight into possible
differences in opinion among experts from different backgrounds, including their
consequences for the preferred strategy. To achieve this goal, an experiment was set up in
which several elicitation methods were combined within aworkshop design. Two of these
techniques, 'Conjoint Analysis' and 'ELI' arenewtothefieldof veterinary' epidemiology
and economics.Therefore, besidestheresults,alsothe experiences withthese methodswill
be reported and discussed, including theirpotential value for future elicitation experiments
inthese andrelatedfields.

5.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.2.1

Experimental design and participants

When working with human subjects as 'data sources', special attention should be paid to
biasing aspects suchasgroup behaviour and providing socially desirable answers.Besides,
one has to deal with time constraints, complexity of the material, and motivation of the
participants.Thus,asuccessful elicitation experiment needs acareful design which enables
the whole task to be finished within reasonable time (strict time schedule, selection of
information to be elicited), keep participants motivated (variety in tasks, clear explanation
ofthetasks,good atmosphere) and atthe sametime leading toresultsthatareuseful for the
elicitors. Von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1988) argue that, because of group effects, one
should not try too hard to get experts as a group together. According to these authors,
elicitation of the desired uncertainty measures from each group member individually is a
better alternative.
Because the number of potential experts per disease was thought to be small, the
motivation issue played a major role inthe final decision as to the set-up of the elicitation
experiment described inthispaper. Itwasassumedthat aone-off groupmeeting,presented
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as a workshop, would be the most attractive. However, negative group effects (political
and/or social causes) could bepresent in suchameeting.Therefore, theelicitation methods
tobeused should enableindividual elicitation ofknowledge.
Based on thesereflections, theexperiment was structured inthe form of afull evening's
workshop, containing several elicitation sessions (to cover all aspects). The sessions were
computerized and self-explanatory tominimize the interaction oftheparticipants with each
other and withtheworkshop facilitators.
In total 50 people were invited to the workshop. This group included all people in the
Netherlands thought to be knowledgeable about, or expert on, at least one of the six
diseases under study. To evaluate the possible influence of the participants' backgrounds
on the results (i.e. on their opinion), three groups were included: 'policy' (ministry of
agriculture, animal health service), 'research' (university, research institutes), and 'field'
(active during outbreaks). The participants were given the opportunity to choose the
disease about which they thought themselves to be most knowledgeable. Questions were
asked for thisdisease only.
In principle each individual country inEurope with which theNetherlands has relations
could be responsible for transferring virus to the Netherlands (provided the occurrence of
an outbreak). However, to keep the whole exercise at a manageable size, and yet
incorporate country differences, countries were grouped into the following five clusters
(based ongeographical andtrade arguments):
cluster 1: Neighbouring countriesoftheNetherlands (Belgium, Germany, Luxemburg)
cluster 2: Southern Europe(Greece,Italy,Portugal, Spain)
cluster 3: Central Europe (Austria, France, Switzerland)
cluster 4:Eastern Europe (countries of former Eastbloc)
cluster 5:"Islands"(Great Britain, Ireland, Scandinavia)
Some important results of the workshops were summarized and reported back, in writing,
to the participants after the workshop. Besides group results, the participants were also
presented with their personal results. They were asked to compare the group results with
theirown results and indicate if(and how)they would liketorevisetheir ownresponses.
5.2.2

Questions and elicitation techniques

5.2.2.1 High Risk Period
The length of the High Risk Period (HRP) is one of the most important parameters that
determine themagnitude ofanoutbreak because itdefines theperiod inwhichtheviruscan
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spread freely. The period begins when the first animal is infected and ends when all
eradication measures are infull operation, i.e. theregion concerned does no longer involve
anyrisk for other regions.(The latter meansthat thevirushasbeeneradicated and/or sound
exportcontrols/bans havebeenestablished).TheHRPcanbedivided intotwoperiods:
HRP1: begins when the first animal is infected, and ends when an infected animal is
detected,i.e.theperiod ofundetectedinfection.
HRP2: begins with the first detection, and ends when all measures are considered
effective,i.e.theperiod ofinstitutionofcontrolmeasures.
The length of HRP1depends on the alertness and motivation of farmers and veterinarians,
the length of HRP2 onthe efficacy ofthe animal health system ofthe country inwhich the
outbreakoccurs.
The participants were asked to give a three-point estimate for the expected length of
both HRPs (minimum, most likely and maximum expected length), for all clusters andthe
Netherlands. This estimate was asked twice, for low- and high-virulent viruses
respectively.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Lilliefors variation, samples with unknown mean and
variation) was used totestthe normality ofthe estimates. Although according tothistestit
was allowed to treat the results as being normally distributed (p = 0.05), it was decided to
use the mid-point or median as measure for the central tendency. Because of the small
number of participants, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test will only reject the normalityassumption invery extreme cases(Hair etal., 1995).
5.2.2.2 Relative importance ofrisk factors
Introduction ofvirusfrom any country into theNetherlands (during the HRP) is associated
with the so-called 'risk factors'. The literature (Liess, 1981; Becker, 1987; Mann and
Sellers, 1989; Horst et al, 1995) and earlier interviews with experts (Horst et al., 1995)
have produced a list of risk factors for each of the six diseases under study. The following
factors weretaken into account:
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ASF,CSF,FMD,and SVD:
NCD andAI:
- import oflivestock
-import ofanimals (excl.exotic birds)
- importofanimal products
-importofanimal products
- feeding ofimported swill (airports,harbours) -import ofexoticbirds
-tourists
-tourists
-returning livestock trucks
-transport material (crates)
-wildlife
-flying birds
-air currents (airbornetransmission)
-aircurrents (airborne transmission)
The 'Conjoint Analysis' technique was used to obtain the relative importance of each of
these risk factors. Conjoint Analysis has been developed by mathematical psychologists
(Luce and Tukey, 1964; Krantz and Tversky, 1971). It is a questionnaire technique, well
known and widely used in the field of marketing and consumer research, introduced by
Green and Rao (1971). According to Fishbein (1963), aproduct or event can be evaluated
as a composition of attributes or characteristics. The importance of each of these attributes
is determined by the person who examines the object. For example when selecting a car,
important attributes in deciding whether to buy it are: colour, price, make, maximum
speed, sizeetc.
Conjoint Analysis is a so-called 'de-compositional method'. The technique starts with
the respondents' overall judgments on a set of profiles (in the car-example, such a profile
would represent a hypothetical car) and breaks these overall judgments down into the
contribution of each attribute, by using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis.
Thecontributions aretermed 'part-worth scores'and indicatethe influence ofeach attribute
on the respondent's preference for a particular profile (thus, in the car-example, the
respondent'spreference for aparticularcar).
At first sight, more 'direct' methods to reveal systematic components that underlie
people's evaluations of objects may look less complicated. Such compositional or selfexplicated methods ask respondents to assess values for attribute levels, and use these
values to build up preferences for attribute bundles or profiles (Huber, 1974). However,
many researchers have compared the predictive performance of Conjoint Analysis with
self-explicated approaches and in most studies Conjoint Analysis outperforms the latter
(Huber et al., 1993; Green et al, 1983). For a more detailed description of Conjoint
Analysis,thereader isreferred toGreen and Srinivasan (1990),Krantz andTversky (1971),
and Luce and Tukey (1964). In general, Conjoint Analysis can be used in all cases where
an object orevent and itsrelated attributescanbedetermined andwhere one'saim ofstudy
isthe elicitation oftherespondents' feelings towardstheseattributes. Themethod provides
a handy tool to quantify subjective knowledge about attributes. A further advantage isthat
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the technique provides information on the consistency of the answers given by the
participants.
Conjoint Analysis is relatively new to the field of veterinary epidemiology and
economics. Afirstpaper-based experiment concerning risk factors for contagious diseases,
conducted during the 7th International Symposium on Veterinary Epidemiology and
Economics in Kenya, August 1994, showed promising results (Horst et al., 1996). The
results and experiences ofthis Kenya experiment have ledtothe framework for the current
(computerized) questionnaire.
The traditional way to approach participants with Conjoint Analysis is to present them
with anumber of cards, each containing aprofile, and ask for scores or ranking. Instead of
cards, the participants of the workshop analysed profiles on the computer screen. The
computer presented one profile at a time, which consisted of a list of all risk factors
described above with, for every factor, the remark 'present' or 'not present'. The
participants were asked to imagine the situation presented on the screen as being the
current situation valid for theNetherlands and togive ascore between 0and 100 reflecting
the expected riskiness of each particular profile. With 7attributes and 2 levels (present vs
not present), a total of 27 or 128 profiles are theoretically possible, which is too large a
number to deal with. The number of profiles can be reduced, with only a minimal loss of
accuracy, by using a fractional factorial design. The basic plans ofAddelman (1962)were
used to construct the necessary orthogonal fractional design, which resulted in eight
profiles. Three randomly chosen profiles were added as 'holdouts', which were used to
check the fit of the model when analysing the results of the Conjoint Analysis (regression
coefficients were based on the first eight profiles only). These holdouts were also used to
gaugetherespondent's consistency inanswering thequestions.Non-consistent respondents
wereexcluded from further analysis.
The scores given by the respondents were evaluated with the following simple additive
model (interactions werenottaken intoaccount):
riskinessscore= ß0+ ß, *x, +

+ ß7 *x7

In this formula, riskiness score isthe score given bythe respondents, ß0 isthe intercept (a
constant),the ß,.7 arethe estimated coefficients (part-worth scores) associated withtherisk
factors (the attributes), and the x,_7arethe risk factor levels (with values 1 =present and 0
= not present). Based on the regression coefficients, the relative importance of each risk
factor wasestimated (all factors together add upto 100%).
Regression analysis at individual respondent level implies, however, that only a very
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limited number of degrees of freedom is available, which makes the reliability of the
results difficult to test. Grouping respondents would improve the quality of the estimates.
Therefore, cluster analysis(Hairetal, 1995)was applied. If, accordingtothisanalysis,the
respondents can be referred to as one group, combining the data and estimating aggregate
part-worth estimates istherecommended approach (Steenkamp, 1987).
5.2.2.3 Expected number ofprimary outbreaks within thenextfiveyears
The participants were asked to estimate the number of primary outbreaks they expected to
occur within the next five years. This question was asked for each of the five country
clusters and for the Netherlands. Because it was expected that the participants would feel
uncertain about this estimation, ELI, a technique which enables expression of uncertainty,
was used. ELI (ELIcitation) is a graphically oriented computer program that facilitates the
quantification of subjective knowledge about uncertain quantities. The program was
developed by Van Lenthe (1993a; 1993b),and is aimed at helping respondents to produce
unbiased Probability Density Functions (PDFs). PDFs are distributions that reflect the
subjective beliefs ofahuman subject aboutanuncertain event.Themodus(top)ofthePDF
reflects the best guess, the dispersion corresponds with the uncertainty about this best
guess.
ELI uses a 'proper scoring system' (Morgan and Henrion, 1992)to reward assessors in
order to motivate them to state their unbiased PDFs. In a training session with ELI, ie.,
whenthe actual answersor 'true values' areknown,the scoring system makes itpossibleto
inform the respondent about the quality of his/her answers. In an ELI training session,
score feedback is given after each question and the assessors are stimulated to maximize
their total scores. In this way, the scoring system could enhance the quality of PDFs and
reduce over- andunder-confidence bias (Staëlvon Holstein, 1970;Winkler, 1971).
Experiments by Van Lenthe (1993b)have shown that atraining session with feedback also
improves the results for new questions for which no feedback is given. These outcomes
suggest that such a training could also improve estimates for questions to which no
answers are known. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred to Van Lenthe
(1993b).
During theworkshops,thequestions concerningtheexpected number ofoutbreakswere
preceded by atraining session (specific for each disease) with 10questions the answers to
which were known by the researchers. Feedback about the quality of the answers given by
the participants was provided individually, by the computer program, after each question.
The training questions were about quantitative facts, such asthe number of farms involved
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in the latest outbreak of a particular disease, total losses due to a certain outbreak,
incubation period, self-sufficiency level of the Netherlands for pork, volume of export of
meat to certain countries, etc. The ELI-program provided probability distributions
concerning thenumber ofprimary outbreaks.
These distributions were constrained to be normal. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
(Lilliefors variation) was used to test whether the expected values of these distributions
were normally distributed over respondents. Although according tothistest it was allowed
totreat all results asbeing normally distributed (p=0.05), itwasdecided touse mid-points
(or medians) as measure for the central tendency of the results (because of the small
number ofrespondents,also referred to in Section 5.2.2.1).
Besidesmid-points, alsoadistribution ofthecombined opinions wasconstructed, which
willbe illustrated in Section 3for CSF.Toachievethis,thefollowing procedure wasused:
Out of the group of respondents answering questions on CSF, one person was randomly
selected. Then, from the probability distribution for this person a random number was
selected. This procedure was repeated 1000 times and resulted in a random sample of the
mixed distribution2.

5.3

RESULTS

5.3.1

Participants

The experiment was attended by a total of 43 out of 50 invited persons, which results ina
response rate of 86%. Table 5.2 presents the participants by disease and background, and
showsthattherewasanuneven distribution regarding the sixdiseases.
CSF was the most 'favourite' disease, followed by NCD. Only a small number of
participants considered themselves knowledgeable about ASF, SVD and AI. Therefore,
these results are not presented in this paper. The group 'field' was the largest group,
including 20participants;thegroup 'research' thesmallest,represented by 10participants.

2
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Table 5.2
Distribution of participants
Disease
Classical Swine Fever
Newcastle Disease
Foot-and-Mouth Disease
SwineVesicular Disease
African Swine Fever
Avian Influenza
Total

Background
Policy
Research

Field

Total

6
3
2
2
0
0

3
5
2
0
0
0

10
4
4
0
1
1

19
12
8
2
1
1

13

10

20

43

5.3.2 High Risk Period
Table 5.3 presents the mid-points (or medians) and quartiles for HRP1 (period between
first infection and first detection) concerning CSF, FMD and NCD. The results are given
for all country clusters and for the Netherlands, for low-virulent virus. According to this
table, all groups indicated that the countries of eastern and southern Europe have the
longest HRP1. The results for these two clusters were also more skewed than those of the
other clusters. The values for the Netherlands were much lower, and more or less equal to
those of the "Islands" (ie., mid-point of 21 days). In general, the estimated HRPIs for FMD
are much shorter than those for CSF. The HRP1-estimates for NCD are in between those of
CSF and FMD. For all diseases the quartiles showed a substantial variation around the
mid-point and a positively skewed distribution.
Table 5.3
HRP1(days) for low-virulent virus,CSF, FMDandNCD, mid-pointsand quartiles
CSF
Neighb. countries.

FMD

25%

Mid

75%

21

28

35

NCD

25%

Mid

6

7

25%

Mid

75%

11

8

14

20

75%

Southern Europe

30

35

60

8

12

19

11

19

28

Central Europe

21

28

35

6

8

10

11

20

Eastern Europe

30

42

60

11

19

29

14

16
21

"Islands"

21

21

30

5

7

9

9

10

15

Netherlands

20

21

30

3

6

8

10

14

20

60
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The HRP2-results (period between first detection and moment that measures are effective;
not presented here) show the same trend as those of HRP1. Main difference was that most
estimates concerning CSF and FMD were lower for HRP2 than for HRP1. For NCD it was
the opposite.
Table 5.4 provides insight into the differences in opinion among respondents with a
different background. According to the table (which only presents the results for CSF; the
other diseases showed a similar trend), respondents with a background in 'research' were
more pessimistic about the length of HRP1 than respondents with a background in either
'policy' or 'field'. However, these differences were not significant (Wilcoxon rank sum
test, " = 0.05). Within clusters, the variation in answers was rather great except for the
research group.
Table 5.4
HRP1 (days) for low-virulent virus, CSF,mid-points for each background
Policy

Research

Field

Neighbouring countries.

25

30

28

Southern Europe

30

42

35

Central Europe

23

30

25

Eastern Europe

38

60

39

"Islands"

21

29

21

Netherlands

21

28

25

5.3.3 Relative importance of risk factors
Approximately 80% of the participants were able to produce consistent estimates in the
Conjoint Analysis task. This can be considered a good result when taking into account the
large number of different situations participants had to evaluate. Table 5 shows the results
of the group level regression analysis for the remaining (ie., consistent) participants. The
table shows the relative importance of the risk factors for CSF and FMD for all significant
risk factors (factors with a significance level greater than 0.15 were considered to be not
significant). Risk factors 'wildlife' and 'air' were only considered for cluster 1
(neighbouring countries of the Netherlands).
According to Table 5.5, import of livestock, returning trucks and swill are found to be
the major risk factors for all country clusters for CSF. Also regarding FMD, import of
livestock is considered to be the most important risk factor for all clusters.
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Returning livestock trucks ranks second again. For both diseases, the differences between
clusters were small. For NCD the major risk factors were import of live animals, transport
materials (crates),and import ofexotic birdswhich all accounted for about 30%ofthetotal
risk. If contrasted with CSF and FMD,the import of animal products wasthought to beof
minor importance and not significant for any of the country clusters.No major differences
between clusterswere observed.
More detailed analyses were done to increase insight into possible differences of
opinion between groups of participants, for CSF and FMD. For CSF some differences
seem to exist for risk factor 'returning trucks' which was an important factor to both
'policy' and 'field'. 'Research' thought the factor tobe of minor importance. For FMDthe
ranking ofthe risk factors was almost the same for all three groups but 'research' was less
extreme (differences between risk factors are smaller) in its opinion than 'policy' and
'field'. However, none of these differences were significant (Wilcoxon rank sum test, a =
0.05).
5.3.4 Expected numberofoutbreakswithin thenextfiveyears
ELI resulted in the parameters of a normal distribution from all participants individually
concerning the number of outbreaks. The expected value of these distributions equals the
best guess of the assessors. Table 5.6 shows the 'best guesses' of the participants
concerning the expected number ofoutbreaks for CSF, FMDandNCDwithin the nextfive
years (mid-points and quartiles). For all three diseases, most outbreaks are expected in
eastern Europe. The smallest number of outbreaks is expected to happen in the country
cluster containing UK, Ireland and Scandinavia ("Islands") and in the Netherlands. The
participants expected numerous outbreaks ofNCD and CSF but not somany of FMD.The
variation in answers was rather great (wide range between the quartiles), especially for
NCD in the Netherlands. Figure 5.1 shows a graphical representation of the combined
opinions of the participants concerning the number of CSF-outbreaks, expected within the
next five years, for the two most extreme country clusters (eastern Europe and "Islands",
the latter include Great Britain, Ireland and Scandinavia). To construct this figure, the
(normal) distributions of the participants were used as arguments in a discrete distribution
function, as described in section 5.2.2.3 (20 participants, thus 20 distributions, with equal
probability of occurrence because the participants were thought to be representative of the
population of Dutch CSF-experts). Figure 5.1 presents a random sample of the mixed
distribution. Thefigureshows ahigh probability for small numbers of outbreaks and alow
probability for greater numbers of outbreaks (a tail to the right), for the cluster "Islands".
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Eastern Europe
Islands
0.15

0.05 . .

20

30

—H40

—t
50

outbreaks
Figure 5.1
Expected number of primary CSF-outbreaks inthe nextfiveyear; country clusters 'Eastern Europe'
and 'Islands'.
For eastern Europe the participants clearly expect a greater number of outbreaks. The
figure also shows a wide range of possible outcomes.
5.3.5 Feedback reports
All 43 participants received a feedback report about the group results together with their
personal results. A total of 25 participants (58%) returned the enclosed form on which they
could give their opinion on possible differences between their own and the group results
with respect to HRP and the expected number of outbreaks. The risk factors were not
included because Conjoint Analysis is an indirect method and 'direct' feedback would not
be useful.
Concerning the HRPs, all participants except 3 were satisfied with their results, even if
they differed from the group results. However, their remarks showed that the definition of
both HRPs was not interpreted in the same way by everyone. Also concerning the expected
number of outbreaks most participants stuck to their initial opinion, even if this opinion
differed from the group results. Four participants indicated that their estimates were
probably too high because they had also included secondary outbreaks, while only primary
outbreaks were asked. The information provided by this feedback response was used to
interpret the results of the workshops and is incorporated in the discussion section.
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5.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
5.4.1 Design
One of the major reasons for running the experiment in the form of a workshop was its
expected attractiveness. The high response rate indicates that this was indeed a good
formula and that aspects of potential future outbreaks of contagious animal diseases area
major issue in the Netherlands. The reactions of the participants, during and after the
workshops, were very positive. Most participants indicated that it was difficult but
refreshing and useful for them to think individually and in such a structured way about
aspects concerning outbreaks of contagious diseases. Although this was not the primary
aimoftheexperiment, itmightbeconsidered apositive side effect.
5.4.2 High RiskPeriod
The results show that, in general, policy-makers tend to be more optimistic about the
alertness of farmers and veterinarians and the efficacy of the disease eradication systems
than researchers. However, the opinion of the policy-makers might be too optimistic anda
result of 'wishful thinking'. Researchers aremore aware ofthe actual behaviour of viruses
and therefore their estimates areprobably more reliablethan those oftheother groups.The
small variation in answers for the research group concerning the CSF estimates indicates
that there are no great differences in opinion within this group. This might be due to a
'shared source', i.e. all estimates are based on the same experiences (education, outbreaks
inthepast).
TheestimatesoftheHRPsconcerningNCDshowedaverywidevariation.Accordingto
the feedback response, the wide variation in opinion may be caused by the compulsory
vaccination against NCD in the Netherlands and some other European countries.
Vaccination makes the symptoms of the disease less clear and thus may slow down
detection. Besides,duetovaccination the consequences of an outbreak may beless serious
and,therefore, themotivation for farmers towarn officials weaker.
Comparison with information originating from recent outbreaks might help to interpret
the HRP1-results. Therefore, the results were compared with findings of Terpstra (1996),
who established HRPIs for recent outbreaks in Europe (1986-1996). All values estimated
by the experts were within the range of values found by Terpstra. However, this range was
rather wideand based ononly alimited number ofoutbreaks.
The feedback response indicated that the HRP2-definition as used in the workshop can
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be interpreted in more than one way. According to this definition, HRP2 ends when the
affected region no longer involves arisk for other regions. Participants of the policy group
interpreted this as the moment at which all compulsory measures should be taken where
some other participants set the end of HRP2 equal to the end of the outbreak, indicating
that themeasuresmight notbesufficient toreducetherisk oftheaffected regiontozero.
Assessing the HRP proved to be amore difficult task than expected. Therefore, the use
of an easy-to-understand elicitation method might have been a good choice. However, the
length ofthe HRPs is acontinuous quantity and amethod such asthe ELI-techniquemight
havebeenmoreappropriate andmightbeconsidered infuture studies.
5.4.3 Risk factors
Much work has been done on modelling of airborne spread of the FMD virus. The
importance ofthisfactor concerning the spread of virus over short distances (within farms
or between neighbouring farms) has been discussed widely, however, mainly on a withincountry basis (amongst others, Smith and Hugh-Jones, 1969; Hugh-Jones and Wright,
1970;Maragon et al., 1994).Theexperiment showed that according totheparticipants the
relative importance of this factor for virus introduction from neighbouring countries is
thought to bejust over 10%. Thus, concerning the Netherlands, efforts aimed at reducing
the risks related to, for example, returning trucks and import of livestock might be more
worthwhile than efforts aimed at reducing the risk of spread by air. Comparable efforts
might reducetherisk oftheintroduction ofNCDvirusbecause alsofor thisdisease import
of live animals and transport materials are thought to be of major importance. The risk
associated with returning trucks and transport materials (insufficient cleaning/disinfection)
might be reduced by border inspections and can be controlled, therefore, by the country
which is entered by the trucks (at all times or only during periods of increased risk due to
outbreaks inEuropeancountries). Reducingtheriskassociated withthe import of livestock
dependsmore onthecountry oforigin.
Conjoint Analysis as a method to elicit the relative importance of the risk factors is
rather new in the field of veterinary epidemiology and economics. A more traditional
approach would have been the Delphi-technique, used by, for example, Forbes (1992), to
reveal information concerning risk factors for a possible introduction of FMD into New
Zealand, and Miller et al. (1994),to elicit expert knowledge concerning pseudo-rabies. An
important advantage of the Conjoint Analysis approach over the Delphi approach is that
the whole experiment canbedone inone session,whichmakesiteasiertomotivatepeople
tojoin. 'Losing experts' can be a serious problem with the Delphi approach. For example
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Forbes, 1992, started his experiment with 28 experts, only 15 of whom completed the
second round. Moreover, Conjoint Analysisprovides an easy way to check the consistency
of the answers given by the respondents, by using holdout profiles (Section 2.2.2).
Inconsistency might be due to lack ofknowledge, motivation or understanding. To avoid a
false sense of reliability, results of inconsistent respondents should not be included in the
analysis (regardless of the fact whether these results are 'outliers' or not). However, if a
large number of inconsistent respondents is observed, the appropriateness of the model
used in the regression analysis might be reconsidered (Green and Srinivasan, 1978). The
results observed in this study indicate that the use of an additive model was appropriate
(consistency >80%).
5.4.4 Expected number ofprimary outbreaks
The ELI approach proved to be an attractive method for the respondents. Almost all
participants were abletowork withtheprogram andcompleted thequestionswithout much
help, which is not the case for many other elicitation methods based on PDFs (see Van
Lenthe 1993b).Compared with thehistorical data,the estimates presented inTable 5.6 and
Figure 5.1 are rather high. This may indicate that, according to the participants, the
changes, as described in the introduction (ceasing vaccination at European level, more
tradewitheasternEurope),have resulted inariskier disease situation.
There are many ways to combine expert opinions. Table 5.6, the median of the best
guesses, presents, no doubt, one of the simplest methods. But this method does not take
into account information ELI provides concerning the uncertainty of the participants (i.e.
the standard deviation of the distributions elicited). For simulation purposes, an option
could be to include all probability distributions and select one of these at random, for each
iteration. Another approach might be to fit a distribution through a sample of the mixed
distribution, especially when the number of consulted experts, and therefore distributions,
becomes large. The choice of the most appropriate curve will always be an arbitrary one,
although guidelines are provided by goodness-of-fit tests, such as the Chi-Square test.
Because these tests are very sensitive to the number of observations, feedback by experts
willbeauseful addition tothe statistical analysis.
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5.5

FINAL REMARKS

It can be concluded that the experiment provided useful information about the opinions of
people with different backgrounds, involved in the area of disease control, and on some
important aspects concerning outbreaks of contagious animal diseases in the Netherlands.
The results will be used as input data for a simulation model aimed at the economic
evaluation of measures and strategies to reduce the risk of disease introduction into the
Netherlands. Because a considerable part of the input of the model will be based on
estimates and assumptions, sensitivity analysis will also play a major role in evaluating the
importance of uncertain data. In this way the analysis can be used to guide further
(experimental) research aimed at improving input and thus improving reliability of the
outcome of the model.
The truth, i.e. the 'Golden Standard', concerning many aspects of introduction of
contagious animal diseases is not available and, by definition, subjective elicitation
methods will never be able to reveal this truth. However, as long as historical data and/or
experimental research are not available to provide better predictive results, subjective
knowledge will be the only information for use in modelling risks and economic
consequences of future outbreaks of contagious animal diseases. The experiment described
in this paper showed that the techniques needed to handle and elicit such information could
be obtained from other research areas such as marketing and consumer science (Conjoint
Analysis) and mathematical psychology (ELI). Moreover, the experiment showed that
incorporation of such tools into the area of animal health economics is possible and can
provide a fruitful approach to enhancing the quality of input and therefore also the output
of economic simulation models.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF VIRUS INTRODUCTION INTO THE
NETHERLANDS:
I MODEL DESCRIPTION AND BEHAVIOUR 1

ABSTRACT
In order to enhance insight into the risk of introducing Classical Swine Fever (CSF) and Footand-Mouth Disease (FMD) into the Netherlands, a Monte Carlo simulation model was
developed. The model, named VIRiS, (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation model) describes
virus introduction intotheNetherlands, originating from outbreaks in other European countries.
VIRiS is aimed at supporting decision makers involved in disease prevention. The model is
based on historical and experimental data, supplemented with expertjudgement, and provides
the expected number, location and cause of primary outbreaks in the Netherlands. The paper
gives a detailed description of the design and behaviour of VIRiS. The default outcomes of
VIRiS show that in the current situation, the southern and eastern regions of the Netherlands
are most prone to outbreaks of CSF and FMD. Most outbreaks originate from the countries
neighbouring theNetherlands and the countries of southern Europe.

6.1

INTRODUCTION

Outbreaks in EU member states of contagious animal diseases, such as Classical Swine
Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) have to be eradicated according to EU
regulations, laid down in the so-called 'Council Directives'. These directives prescribe
measures such as: rapid detection, confirmation and subsequent stamping-out of infected
herds, establishment of protection and surveillance zones around infected herds with
complete movement standstill of all animals, and continuous epidemiological surveillance
within these zones (CEC, 1980). It is obvious (and reported by several authors, e.g.
Berentsen et al., 1992) that outbreaks of such contagious diseases will have a serious
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economic impact on the livestock industry in affected countries. Therefore, adequate
disease prevention strategies, aimed at minimizing the risk of introducing virus, are of
major importance.
Real-life experimentation with alternative prevention strategies would be highly
impractible because of the low incidence of outbreaks in most countries, and also very
risky (and costly). Therefore simulation is considered a feasible approach to provide
insight into the effectiveness of alternative prevention strategies. Monte Carlo simulation
(Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal, 1992; Hardaker et al., 1997) seems to be especially
appropriate in suchacase,asitenablesincorporation ofvariation anduncertainty inhibited
in the aspects which determine the risk of introduction, for example, number and duration
ofoutbreaks inEuropean countries.
This paper describes the design and behaviour of VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk
Simulation model), a Monte Carlo model which simulates the introduction of virus into a
country. VIRiS isaimed at supporting decision makersinvolved indiseaseprevention. The
major objective of the model is to provide insight into the consequences of alternative
strategies to reduce or prevent the risk of virus introduction. The model focusses on virus
introduction into the Netherlands, originating from outbreaks in other European countries.
The approach assuch is general,however, andcould alsobe applied toothercountries and
conditions.Major diseasesof concernwere CSFand FMD,butthemodelwasstructured in
suchawaythatadaptation tootherdiseases isalsopossible.

6.2 MATERIAL ANDMETHOD
The VIRiS model isbased onresearch by Horst et al.(1996a, 1996b, 1997),whoprovided
qualitative and quantitative relationships between factors and mechanisms related to
introductionofvirusintotheNetherlands.Both 'objective' information from databasesand
research literature, and 'subjective' information from experts were used to obtain data for
simulation modellingpurposes.
VIRiS wasconstructed inExcel 5.0withtheprogram @Risk(Palisade Corp.)as add-on
to simplify the use of probability distributions. Being a Monte Carlo simulation model,
VIRiS uses for each iteration randomly drawn numbers from specified distributions (in
VIRiS-FMD, more than 250 of those distributions were used). Therefore, if the model is
run repeatedly with the same input distributions, these runs will lead to a distribution of
output values, reflecting the realistic aspects of chance and uncertainty (Law and Kelton,
1991;DentandBlackie, 1979).
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Figure 6.1 shows a simplified structure diagram of VIRiS. A structure diagram isread asa
sequence of steps which areexecuted in left-to-right order and whenthe last isfinished the
sequence as a whole is considered finished (Dent and Blackie, 1979). The VIRiS model
calculates the events, such as 'sample for newoutbreaks' and 'check all clusters' on adayto-day basis, i.e., it has a one-day time step. The time horizon is 5years, i.e., after 365*5
one-day time steps totals are calculated, thus giving an overview of the situation during a
five-yearperiod. Running anumber ofthose 5-year-periods or iterations provides the user
with the distribution of possible outcomes. Below, the various steps in the model are
explained.

VIRiS

Repeat for 5years

Initialize:
Day= 1
Year =1

Calculate
results

Repeat for 365 days

~1~
Sample for new
outbreaks

Check all
clusters

Store day
results

I

I Action

I ) Loop

Number&
location

t

v ^ Choice

v X ' End of loop

Figure6.1
StructurediagramofVIRiS
Samplefor newoutbreaksin clusters
Because of the current free transport of animals, products and people within Europe, each
individual country can cause virus introduction into the Netherlands. For pragmatic
reasons, these countries were grouped into the following five clusters (based on
geographical andtrade arguments):
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Neighbouring countries: Belgium, Germany, Luxemburg
Southern Europe:
Greece,Italy, Portugal, Spain
Central Europe:
Austria, France, Switzerland
Eastern Europe:
Countries oftheformer East block
"Islands":
Great Britain, Ireland, Scandinavia
Virus transport to the Netherlands can only take place if at least one of these clusters
suffers from an outbreak. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6.1,the VIRiS-model starts arun
by sampling for new outbreaks in each of the clusters. This sampling process is led bythe
probability of occurrence of such an outbreak, which is a specific value for each cluster,
depending on the current and historical animal health status and the expected level of
current and future animal health programmes. Horst et al. (1997)provided parameters for
these probability distributions, available as normal distributions and elicited from
individual experts (8and 20experts were involved, for FMDand CSF respectively). Table
6.1 presents the results (as mid-points or medians) for CSF and FMD, for the experts asa
group(thetablealsopresentstheso-called HRP-values,whichwillbeexplained later).
Table6.1
Expected number of outbreaks in the next 5years and duration of HRP1 and HRP2,mid-points
basedonexpertknowledge(Horstetal., 1997)
CSF

FMD

Neighb. S-Eur.C-Eur. E-Eur. IslandsNeth.
13.0 5.0
21.0
1.0 2.5

Neighb.S-Eur.C-Eur. E-Eur. IslandsNeth.

Outbr. 15.0
HRP1 28

35

HRP2 10

21

3.0

7.5

2.5

20.0

0.5

1.2

28

42

21

21

7

12

8

19

7

6

21

30

21

14

5

6

6

14

2

5

Thetable showsthat the experts expect most outbreaks of CSF aswell as FMDto occurin
eastern Europe. A low number of outbreaks is expected in the Netherlands and in Great
Britain, Ireland and Scandinavia ("Islands"). In general, more outbreaks of CSF than of
FMDareexpected tooccur inthenextfiveyears.
In the FMD version of the model (VIRiS-FMD) eight individual normal distributions
are included, one for each expert.At the start ofeach run, adiscrete distribution function is
used to determine, per cluster, which value for outbreak probability is used during that
specific run. Weighing factors can be assigned to each expert: these are used as probability
parameters for the discrete function. In the default situation, all expert distributions
received equal weights, exceptwhen,percluster,the distributions with the highest and the
lowest expected valuerespectively were assigned aweight of0,which excluded them from
thecalculations.
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Formulated as such, the discrete distribution provides the number of outbreaks expected to
occur inafive-yearperiod. Theprocess canbedescribed bythe following formula:
(1) REj=DiscretelNormal^a^

Normalisa i)8;{W,

W8}]

where:
Rei
= RunEstimate for cluster i,thevalueused inthe specific run
Normal(\i.„o^ 8 = Normal distribution for experts 1 to 8respectively, estimates for
clusteri
W, g
= Weighing factor for experts 1 to 8 respectively, used as
probability parameters
First calculations with VIRiS-FMD showed that the above-described procedure added a
realistic but high level of variation to the model, which resulted in the need for many
iterations before a stable result was reached. The results were defined to be stable when
calculating an extra ten 5-year periods did not change the average outcome by more than
5%.Thistopicwillbeaddressed inmoredetail insection 3,'model behaviour'.
Because the number of experts involved in the CSF-model was much larger (20),
VIRiS-CSF needed a different approach to avoid computer capacity becoming a limiting
factor. Therefore, a continuous cumulative distribution function was used to obtain the
outbreak probabilities. Such a distribution has the form of Cumulative({Xi},{Pi},min,max)
(Vose, 1996).For VIRiS-CSF,the minimum and maximum arguments were arbitrarily set
at the smallest expected value minus the corresponding standard deviation and the largest
expected value plus the corresponding standard deviation respectively. The points on the
cumulative curve (array {x;})were equal tothe expected values of the normal distributions
derived from experts, with cumulative probabilities of occurrence (array {PJ) equal to the
relevance oftherespective experts (weighing factors, canbe setbytheuserofthemodel).
For both VIRiS-FMD and VIRiS-CSF, a Poisson distribution was assumed to translate
the resulting information concerning afive-yearperiod into anumber ofprimary outbreaks
that occur on a specific day (i.e., in a specific run). The Poisson distribution is a close
relative of the binomial distribution and is used, for example, for studying the number of
successful events (e.g. outbreaks) given a very small probability of success (occurrence of
theevent one islooking at,e.g., anoutbreak) (Waters, 1994).
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A Poisson distribution returns a positive integer which indicates the number of individual
events (x) that occur in a given unit of time (Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal, 1992) and is
specified bythe following formula:

(2)

m

y** e "f

The distribution is based on one parameter, gamma (y > 0), which equals the expected
number of events that occur. As aVIRiS-run simulates the events ofaone-day period, the
five-yearvalue resulting from the discrete or cumulative function (as described above)had
to be divided by (5*365) to translate it into a one-day expectation. The resulting expected
number of outbreaks per day will be (much) smaller than 1. Therefore the Poisson
distribution will return a0inmostruns,indicating that nooutbreaks occur.
StartHRP1inrelevantclusters
If an outbreak does occur in a certain cluster, i.e., the Poisson distribution returns a nonzero value for one or more clusters, some time will pass before the first infected animal is
detected and eradication measures can be taken. During this so-called High Risk Period
(HRP),there isarisk thatthe virus will be transferred toanother country. TheHRPcanbe
divided intotwoperiods:
HRP1: startswhenfirstanimalisinfected, andendswhenaninfectedanimalisdetected.
HRP2: startswithfirstdetection, andendswhenallmeasuresareconsideredeffective.
After the HRP2 has ended, the affected area is of no risk to other areas anymore. Using
experts, Horst et al. (1997) derived estimates for both HRPs, for each of the clusters
involved. They used athree-point estimation method, i.e.,the experts were asked to givea
minimum, maximum and most likely value for the duration of both periods, and validated
the estimates against the HRPs inrecent outbreaks where available (Terpstra, 1996).Table
1 presents the group mid-points (medians) for the estimates for the most likely duration of
HRP1 and HRP2 for both CSF and FMD. For both diseases, longest HRPs were expected
for the countries of eastern Europe, shortest for the Netherlands and Great Britain, Ireland
and Scandinavia ("Islands"). HRPs for FMD were generally expected to be shorter than
thosefor CSF.
The three-point estimates of the experts were included in VIRiS as triangular
distributions, a commonly used method to model expert opinion (Vose, 1996). The HRPs
used in a specific run were obtained by using discrete distributions (VIRiS-FMD) or
cumulative distributions (VIRiS-CSF), similar to the procedure used to determine the
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expected number of outbreaks. Incase of an outbreak, i.e., a Poisson distribution returning
a non-zero value, the HRP-values obtained in that run for the cluster where the outbreak
occurs determine the number ofrunsduring whichtransfer ofvirustotheNetherlands from
theaffected cluster ispossible.
Checkallclustersfor currentoutbreaks
In the next phase of the model (see Figure 6.1), VIRiS checks the HRP1 and HRP2 status
of allclusters.When acluster is ineither anHRP1orHRP2,itwill constitute acertainrisk
of virus transfer to the Netherlands. When none of the clusters is in either HRP,the run is
ended and theday results are stored. Ifcounter value 'day' equals 365, 'annual' resultsare
calculated (and stored). If the counter value is less than 365, it is raised by 1and another
run (day) is started. After 5 'years' (time horizon),totals are calculated and the iteration is
ended.
Determineintroduction risk
As indicated in Figure 6.1,for each cluster that is in either HRP1 or HRP2 (which means
that it has an outbreak), the VIRiS-model calculates the probability of virus transfer to the
Netherlands. Transfer of virus to the Netherlands, from a country with an outbreak, is due
to risk factors. Each factor constitutes its own 'introduction risk', in VIRiS represented by
P(intro). Themodel allows (as inreality) more than one cluster to suffer from outbreaks at
the same time. Therefore, risks of introduction have to be calculated for several clusters
simultaneously. These risksarethen summed todetermine thetotal risktotheNetherlands,
i.e.,clusters,andtherefore riskfactors betweenclusters areassumed tobe independent.
Horst et al.(1997) used special interview techniques, such as 'conjoint analysis' (Cattin
and Wittink, 1982) to elicit the relative importance of the risk factors. To illustrate, Table
6.2 presents a summary of the results for CSF and FMD.Import of livestock, i.e., animals
susceptible totherespective disease,was considered themost important risk factor for both
diseases for all clusters.Also returning trucks (both diseases) and swill (CSF) were seenas
major risk factors. The risk factor 'tourists' was not statistically significant in any of the
clusters, and was therefore not included in the table. Some factors (such as 'animal
products') were not significant in all clusters, factors 'wildlife' and 'air' were only
considered forthe countriesneighbouring theNetherlands
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Table 6.2
Dataon FMD and CSF concerning risk factors, based on expert knowledge (Horst et al., 1997)
CSF

FMD

Neighb S-Eur. C-Eur. E-Eur. Islands Neighb S-Eur. C-Eur. E-Eur. Islands
Import
livestock 0.59

0.57

0.63

0.67

0.65

0.51

0.60

0.57

0.53

0.52

products 0.07

0.06

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

0.17

0.13

n.s.

n.s.

0.19

Swill

0.15

0.18

0.17

0.16

0.16

n.s.

n.s.

0.13

0.14

n.s.

Return.
trucks 0.14

0.19

0.20

0.17

0.19

0.20

0.27

0.30

0.33

0.29

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Animal

Wildlife 0.05

n.s

Air

0.12

n.s

Total
1.00
1.00
n.s. =not significant

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

The values given in this table represent the relative importance of each risk factor, given a
certain cluster. To transform this relative importance into an absolute value, which can be
used to calculate the risk of virus transfer by that specific risk factor to the Netherlands
(P(intro)), the so-called Basic Probability (BP) is used. The BP equals the total probability
of virus transfer to the Netherlands, in the (hypothetical) situation that all clusters are in
HRP1 at the same time. Therefore, the BP represents the maximum daily probability
concerning transport of virus to the Netherlands.
The BP might be seen as the calibration factor of the model. By changing the value of
this factor, the number of outbreaks in the Netherlands, simulated by the model, will
change. Expert consultancy performed by Horst et al. (1997) resulted in an estimate of on
average 2.5 primary CSF-outbreaks and 1 FMD-outbreak per five-year period (excluding
the most extreme estimates). These estimates were in line with the events of the past 10
years (number of outbreaks and evolution of prevention and control programmes). The
estimates were used to calibrate the models, i.e., the BP was adjusted until the simulation
results equalled these expert expectations.
Not all clusters present the same risk of virus transfer to the Netherlands when they are
in the HRP1-phase. For instance, as import of livestock is the main risk factor in all
clusters, it is obvious that clusters that export more livestock to the Netherlands will
constitute a greater risk. The Dutch Product Boards for Livestock, Meat and Eggs provided
quantitative information concerning animal and meat trade flows (PVE, 1995). Weighing,
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within clusters, the number of the risk factors (e.g. the number of live animals or empty
trucks entering the country) with their relative (and cluster specific) importance, resulted
in a number of 'risk units' per cluster. Rescaling these units over clusters resulted in the
cluster specific distribution factors (Dj). For example, for VIRiS-CSF, D (neighbouring countries)
was 0.34 and D (eastern Eürope) was 0.03, for VIRiS-FMD these values equalled 0.51 and 0.04
respectively. The great difference between 'neighbouring countries' and 'eastern Europe' is
due to the fact that only very few live animals are imported from the latter.
Combining the distribution factors with the relative and cluster specific importance of
the risk factors and the BP resulted in the absolute probability of virus transfer for each
cluster in HRP1 (the HRP2-phase was considered by the experts to be half as risky as
HRP1):
(3)

P(intro)ij

= RIij*Di*BP

where:
P(intro)jj

= Absolute introduction probability for risk factorj of cluster i

Riy

= Relative Importance of risk factorj of cluster i, £RIj = 1

Dj

= Distribution factor of cluster i, 0 <Dä < 1and YP\ = 1

BP

= Basic Probability

within cluster i (see Table 6.2, last row)

Determine outbreaks
The cluster and risk factor specific virus transfer probabilities (P(intro)), determined in the
preceding part of the VIRiS-model, are used as probability arguments in discrete
probability functions to determine whether virus introduction into the Netherlands (from
clusters in the HRP-phase) will actually occur. For each risk factor-cluster combination a
unique discrete function is formulated, all according to the following general formula:
(4)

Vlij = Z)Kcrere[{0,l};{P(intro) ij ,(l-P(intro) ij )}]
where:
VIjj

= Virus Introduction of the risk factorj-cluster i combination,
possible values of VI are 1and 0, indicating 'introduction' and
'no introduction' in the Netherlands respectively

P(intro)y

= Absolute introduction probability for risk factor j of cluster i
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If, according to the results of this discrete distribution function, introduction into the
Netherlands does occur, another discrete distribution function is used for determining if
this introduction leads to an outbreak. The probability that virus introduction leads to
disease outbreak is determined by the so-called 'catch-on' probability. FMD and CSF are
considered to be extremely contagious such that this probability equals 1 (thus, each
introduction leads to an outbreak).
When the model simulates an outbreak (see Figure 6.1), the causing cluster and risk
factor determine in which part of the Netherlands this outbreak will occur; four regions are
considered: east, west, north and south. Data, provided by the Dutch Statistical Office and
the Dutch Product Boards for Livestock, Meat and Eggs, provided insight into the regionspecificity of risk factors. As to risk factors 'swill' and 'wildlife' expert opinion was used.
Table 6.3 presents an overview of the probabilities for the significant risk factors for CSF.
As shown in this table, an outbreak caused by the risk factor 'import of livestock' is more
likely to occur in the southern part of the Netherlands than in the western part, whereas
Table 6.3
Relative outbreak probability (P) for each region, per risk factor and cluster.
P(North)

P(East)

P(South)

P(West)

Total

CSF
Import livestock

0.04

0.38

0.55

0.03

1.00

Animal products

0.12

0.26

0.22

0.40

1.00

Swill

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.40

1.00

Returning trucks

0.24

0.31

0.28

0.17

1.00

0.20

0.20

0.40

0.20

1.00

- neighbours

0.05

0.42

0.46

0.07

1.00

- Southern Europe

0.08

0.35

0.57

0

1.00

-Central Europe

0.08

0.27

0.54

0.11

1.00

- Eastern Europe

0.05

0.67

0.24

0.04

1.00

_W_ildl_ife
FMD
Import livestock

- "Islands"

0.10

0.64

0.2

0.06

1.00

Animal products

0.12

0.19

0.22

0.47

1.00

Swill

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.40

1.00

Returning trucks

0.24

0.26

0.28

0.22

1.00

Air

0.28

0.33

0.20

0.19

1.00
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outbreaks caused by the risk factor 'swill' aremore likely to occur inthe western part than
elsewhere. Concerning FMD,the animal information andrecording (I&R)system provided
information ontheorigin ofimported cattle.Therefore, for this diseasecluster specific data
were available. Such a system is currently being implemented for swine; its reliability
however isnot (yet)high.
The relative probabilities presented (Table 6.3) were used as probability arguments ina
discrete distribution function, which had 'north', 'east', 'south', and 'west' as possible
outcomes.
Storageofresults
The one-day results of each run are stored. Then, the counter variable 'day' is raised by1
and anewrun (new 'day') is started. When the variable 'day' equals 365,total results over
the preceding 365 runs are calculated and stored as annual results. After five years (time
horizon),totals arecalculated. Togain insightinto theresultsand theirvariation,themodel
has to be run for a large number of '5-year periods'. 'Days' within a 'year' are linked to
each other because epidemics (if they occur) will normally not be over within a one-day
period (an affected cluster poses risk to the Netherlands during HRP1 and HRP2). The
same applies to between 'years', i.e., a 'year' may start with some clusters half-way their
HRP-period,asinreality.

6.3

MODEL BEHAVIOUR

VIRiS is aMonte Carlo simulation model and, as stated before, this implies that the model
hastoberun anumber oftimesbefore theoutputrepresents areliable overview ofthemost
likely and possibly extreme outcomes of the model. To evaluate the number of iterations
needed, the overall mean values were calculated, after every ten iterations. Each such
iteration represents a 5-year period (as said before, a 5-year period represents the time
horizon of the model).Figure 6.2 shows theresults of thisprocess, for VIRiS-CSF, for the
outcome 'expected region-probability for primary outbreaks'.
For VIRiS-CSF, after 100 iterations the change in mean value from an extra 10
iterations was less than 5%; for VIRiS-FMD, this stage was reached after 140 iterations
periods.Itwasdecided that these numberswere sufficient toprovide stableoutcomes.
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Figure 6.2
VIRiS-CSF: effect ofthe number of iterations onthe expected region-probability for primary CSF
outbreaks inthe Netherlands

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 present the relative importance of risk factors which cause outbreaks of
FMD and CSF respectively in the Netherlands. For both diseases, import of livestock
(animals susceptible to the respective disease) causes the major part of the primary
outbreaks. Other important risk factors are returning trucks, i.e., trucks used for Dutch
export, returning to the Netherlands, and, only for CSF, swill feeding.
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VIRiS-FMD:Primary outbreaksofFMD inthe
Netherlands, causing risk factors
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Figure 6.4
VIRiS-CSF:Primaryoutbreaks ofCSF inthe
Netherlands, causing risk factors
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Figure 6.5
VIRiS:Primary outbreaks of FMDand CSF in
theNetherlands, causing country clusters.

Figure 6.6
VIRiS: Region-probability for primary
outbreaks of FMDand CSF inthe Netherlands
(total within diseases equals 100%).

Figure 6.5 shows that most primary FMD-outbreaks originate from virus introduction from
countries neighbouring the Netherlands. Most primary CSF-outbreaks are expected to
originate from countries of southern Europe (Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain). Although the
countries of eastern Europe were expected to have the highest frequency of CSF-outbreaks
and the highest HRP (Table 6.1), they only rank fourth in Figure 6.5, because trade in CSFsusceptible animals, the major CSF risk factor (Figure 6.4), between the Netherlands and
these countries is of minor importance.
According to the VIRiS model, the eastern and southern regions of the Netherlands are
most prone to primary outbreaks of both CSF and FMD, as shown in Figure 6.6. The
western and northern regions have lower average probabilities for both diseases, mainly
due to the lower farm density. Farm density is highly correlated with import of livestock,
which is the most important risk factor for both diseases (Figures 6.3 and 6.4). Farm
density is also the major factor explaining the differences between FMD and CSF
probabilities. However, if only farm density determined the outbreak probability, the
probability for region west for CSF would even be lower. Other risk factors are important
as well, for example, risk factor 'swill' (Figure 6.4), which has more influence on region
west than on other regions (Table 6.2), because of the presence of airports and seaports in
this region.
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Figure 6.7
VIRiS-CSF:cumulative probability of the region-probability for primary outbreaks of CSF inthe
Netherlands.
Figure 6.7 shows the cumulative probability graph for the region probabilities for VIRiSCSF. The figure provides insight into the variance in the results presented in Figure 6.6.
According to Figure 6.6, region north faces on average a region-probability of 10% for
primary CSF-outbreaks. According to Figure 6.7 this probability will not exceed 30% in
90%) of the cases. As the average number of CSF-outbreaks expected to occur in the
Netherlands in a 5-year period equals 2.5 (see section 6.2), it is obvious that many
iterations will result in a region-probability for primary outbreaks of 0%>,for one or more
regions. As Figure 6.7 shows, this probability is larger for the regions with a low density of
farms and animals. For example, in 80%> of all iterations or simulated 5-year periods, no
primary CSF-outbreaks occurred in region north; for region east this was only in 38% of
the iterations the case.
Especially the parameters involving the HRPs were expected to have an important
influence on the results. To analyse the behaviour of both VIRiS models, the models were
run with the HRP1-parameters multiplied by 2. Figure 6.8 shows the results for VIRiSCSF. The cumulative probability curve representing the default scenario is situated left
from the curve representing the scenario in which HRP1 is doubled, indicating that the
latter results in more outbreaks. Approximately 80% of the iterations (5-year periods) in
the default situation resulted in 3 outbreaks or less. Doubling HRP1 resulted in a decrease
to 50%.The VIRiS-FMD model showed similar results.
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Figure6.8
CumulativeprobabilitygraphfortheCSFbasescenarioandtheHRP*2scenario.

6.4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The use of probability distributions of input values has the advantage that uncertainty can
be modelled. Inthis way, expert information, which, based on real-life experience, always
includes uncertainty, can be described realistically and used as model input. However, as
the number of distributions increases, also the number of runs needed to provide stable
outcomes increases.The current version oftheVIRiS-FMDmodel includes morethan275
different probability distributions. This number might be reduced when (research)
information becomes available that leads to more certainty concerning input parameters
and/or mechanisms.Inthat casethemodel canbeupdated easily.
As validation is concerned with agreement between model-behaviour and behaviour of
the real system (Dent and Blackie, 1979), unavailability of an abundant number of those
data might hamper avery detailed validation process. Inthosecases,consulting expertsisa
logical alternative (Law and Kelton, 1991). The results of both VIRiS-CSF and VIRiSFMD were discussed with several groups of experts to evaluate the face validity of the
model (Law and Kelton, 1991). During these discussions the experts used historical facts
(about recent outbreaks) as well as their own knowledge and experience in order to
evaluate the results, and generally concluded that the model results were in line with their
expectations and experiences.
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Of course, the above-described validation process is not ideal. However, as stated by
Kleijnen (1993), it is neither necessary nor possible that a validation process results in a
perfect model. By definition the only perfect model is the real system itself and any model
is a simplification of reality. The model should be 'good enough', which means that its
validation should be assessed in relation to its prescribed use.
In case of VIRiS its prescribed use is to provide policymakers in the area of animal
disease prevention with insight into aspects that influence the number and geographical
position of primary outbreaks of CSF and FMD in the Netherlands. The model is meant as
a decision support tool and not as a decision-making machine in itself. Therefore,
providing insight into the mechanism is more important than predicting precise figures.
The validation process, based on both 'real data' and expert information, showed that the
VIRiS-model is able to produce plausible results and provide insight into the mechanism
under study, i.e., virus introduction into the Netherlands. Sensitivity analysis can be used to
evaluate the importance of the input parameters (for example, the duration of the HRPs).
Also, alternative prevention strategies may be translated into the parameters of the model
and thereafter judged on their merits concerning risk reduction (example: more sanitary
controls results in lower risk associated with the risk factor 'trucks'; VIRiS may be used to
evaluate the effect on total risk reduction).
The model as such provides information on the number and location of primary
outbreaks. An urgent addition, which would simplify the evaluation of alternative
strategies, would be the incorporation of spread of epidemics within the Netherlands and
their economic impact. Then strategies could be compared based on cost-benefit analysis.
Research is under way to perform this next step.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF VIRUS INTRODUCTION INTO THE
NETHERLANDS
II ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF PREVENTION'

ABSTRACT
If serious epidemics of diseases such as Classical Swine Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth
Disease (FMD) were to occur in the Netherlands, the eradication measures required by the
European Union, including a possible ban on export, would have severe economic
consequences. Therefore, an effective disease prevention and control policy is of great
importance, for the Netherlands and similar meat-exporting countries. An integrated approach
which combines the various aspects of outbreaks and risks with economic consequences could
be an important tool to support policy makers in their evaluation of current and alternative
prevention and control strategies. In this paper, such an approach is applied to evaluate the
outcome of the simulation model VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation model), which
provides insight into the effect of current and alternative prevention strategies on the risks of
CSF and FMD introduction. The integration of VIRiS with models describing spread and
economic consequences of epidemics enabled evaluation of alternative prevention strategies on
their ability to reduce the expected annual losses due to epidemics. The results show that a
considerable economic window is available for measures aimed at minimizing the size of
epidemics. Complete elimination of the risk associated with the risk factor 'returning trucks'
reducesthe annual lossesduetoFMD and CSFepidemicsbyapproximately US$9 million.

7.1

INTRODUCTION

In the European Union, outbreaks of contagious animal diseases such as Classical Swine
Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) are eradicated following strict EUprescriptions, including measures such as the establishment of surveillance zones with

paper by Horst, H.S., Meuwissen, M.P.M., Dijkhuizen, A.A. and Huirne,R.B.M,
submitted for publication toPreventive VeterinaryMedicine.
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complete movement restrictionsfor all animals andthe eradication ofinfected herds(CEC,
1980). The 1997 outbreak of CSF in the Netherlands has proved once again the great
economic impact of these measures when an outbreak occurs in a region with a high
density of pig farms and an export-oriented production. Within the first five months of the
epidemic, more than 300 farms were infected and more than a million hogs had been
destructed. The total losses from this epidemic are not yet known but will most probably
exceed a billion Dutch guilders. Obviously, an adequate disease prevention and control
policy isof major importance, for theNetherlands and similar (meat-exporting) countries.
Notwithstanding their strong impact on all participants of the production chain, policy
decisions on disease prevention and control programmes are usually based on scarce and
incomplete information. While real-life experiments are not a feasible option to overcome
this lack of information (time-consuming and risky), simulation modelling provides an
alternative way to obtain information and insights. Simulation models are able to calculate
the effects of alternative sets of input variables (scenarios, strategies) and are therefore
attractive toevaluate current strategies and explore strategiesthathavenot yetbeen applied
(Dijkhuizen andMorris, 1997).As outlined byHorst et al.(1996),real additional value for
policymakers would be obtained by an integrated approach inwhich the various aspects of
outbreaksandriskswitheconomic consequences arecombined. Suchan approach could be
an important tool to support policymakers in their evaluation of current and alternative
prevention andcontrol strategies.
In this paper the integrated modelling approach is used to evaluate the results and
insights obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation model VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk
Simulation).Themodel VIRiSprovides insight intothe risk ofCSFand FMD introduction
into the Netherlands, given current and alternative prevention strategies (Horst et al.,
1997b).Themodelprovidesthe expected number, location andcause ofprimary outbreaks,
but does not include any details concerning secondary outbreaks and economic
consequences, while this would be essential to evaluate alternative prevention strategies.
Therefore, inthispaper,theresults obtained byVIRiS arecombined with information from
models concerning the spread of virus within a country (Jalvingh et al., 1996; Saatkamp,
1996) and thereafter translated into their economic consequences. The integrated approach
thusevaluates theentire"development path"ofanimaldiseaseoutbreaks,from anoutbreak
somewhere in Europe, to a possible virus introduction into the Netherlands, including
consequences for the Netherlands such as primary and secondary outbreaks, economic
losses andpotential benefits ofalternativeprevention measures.
First the paper gives a brief description of VIRiS and the models describing the
secondary spread and the economic consequences caused by outbreaks. Then the current
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and some alternative prevention strategies are presented. The results section describes the
economic consequences of these strategies, based on the integrated approach. The last
section of the paper evaluates the method and its results and offers suggestions for further
research.

7.2

MATERIAL AND METHOD

An essential prerequisite for the evaluation of disease prevention strategies is insight into
introduction and spread of virus and economic consequences of outbreaks. Figure 7.1
visualizes this process. The impact of a strategy on 'introduction', 'spread' and 'losses'
determines its attractiveness. If all three elements are included in the simulation model, the
user has the possibility of 'experimenting' with alternative strategies in a risk-free way,
i.e., determine a new set of input values, run the model and evaluate the outcomes. The
various parts of the integrated approach presented in Figure 7.1 will be summarized in the
next sections.

1
Introduction o f virus into the country ( V I R i S )
- number and location primary outbreaks

Spread w i t h i n the country (InterSpread, C S F - m o d e l )
duration of outbreaks
number of farms involved

L o s s e s d u e to o u t b r e a k s ( e c o n o m i c m o d e l )
all stages of the production chain

Evaluate strategy
define alternative strategies
determine new input values
Figure 7.1
Schematic representation ofthe integrated approach.
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7.2.1

Introduction ofvirusintothe country

The Monte Carlo simulation model VIRiS simulates the introduction of a virus into the
Netherlands, originating from outbreaks in other European countries. Three major aspects
determine suchanintroduction risk:
1)Frequency ofoutbreaks inEuropean countries;
2)Duration oftheHighRisk Period inEuropean countries;
3)Risk Factors.
FrequencyofoutbreaksinEuropean countries
Most of the time, the Netherlands is free of CSF and FMD, and introduction of virus of
either one of these diseases is caused by an outbreak in another country. Therefore, a
higher frequency of outbreaks in countries with which the Netherlands is involved in any
kind ofrelationship (e.g.trade)resultsinahigher introduction risktortheNetherlands.
DurationoftheHighRiskPeriod
The High Risk Period (HRP) defines the period in which virus is already present in a
country but not yet detected or under control. During thisperiod virus might be transferred
toanother country. TheHRPcanbedivided intotwoperiods:
HRP1: startswhenafirstanimal isinfected, and endswhen aninfected animal isdetected
HRP2: starts with first detection, and ends when all measures are considered effective
(i.e.,norisk ofspread tootherregionsorcountries)
The duration of HRP1 depends on the alertness and motivation of farmers and
veterinarians and the effectiveness of any monitoring system (if available). HRP2 is
determined bythe efficacy oftheanimal health system oftheaffected country.
Riskfactors
During the HRPthe virus might betransferred to another country by means of risk factors,
which are defined as 'virus vehicles'. Examples of risk factors are: import of livestock,
import of animal products, and returning trucks (empty trucks, used for export of animals,
nowreturning totheirhomecountry).
The model VIRiS is based on historical and experimental data, if available and applicable.
However, outbreaks of CSF and FMD occur irregularly in time and place, making it
difficult to derive general properties and predictive values. Therefore, expert knowledge
wasneeded and used asanadditional sourceofinformation (Horstetal., 1997a).
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VIRiS uses the technique of Monte Carlo simulation. This type of modelling uses
randomly drawn numbers from specified probability distribution functions and therefore
acknowledges the fact that there is variation and uncertainty in the system to be modelled
(Kleijnen and Van Groenendaal, 1992).When suchaMonte Carlo model isrun repeatedly,
the distribution of output values will realistically reflect the possible behaviour of the
system under study.
The VIRiS model has atime-step of one day and atime horizon of 5years. The model
starts with sampling for new outbreaks in Europe. For pragmatic reasons, these countries
were grouped into clusters describing the various parts of Europe. If an outbreak in oneor
more of these country clusters is sampled, the virus is 'followed', taking into account
aspects such as HRP and importance and volume of risk factors, until a possible
introduction into the Netherlands. Distribution functions based on quantitative information
concerning epidemiology, farm density, and trade flows determine the geographical
location of the possibly resulting primary outbreaks in the Netherlands. Number, location
(North, East, South, West),and cause (cluster and risk factor) oftheseoutbreaks are stored
by the simulation model for each run. Thetime-steps, or 'days', are linked to each otherin
order to simulate realistically the evolution of outbreaks. After 365 days, 'year'-results are
calculated. After 5years,total results are calculated. Running a repeated number of those
5-year periods provide the user with a distribution of possible outcomes. For a more
detailed description oftheVIRiS model,thereader isreferred toHorstetal.(1997b).
7.2.2

Spreadwithinthe country

FMD-model
InterSpread isa spatial and stochastic simulation model that simulates from daytodaythe
spread of FMD between farms within a certain area (Jalvingh et al., 1996 and 1997).
Starting point of the simulation is infection seeded to an individual farm. Via different
mechanisms (animal/people/vehicle movements; local spread by dogs, cats, and vermin;
airborne transmission) the infection canbe spreadtootherfarms, and ifinfected thedisease
spread is simulated for these farms as well. Once the first infected farm is diagnosed,
several control mechanisms can be put intoplace such astracing, surveillance, movementcontrol, pre-emptive slaughter, and vaccination. The geographic location of individual
farms isused insimulating disease spread and itscontrol.
Like VIRiS, InterSpread is also a stochastic simulation model. The main output results
of the model are the probability distribution of the number of infected farms, the duration
ofoutbreaks (indays),andthenumber of farms that face movement restrictions.
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CSF-model
Saatkamp (1996) developed a state-transition model (also referred to as the Markov-chain
approach) to describe the spread of CSF among individual farms after a primary outbreak
in Belgium. The model could easily be adapted to Dutch circumstances. The model
characterizesherdsinapopulation,using four disease states:(1)susceptible(herdsthatcan
be infected), (2) carrier (herds that have been infected but do not spread the virus yet to
other herds), (3) outbreaks (herds that spread virus and thus can infect susceptible herds),
and (4)removed (herdsthathave been slaughtered).Besidesthese,themodel simulatesthe
so-called blocked herds, which are situated in either a protection or surveillance zone and
are subject to transport restrictions. An important transition probability in the CSF statetransition model is the probability of becoming infected. This probability describes the
spread ofthedisease and issimulated inadynamicway,usingthefollowing formula:
p
_ 1 p-DRtot(t-l)*Fou(t-l)
1
Mnfected.t
~ c

In this formula, DR,otrepresents total dissemination rate of CSF, being the average number
of susceptible herdsbecoming infected by oneaffected herd. Fouisthe fraction of outbreaks
in the population, and t is the time step (two weeks). The dissemination rate is one of the
most important parameters of the model and is influenced by demographic factors of the
region under study and the effect of prevention and control strategies (based on expert
opinion).
The results of the CSF model provide probability distributions for the number of
infected herds, the number of herds affected by pre-emptive slaughtering and movement
restrictions,andthe duration oftheoutbreak (inweeks).
7.2.3

Losses duetooutbreaks ofCSFandFMD

As probabilities are always difficult to interpret, enhanced insight into the significance of
the results of VIRiS and the spread models might be obtained by calculating their
economic consequences. The economic effects were calculated for both CSF and FMD
outbreaks in the Netherlands, including all stages of the production chain. Five categories
oflossesweredistinguished (Meuwissen etal., 1997):
1) Losses duetoslaughtering ofinfected herds;
2) Additional losses, due to movements restrictions and production standstill on infected
farms, supply problems for theprocessing industry,etc.;
3) Costs of market support of the so-called 'purchase measure': government purchase and
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destruction of pigs from farms located within the restriction zones where animal
movements are prohibited: the government buys fattening hogs and piglets to avoid
welfare problems; Because the meat cannot be transported, the animals are worthless
and aretherefore killed and destroyed;
4) Organizational costs ofdiseaseeradication;
5) Trade losses,duetoexport banscausing market andpricedisruptions.
As market behaviour is extremely difficult to predict and quantify, the last category, trade
losses,wasnot included inthecalculations.
The calculations were performed in close cooporation with representatives of the
respective stages oftheproduction chain inordertoobtaingood estimates.
7.2.4

Alternative strategies

The initial or default scenario ofVIRiS, alternative 1,describes the current situation inthe
Netherlands, based on literature and expert opinion. In this situation, 1 primary FMD
outbreak and 2.5 primary CSF outbreaks are expected to occur in a five-year period (Horst
et al., 1997a). Primary outbreaks and their resulting epidemics are eradicated according to
minimal EU-standard measures. The prevention strategy used in this scenario is the
strategy currently applied intheNetherlands, i.e., import of animals and animalproducts is
onlyallowed from countries holding adisease-free status,trucksused for export of animals
have to be cleaned and disinfected before re-entering the Netherlands, swill feeding is not
allowed, and farmers, animal traders and animal transporters have to obey certain sanitary
protocols.
This default scenario serves as a comparison standard. Besides, the scenario could be
used when outbreaks occur in countries neighbouring the Netherlands and policy makers
need insight into the risks to the Netherlands at that moment. VIRiS provides an estimate
for the daily probability of outbreaks in the Netherlands, due to outbreaks elsewhere.
Combining this daily probability with an estimate ofthe duration of HRP1, i.e. an estimate
of the interval (in days) during which the virus has the opportunity to spread freely (not
detected), and economic consequences due to outbreaks in the Netherlands, might add to
the discussion on what measures are to be taken within theNetherlands when an outbreak
is detected somewhere else inEurope. Inthe results section thispotential use of the model
will beillustrated withCSF.
Based on discussions with people involved in policy-making concerning disease
prevention and control, alternative prevention strategies were defined for both VIRiS-CSF
and VIRiS-FMD. All other parameters were held equal, i.e., the consequences of primary
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outbreaks, once they occurred (secondary spread), were equal to those in the initial
situation.
A seemingly straightforward method to reduce the number of primary outbreaks of
FMD and CSF intheNetherlands isto reduce the risk associated with the risk factors, i.e.,
deprive the virus of its means of transport. For both diseases, the effect of elimination of
the risk factors 'import of livestock' and 'returning trucks' was evaluated. For FMD,
importof livestock could bedivided intoimport of cattle and import ofother livestock. For
CSFalsothe elimination oftherisk factor 'swill' was evaluated.
Discussions with experts made clear that much uncertainty exists about the risk
associated with theupcoming tradeand other contacts withthecountries ofeastern Europe.
Therefore a strategy was evaluated in which the importance of these countries was
multiplied by3.

7.3

RESULTS

7.3.1

Default scenario

IntroductionofCSFandFMD
In the VIRiS default scenario,the most likely areas inthe Netherlands for aprimary CSFoutbreak are the southern and eastern parts (both approximately 37%). Fewest outbreaks
are expected in the northern and western parts, 10 and 16% respectively. For FMD, most
outbreaks are expected inthe eastern part(41%). Inthe southern, western andnorthern part
theexpected percentage ofprimary outbreaks is 31, 15and 13% respectively.
In Table 7.1 it is shown that with these probabilities there is ahigh correlation between
the animal and farm densities oftherespective areas,which isduetothe great influence of
the risk factor 'import of livestock'. About 50% of the primary FMD outbreaks in the
Netherlands are caused by this risk factor. Also for CSF, import of livestock is the most
important value. However, other risk factors are important as well, which makes the
distribution of outbreaks over regions not completely correlating with animal density. A
risk factor such as 'swill feeding' influences mostly region west, because the majority of
Dutchairports and seaports areinthisregion.
Most outbreaks of both diseases originate from southern European countries and
countriesneighbouring theNetherlands.
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Table 7.1
Animal and farm densities ofthe Dutch regions
North
Netherlands
South
East
West
FMD
145.7
swine(*105)
82.8
6.0
8.1
48.7
367
48
72
swine/km2
1 135
573
0.6
swine farms/km2
1.2
0.1
0.3
1.3
47.2
cattle CIO5)
11.4
10.9
7.1
17.8
2
119
156
209
87
62
cattle/km
1.7
1.0
1.5
cattle farms/km2
2.7
1.0
CSF"
145.7
swine(*105)
82.8
6.0
3.8
53.1
1 784
78
75
611
swine/km2
818
swine farms/km2
1.9
0.1
1.0
2.0
0.3
a
TheCSFmodelusesthe'agricultural area',andslightlydifferent definitions forregionsWestandEast
Spread within the country
Table 7.2 presents some results of both 'spread models' for the default scenario, in which,
as explained, the minimum EU-control strategy is applied. The results describe the effects
of a primary outbreak, i.e., the secondary spread, for each of the four regions in the
Netherlands (North, East, South, West), which were used in the VIRiS model (Table 7.1).
Table 7.2
Consequences of FMD and CSF epidemics intheNetherlands (by region)
FMD
5%

50%

95%

CSF
5%

50%
South
- duration3
39
79
51
69
135
- #affected farms*
1100
3803
784
7213
1005
East
-duration*
42
58
74
79
135
1572
4793
769
- #affected farms*
9085
1041
North
- duration3
32
48
61
65
79
306
1019
48
-# affected farms*
2258
54
West
45
-duration"
38
63
65
79
1177
-# affected farms*
407
2850
97
112
Startswhenfirstmeasuresaretaken,endswhenallmeasureshavebeencancelled(indays)
b
Numberoffarms affected bymovementrestrictionsonaverageperday

95%
303
1332
303
1385
79
56
121
125
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Largest epidemics of CSF and FMD are expected to occur in the southern and eastern
regions of the Netherlands. As expected, the severity of epidemics is closely related to
animal and farm densities of the area involved. In general, CSF epidemics last longer but
involvefewer farms.
Lossesdueto outbreaks
Table 7.3 presents the 5, 50, and 95 percentile values for the losses due to epidemics of
FMD and CSF. The percentile values present the distributions that were calculated using
the 'spread models', described above and presented in Table 7.2. The value for the
Netherlands as a whole was calculated combining the losses per region with the
distribution of primary outbreaks over regions, provided by VIRiS. The table shows that
the 50%percentilevalue for lossesfrom aFMDorCSF-epidemic isapproximately US$70
million.
Table7.3
LossesduetoCSFandFMDintheNetherlands,perepidemicandperyear(millionUSdollars)
South

East

North

West

Netherlands

Annual losses

- 5%

25.9

6.8

1.6
5.7

15.2

118.9

16.5
78.9

1.3

-50%

70.9

3.0
14.2

- 95%

215.0

135.0

19.2

17.1

127.1

25.4

47.4
117.4

24.8

0.6

13.5

64.7

0.8

2.1
3.2

27.1

-50%

68.0

34.0

- 95%

293.8

165.8

0.7

5.8

171.1

85.5

FMD

CSF
- 5%

The last column of the table presents the annual losses. Comparing Table 7.3 with Table
7.1 shows that ahigh density of animals and farms results inhigh losses due to outbreaks,
as could be expected. In general, CSF incurs higher losses than FMD, mainly due to the
fact that CSF outbreaks last longer (Table 7.2), which means that losses due to the
purchase measure are higher. This category of losses makes up for almost twothirds ofthe
50%-value. The categories 'slaughtering of animals from infected farms', 'additional
losses' and 'organizational costs' account for US$ 1.5, 15.7 and 4.8 million respectively,
when considering themedian point.
The differences between CSF and FMD are even greater whenthe losses are considered
on an annual basis, due to the differences in expected frequency of primary outbreaks (1
and2.5 per 5-year period, for FMDand CSFrespectively).
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CSF outbreaks in European countries, risk to the Netherlands
In case an outbreak occurs in, for example, one of the countries surrounding the
Netherlands, the initial scenario provides insight into the risk to the Netherlands. The
VIRiS results show that when one of the countries surrounding the Netherlands suffers
from a CSF outbreak, this causes during HRP1, i.e. during the period that the virus is not
yet detected and thus able to spread freely, a daily probability of primary outbreaks in the
Netherlands of 0.155% (Table 7.4). Taking into account the expected duration of HRP1 in
this country group (Horst et al., 1997a), the total probability that the virus has already been
transferred to the Netherlands before the initial outbreak is detected (and HRP1 ended)
equals 4.3%. Although by then it might be too late to prevent such an outbreak, there is
still a lot to be gained by reducing the resulting epidemic to a minimal size. As Table 7.3
showed, the difference between a small (5%-percentile) and median (50%-percentile) CSF
epidemic is about US$ 40 million. To put it differently, the financial window available for
measures able to reduce such a potential CSF epidemic to a minimal size, is approximately
4.3% *US$ 40 million = US$ 1.7 million.
Table 7.4
Probability of CSF introduction into the Netherlands, by day and by HRP1, during outbreaks in
Europe, and the associated potential 'financial window' formeasures aimed atkeeping the epidemic
at aminimum size.

a

Prob./day

HRP1

Prob/HRPl

Neighb. countries

0.0015

28

0.043

Financial space8
1.75

S-Europe.

0.0022

35

0.0005

28

0.077
0.014

3.16

C-Europe
E-Europe

0.0001

42

0.006

0.23

Islands

0.0002

21

0.004

0.15

0.57

Financial window: probability that virus has already been introduced into the Netherlands multiplied by
the difference in losses between asmall and a median (50%-percentile) sized outbreak

Table 7.4 presents the results of such calculations for all country groups. The HRP1 values
are the median values (50%-percentiles) of the distributions incorporated into the VIRiS
model, which were based on research by Horst et al. (1997a). The table shows that the
financial window for measures aimed at reducing the size of potential outbreaks is largest
when the potential source is one of the countries of southern Europe, which is due to the
high daily probability of virus transfer and long duration of HRP1in these countries.
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7.3.2

Alternative strategies

Tables 7.5 and 7.6 present the results of the default (which is the current) and some
alternative prevention strategies, for both FMD and CSF. The calculations were based on
the losses distributions, presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.5
Number of FMD epidemics and corresponding losses per year, current and alternative
strategies, median values (50%-percentiles).
Scenario

outbreaks/year

losses/year (million US$)

Current strategy

0.2

14.2

Eastern Europe*3a

+0.10

+ 7.1

Elimination of risk associated with:
-import of cattle
- import of other livestock
a

-0.064
-0.034

- returning trucks
- 0.056
ImportanceofEastern Europemultipliedby 3

- 5.6
- 4.7
- 4.7

Table 7.6
Number of CSF epidemics and losses per year, current and alternative strategies, median values
(50%-percentiles)
Scenario

outbreaks/year

losses/year (million US$)

Current strategy

0.5

34.0

Elimination of risk associated with:
-import livestock

- 0.28

-24.6

-feeding of swill

-0.10

-12.9

- returningtrucks

-0.08

- 4.3

Table 7.5 shows that the magnitude of trade contacts with Eastern European countries has a
considerable effect on the number of primary FMD outbreaks in the Netherlands. As could
be expected, eliminating the risks associated with the most important risk factors according
to the VIRiS model, i.e., import of livestock, results in the highest reduction in losses. For
FMD, eliminating this risk results in a reduction of more than US$ 10 million, for CSF the
potential reduction amounts to approximately US$ 24.6 million (Table 7.6), both are
reductions of approximately 70%. Because the effect of the elimination of a risk factor is
not the same for all regions in the Netherlands, the distribution of outbreaks over regions is
influenced, which, of course, also influences the share of each region in the total amount of
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losses. Thus, for example, eliminating the risk associated with import of cattle results in
32%lessprimary FMDoutbreaks but almost 40%lessannual losses duetosuchoutbreaks.

7.4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The analysis of consequences of European outbreaks for the Netherlands, shows that a
considerable financial window is available for measures aimed at minimizing the size ofa
potential outbreak. As the import of livestock is the major source of virus introduction,
tracing animals that entered the country during HRP1 might be one of the options. A
reliable Identification and Recording (I&R) systemwill enhance and simplify tracing those
animals.
The analysis also shows the strong impact of the HRPIs of European countries on the
Dutch total risk of virus introduction. Expert estimates derived by Horst et al. (1997a) as
well as evaluation of recent outbreaks (Terpstra, 1996) show large variation for HRP,
indicating that measures aimed at reducing the duration of this parameter, such as
monitoring systems and extension programmes, might pay off easily. Theresults also lead
to the conclusion that helping other countries reducing their HRPs has a potentially
positive effect on the introduction risk in one's own country, which makes the eradication
andcontrol ofcontagious animal diseases aninternational issue.
The analysis of alternative strategies (Table 7.5) shows that the Eastern European
countrieshave aconsiderable potential impact onthenumber ofprimary FMDoutbreaksin
the Netherlands, which is explained by the high frequency of outbreaks and the long
duration of the HRP expected in these countries (Horst et al., 1997a and 1997b). In the
current (default) situation, (trade) contactsbetween theNetherlands and these countries are
minimal, therefore only a minor effect on the Dutch total risk of virus introduction is
observed. However, asevery contact as such involves ahigh risk ofvirustransfer, thetotal
effect rapidly increaseswhenthenumber of(trade)contacts increases.
Elimination oftheriskassociated with risk factors is astraightforward method toreduce
the losses due to epidemics. The results show that complete elimination of the risk
associated withthe factor 'returning trucks' reducestheannual lossesduetoFMDandCSF
epidemics by more approximately US$ 9 million. This amount might be seen as the
financial window available for the realization of measures which are able to achieve
complete risk elimination for this factor. Of course, a zero risk situation will be hard to
obtain, but measures suchas intensification of control and realization ofmorecleaning and
disinfection centreswill contributetoreduction oftherisk.
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To conclude: the study showed that the integration approach provides a powerful tool to
evaluate the results of the VIRiS model. Integration has a synergic effect: the information
provided by the integrated approach is more useful than the information provided by all
models separately. This study was aimed primarily at the evaluation of the benefits of
several prevention strategies, in terms of risk reduction. The same integration of models
could be used to evaluate the benefits of various control strategies. However, calculating
and quantifying risk and risk reduction associated with the various strategies do not tell the
whole story. In some cases the expected profits of accepting a certain risk (i.e., trade with
Eastern European countries or import of live animals) might outweigh the expected losses.
Research on this aspect would be a logical further step in the project.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

8.1

INTRODUCTION

The research described inthis thesis focused onthe risk and economic consequences ofthe
introduction of contagious animal disease into the Netherlands, in particular Classical
Swine Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD). First the problem under study
and the materials already available were reviewed in order to develop an integrated
approach (Chapter 2).Thereview showedthat especially information andinsights astothe
introduction of virus into a country were lacking. Therefore, the project was directed
towards the development of a simulation model describing the introduction of virus. As
more objective and quantitative information on aspects concerning virus introduction was
only scarcely available, additional and more subjective information to base the proposed
simulation model upon was required and therefore obtained from experts. In order to
collect this information in an objective and quantitative way, various questionnaire
techniques were evaluated and combined within a computerized design, with which a
selected group of Dutch experts was confronted during a full evening's workshop. One of
the techniques included in the questionnaire was the so-called Conjoint Analysis method.
Chapter 3 described a pilot experiment with this method, aimed at the elicitation of the
relative importance of risk factors which could be responsible for the introduction of virus
into a country. Thepilot experiment showed positive resultsand wasused toframe the setup of the Conjoint Analysis element ofthefinalquestionnaire. Chapter 4evaluated theuse
and results of this final Conjoint Analysis experiment. Chapter 5 was devoted to the
description and analyses of the entire expert workshop and evaluates in detail the set-up,
techniques used and results obtained. Together with quantitative data obtained from
databases and literature, these results were used as input for the Monte Carlo simulation
model VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation). VIRiS simulates the introduction of
virus into the Netherlands. Chapter 6 described the structure and behaviour of the VIRiS
model. In Chapter 7 the focus of the project has been directed back towards the original
aim of the study; the integration of epidemiology and economics as a tool to support
policy-making on disease prevention. Insights and results obtained by VIRiS were
combined with outcomes of models describing the spread and economic consequences of
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epidemics. In this way alternative prevention strategies were evaluated on their ability to
reduce the lossesdue to epidemics. Inthis general discussion experiences and outcomes of
the research are reviewed and discussed. The discussion focuses on the use of expert
opinion, the modelling approach applied, and the application of the approach and the
results.Finally,themain conclusions oftheentire study aregiven.

8.2

USING EXPERT OPINION

When 'objective' data sources such as databases and scientific literature are not able to
provide sufficient information for policy-making and the performance of additional
experiments is not possible, turning to experts might be a sensible (if not the only
available) option. Thechoicefor theappropriatemethod totranslate theexperts' subjective
knowledge into quantitative information which accurately presents the experts' views and
is useful for modelling purposes is a difficult one.As the appropriateness ofthe elicitation
method depends on the nature of the problem, various techniques were needed in order to
cover allaspectsofvirusintroduction, among others Conjoint analysisandELI.
8.2.1

Theworkshop approach

Because the number of people with useful expertise was considered to be limited, major
attention was given to the motivation issue. The question 'how to involve the maximum
number of experts?' played a major role in the decision for the set-up of the elicitation
experiment. Thepilot experiment described in Chapter 3showedthat apaper questionnaire
was not the appropriate method to obtain a high response. The workshop approach,
described in Chapter 5,proved tobemuch better in thisrespect. Suchaworkshop is aoneoff group meeting, which means that the participants have to show up only once and have
thepossibility ofdiscussing issueswith otherexperts;both aspectsmay beattractive.
Major attention during the workshop was given to the completion of a questionnaire on
the PC by the participants. The choice for such a computerized, self-explanatory
questionnaire including several elicitation techniques proved to be fruitful. In a relatively
short time-span much information wasobtained from agroupof experts,butwithout group
biases. The large quantity of information obtained can be explained by the highly
structured nature of such a questionnaire which ensures that answers to all questions are
obtained. To get such aresult ismore difficult when using, for example,group discussions.
However, the individual approach does, of course, not allow inclusion of possible
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advantages ofgroupdiscussions, such asnew ideasemerging from interaction (synergy).
As the questionnaire ought to be completed individually, it enables an individual approach
ofeach expert instead of organizing agroup session. Itwill even bepossiblejust toprovide
the experts with the diskette including the questionnaire and allow them to go through itat
any convenient moment. However, such a procedure reduces the level of control and may
also decreasethe level ofresponse.
A self-explanatory questionnaire simplifies knowledge elicitation but can only be
developed when the information to be elicited can be translated into clearly structured,
unambiguous questions, easy to understand and of a closed form. The usefulness of the
approach is therefore related to the problem under study. When, for example, one has to
elicit information for an expert- or knowledge-based system and is therefore interested in
the underlying reasoning process ofthe expert, individual, face-to-face in-depth interviews
maybeamoreuseful approach (see,among others,Turban, 1990).
8.2.2

The elicitation techniques

The workshop experiment showed that it can be beneficial to keep an open mind to the
developments in other research areas. In the computerized questionnaire several methods
were used that were new to the area of animal health economics, but not to other research
areas. Themethod Conjoint Analysis iswellknown inthe area ofmarketing and consumer
research. ELIwasdeveloped intheareaofmathematical psychology.
8.2.2.1 Conjoint Analysis
In the area of marketing and consumer research, Conjoint Analysis is used to quantify the
subjective ideas and preferences of consumers (Green and Srinivasan, 1978).Elicitation of
expert knowledge might also be evaluated as the quantification of the subjective ideas of
experts. The results presented in Chapter 3 show that the parallel worked out alright and
that the method resulted inuseful information for computer simulation modelling. A major
advantage of Conjoint Analysis over more direct approaches isthat the approach confronts
theparticipants withamorerealistic situation,i.e.,questions areaskedabout combinations,
as is the case in the real world. Moreover, the technique allows an easy check on the
consistency of experts' answers. Such a check cannot be used tojudge the quality of the
participating experts, asalso lack ofmotivation ormisunderstanding ofthetask may cause
inconsistency. However, inconsistency does indicate inferior quality of the information
elicited and mightbeused tojudge which estimatesaretobeused infurther research.
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Conjoint Analysis was evaluated to be a useful addition to the toolkit of the animal health
economist. However, the method has its limitations. Conjoint Analysis is only applicable
to problems that can be defined as 'events and attributes'. Moreover, the resulting
estimates have limitedreliability when based on individuals. Reliability increases whenthe
experts can be referred to as one group and aggregate estimates can be calculated. The
latter was the case in the experiment described in this thesis (Chapter 4). If such a
clustering is not possible, sub-groups must be formed, which has implications for the
interpretation of the results. Ifthere is any reason to weigh experts' opinions individually,
or in sub-groups, the importance of this weighing might outweigh the lower reliability of
Conjoint Analysis estimates on individual or small-group basis. Section 2.2.3 deals with
this issueinmoredetail.
8.2.2.2 ELI
TheELI (ELIcitation)-program (Van Lenthe, 1993)provides anattractive technique tohelp
participants produce subjective probability density functions (PDFs). It provides a tool
easy to understand to elicit quantitative information and was used in this thesis to elicit
opinions of experts on, among other things, the number of epidemics expected to occur in
variousEuropean countrieswithinthenext 5years.
A disadvantage of the current ELI-version is that there are limitations on the shape of
the curve which the participants have to manipulate. Such limitations might frustrate the
participants and reduce their motivation to cooperate. Furthermore, the limited number of
distributions might reduce the reliability of the results, i.e., it is questionable if a normal
distribution is the correct approach to describe the number of CSF-outbreaks expected to
occur within the next 5years. A lognormal distribution may be amore appropriate option.
Another disadvantage is that questions asking for very small probabilities are usually
difficult to answer by the respondents, as the difference between 0.00005 and 0.0005 is
hardtoimagine(see,among others,Hardaker etal., 1997).
The additional value of ELI is in the training questions. The training informs the
participant on his or her level of knowledge about the issue at hand which should result in
less over- and under-confidence bias.However, asno 'Golden Truth' wasknown aboutthe
questions asked in the workshop experiment (for example, the number of FMD-outbreaks
in SouthernEuropewithinthenext 5years),thisclaim could notbeevaluated.
ELI provides distribution parameters describing the PDFs elicited. If ELI is used for a
group of participants and one is interested in the overall assessment, special attention
should be given to the combination of the individual distributions (Chapter 4). Combining
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a large number of random drawings from each of the individual distributions will provide
an interesting graphical insight into the overall distribution. Including such a procedure
into the ELI-software would make the program even more attractive for use in knowledge
elicitation. Theoverall distribution mightbetranslated into itsparameters, using oneofthe
many commercially available curve-fitting software packages. However, a dangerous
pitfall inusing such software isthattheusermay acceptthedistributionwiththebestfitas
being the distribution that describes the data best, without critically reviewing the
appropriateness of the goodness-of-fit criteria used (evaluating, for example, how much
emphasis isplaced on thefitofthe tails) andthe features ofthe distribution suggested (for
example,possibility ofoccurrence ofnegativevalues).
8.2.2.3 Weighing expert opinions
Ifthe clusteranalysis on,for example,theresultsofaConjoint Analysisexperiment shows
the existence of sub-groups, this might lead to the conclusion that several 'camps' exist,
within the group of consulted experts. If the results are used in simulation modelling,
sensitivity analysis may beused toevaluate the importance ofexistence ofsuch camps.Do
the different opinions really lead to different results, i.e., different decision outcomes? If
that isthe case,thorough evaluation ofthe possible reasons behind these different opinions
is essential. One might conclude that some experts are 'better' than others because their
background provide them with more appropriate knowledge about the issue at hand. For
example, questions on the duration of high risk period 1(HRP1, i.e., the interval between
infection and detection) may result in more reliable estimates when answered by a person
with a background in research on that specific disease than by one with a background in
policy-making. An important aspect determining the duration of HRP1 is the clearness of
clinical symptoms, which might be known better by veterinary researchers than by
policymakers. Such 'research' experts might be given more weight when combining the
estimatesassessed onthisparticular subject.
However, weighing experts will always be arbitrary as, in absence of any validation
data, it is very difficult to judge the 'expertness' of the expert. Many researchers have
studied this issue and have proposed various complex variations on the idea of simply
using the average of the values assessed. An interesting review has been given by Von
Winterfeldt and Edwards (1988).They describe several combination methods but conclude
that simply averaging is still a good option. Also in this study all experts were treated
equally. However, if one has sound grounds on which to distinguish the experts on their
'expertness', using this information will enhance the quality of the final estimates and it
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seems notmore than wisetousedifferent weights insuch situations.
An interesting approach is proposed by Goossens and Cooke (1997) who ask their experts
to provide PDFs for known quantities and use the 'correctness' or 'calibration' (high
statistical likelihood) and 'informativeness' (width ofthe curve) of the answers asbasis for
weighing. Actually, this method is very similar to the ELI-method used in the workshop
anddescribed inChapter 5.However,theELI-programusesthequestions involving known
quantities onlytofamiliarize theexpertswiththe program and togivethem feedback about
their own level of knowledge in order to reduce over- and under-confidence bias. The
potential use of the ELI-training results as a 'weighing tool' is an interesting topic for
further research.

8.3

MODELLING APPROACH

8.3.1

Thesimulation modelVIRiS

A simulation model is a useful tool for studying the consequences of alternative strategies
to prevent introduction of contagious animal diseases. The major advantage of such a
model is its time-saving property, i.e., a simulation model is able to account for the fact
that it often takes years before the full consequences of a certain, usually costly, strategy
are apparent. An important property of the VIRiS model is its flexible structure which
allows easy updating to new information and insights. Because the model is partly based
on subjective knowledge and estimates, this property should not be evaluated as a nice
'extra' but as a necessity which enables the model to include always the best information
available. It also recognizes the fact that the model, as every model by definition, is not
perfect andthat improvements arealwayspossible.
The Monte Carlo technique used in the VIRiS model provides the user with
distributions oftheoutcomes. These distributions showthe most likely aswell asthe worst
and best case situations. In fact, such outcome distributions reflect uncertainty involved
and also allow for non-neutral risk attitudes. Several authors have studied uncertainty and
tried to define its sources, among others Finkel (1990) and Morgan and Henrion (1990);
however, no agreement on definitions seems to have been reached thus far. In this study
uncertainty might be introduced by the fact that many of the parameters are at ahigh level
of aggregation. For example, the duration of the HRP involves aspects such as the
clearnessoftheclinical symptoms, which iscorrelated with thevirulence ofthevirus strain
involved. As both FMD and CSF have more virus strains, an aggregate description of the
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HRPwill beadistribution. Inprincipal such 'aggregation uncertainty' might bereducedby
obtaining information for each strain separately (for example by performing experiments).
However, such detailed observations might also introduce extra uncertainty due to
imprecision of the measurement procedures, i.e., imperfections in measuring instruments
and observational techniques. Another source of uncertainty relates tothe representation of
the mechanisms under study and involves, for example, the uncertainty about the choice
for (in)dependency among variables or the choice for a certain distribution. Such 'model
uncertainty' might bereduced byfurther analysis oftheproblem tobe modelled. However,
one might argue that all uncertainty can be reduced by splitting up the original problem
into increasingly smaller parts, performing more experiments and developing better
measurement procedures. Following that line of thinking, reducing uncertainty is limited
solely by the availability of time and research capacity (knowledge, material, etc.). For
example, the current VIRiS model involves uncertainty about several aspects of virus
introduction because expert estimates were used. Experiments were not a feasible option
and carefully elicited expert estimates produced the least uncertain input available at the
time of development. However, when, in the future, field data and/or experiments do
become a feasible option, these results can replace the estimates and reduce the total
uncertainty related tothemodel.
8.3.2

Theintegrated approach and thelinkto risk analysis

According to many authors, riskassessmentbelongs to the basics of risk analysis (among
others, Ahl et al., 1993; Morley, 1993). Ahl et al. (1993) define risk assessment as 'the
process of identifying a hazard and evaluating itsrisk, either in absolute or relative terms'.
In this definition, the development of the simulation model VIRiS is a risk assessment
study. Most risk assessment studies published thus far, describe in detail the possible risks
connected tothe import of asingle commodity, such as 'garbage from Alaska cruise ships'
(McElvaine et al., 1993), 'green hides' (MacDiarmid, 1993) or 'bovine embryo transfer'
(Sutmoller and Wrathall, 1995). These studies analyse in detail the pathway of the
commodity under study, from origin to destiny, and quantify theriskof disease transfer at
every step of that pathway. Compared with such studies,the VIRiS approach is aimed ata
much higher level of aggregation, making 'bigger steps' and taking into account groupsof
commodities instead of single products. The more aggregated, more 'rough' approach
might introduce some (unknown) amount of error (although it is also possible that suchan
integrated approach involves less error than the cumulation of very detailed approaches).
However, the advantage ofthe VIRiS approach isthat it enables an overview ofthe whole
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problem area and provides insight into the economic importance ofthe various risk factors
and countries, compared with each other. Such insights may be sufficient to base the
framework of prevention policies upon and may also help to prioritize research aimed ata
more detailed level of risk assessment, i.e., the level of a single commodity of single
country. If such detailed studies become available, they canbe incorporated intotheVIRiS
model andmay enhancethe quality ofthemodel outcome.
The risk assessment studies having been published thus far, normally end with a
statement about the probability of introducing the disease into a certain amount of the
commodity (kilograms of garbage, number of hides) or within a certain period. The
usefulness for policymakers, which may not be probability experts, of such an abstract
representation might be questioned, the more so because the probabilities involved are
usually very small numbers. Even MacDiarmid (1993), who states that risk assessment
ought to examine the effect of the introduction of an exotic animal disease, presents the
results of one of his studies as 'the probability of introducing anthrax by the import of
greenhides inany oneyear is7.72 * 10-7 '.
In this thesis, an attempt was made to translate the outcome of arisk assessment study
into less abstract terms, i.e., in monetary values or the economic consequences due to
outbreaks. To achieve this goal, an integrated approach was necessary (developed in
Chapter 2, applied in Chapter 7). The integration of introduction, spread and economics
provided a 'complete tool' for the evaluation of prevention strategies. The approach hasa
synergic effect, i.e., the combination of models ismore useful than the sum of the separate
models. In this thesis the approach was used to evaluate alternative prevention strategies.
The same approach might be used to evaluate other parts of the 'integration chain', for
example,toevaluate alternative eradication measures.

8.4

APPLICATION ANDRESULTS,NOWANDINTHE FUTURE

According to the definitions given by Ahl et al. (1993), riskanalysisis 'the process which
includes risk assessment, risk communication and risk management'. As described above,
the main part of the thesis covered the risk assessment aspect of risk analysis, i.e., the
evaluation of the risk (expressed as annual economic consequences) of introduction of
FMD and CSF into theNetherlands. However, also riskcommunication, defined by Ahl et
al. (1993) as the 'open two-way exchange of information and opinion about risk', andrisk
management, defined by the same authors as the 'decision-making process of identifying
andimplementing measureswhich canbe applied toreducethe risk and document the final
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decision' were part of the project. The risk communication part is covered by extensive
discussion meetings with policymakers and researchers on model input and results. The
insights obtained bythe project areuseful for the evaluation of alternative strategies aimed
atriskreduction andmay serve asmaterial for risk management.
The results presented in Chapters 6 and 7 showed that import of livestock is the major
cause for primary outbreaks of CSF and FMD in the Netherlands. As, within the EU,
checks on imports atthe individual country borders are no longer safeguards for the health
of livestock to be imported have to be provided by the country (i.e., farm) of origin.
Therefore, measures aimed at the reduction of the risk associated with those imports have
to be organized at EU-level,which makes animal diseaseprevention an international issue.
The strong impact of the HRP on the total probability of virus transfer (Chapters 6and 7)
emphasizes this international aspect. The more so because reducing the HRP at the
European level will not only benefit the Netherlands but all other European countries as
well. Moreover, HRP-duration influences not only the spread between, but also within
countries. Reducing HRP will reduce the size of the epidemic. Tracing animals imported
from a country that is in the HRP may help to detect epidemics at an early stage. The
tracing process will be simplified if I&R (Identification and Recording) data are
internationally exchangeable. Shorter HRPs might be realized by improvement of disease
monitoring and eradication systems. An essential element might be the compensation
earned bythe farmer whose diseased animals areto be destroyed. Sufficient compensation
will enhance farmers' motivation to report suspected animals. The high variation found in
the duration of HRPs of recent outbreaks (Terpstra, 1996) leaves room for the
improvements suggested above. An important element of any risk-reduction program on
introduction and spread of contagious animal diseases will be risk communication at
farmers' and veterinarians' levels, atopic which has not been covered in this project thus
far. Risk perception and risk attitude offarmers andveterinarians mayhave astrong impact
on the potential spread of virus, as it influences their motivation to practise serious risk
management. The results show a substantial economic window for measures at national
level,such asmeasures aimed atthereduction ofrisksassociated withre-entering livestock
trucks. More legislation, intensification of control, and more disinfection and cleaning
facilities are obvious methods to reduce this risk. However, the outcome of the integrated
model presented inthis study only providestherawmaterial for theevaluation ofthe costeffectiveness of prevention strategies. The analysis of the elimination of risk factors, for
example, was based on a very black-and-white and not very realistic all-or-nothing
situation. In order to pass afinaljudgment on the value of specific measures, insight into
their specific effectiveness, including their implementation costs, has to be obtained. The
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resultsofthisstudy may beusedtoprioritize suchfurther research efforts.
This thesis presents the risk and economic consequences of contagious disease outbreaks,
under current and alternative prevention strategies. Butthat isonly one side of the picture.
No insight is given into the benefits of the current strategy and therefore it is difficult to
decide whether or not certain risks are acceptable. If information on the benefits was
available, a risk-neutral decision maker could decide on the acceptability of the risk,
simply by multiplying the probability of occurrence of outbreaks (risk) with the economic
consequences of such an event (Hardaker et al., 1997). The study was aimed at disease
prevention at a governmental level and according to some authors (Little and Mirrlees,
1974)governments should be risk neutral. However, Dijkhuizen et al.(1994)note that risk
neutrality at governmental level is jeopardized when the consequences are not evenly
spread among the population, and when the consequences are very large. The outcomes of
this study therefore suggest that policy decisions on contagious animal diseases should be
based on a risk-averse attitude. Moreover, the recent serious CSF epidemic in the
Netherlands has shown that the great number of animals that had to be destroyed in order
to eradicate the outbreak increasingly shocked the public at large. 'Ethical' arguments
(eradication of healthy animals) might therefore also direct governments to a more riskaverse direction.
The research presented in this thesis was aimed at the risk and consequences of
introduction of FMD and CSF into the Netherlands. However the approach is general and
(parts of it) can be applied to other diseases and other countries as well. Within the
Netherlands, programs are being developed and applied to eradicate diseases such as IBR
and Aujezsky. Adapting the VIRiS model to these diseases might provide information to
help maintain the 'disease-free-status' after it has been reached. The workshop approach,
described in Chapters 4 and 5, has already been applied to elicit opinions from Swiss
experts on the risk of virus introduction into and spread within their country (Stärk et al.,
1997). Extension of such experiments to more countries may provide insight into how
experts of different countries view the risk of virus introduction into their respective
countries. It also provides insight into how these experts perceive the riskiness of each
other's home countries. Such information might be useful for the development of disease
prevention policies at international level.
To conclude: the integrated approach developed and worked out in this study enables
the evaluation of alternative prevention strategies. The approach therefore provides
building materials for sound economic decisons. However, inthe end, itwill always bethe
decision makerwhomakesthefinaldecision.
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8.5

MAIN CONCLUSIONS

- The integration of models describing the introduction, spread and economic
consequences of outbreaks of Classical Swine Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth
Disease (FMD) in the Netherlands provides a useful tool for the evaluation of
alternative prevention strategies on their ability to avoid (or reduce) the losses due to
epidemics.
- Objective information on aspects that influence virus introduction is scarce. However,
additional information can be provided by experts. Methods such as Conjoint Analysis
and ELIprovetobefruitful toolsfor thequantitative elicitation of such knowledge.
- The results show that the southern and eastern parts of the Netherlands are most prone
to primary outbreaks ofCSFand FMD.Most Dutch epidemics areexpected to originate
from SouthernEuropean countriesand countriesneighbouring theNetherlands.
- Important causes of outbreaks are import of live animals and trucksused for export and
re-entering the country. These two factors together are considered to account for more
than 70%oftheprimary outbreaks ofCSFandFMD,intheNetherlands.
- The duration of the High Risk Period (HRP) has a strong impact on the total risk of
virus transfer. Shortening this period will be highly beneficial to both the Netherlands
other EU-members. The great variation found in HRPs of recent outbreaks leaves
considerable room for improvement.
- The complete elimination of the risks related to the import of live animals reduces the
expected annual losses dueto FMD and CSFepidemics together by approximately US$
35 million; elimation of the risk factor 'returning trucks' reduces these losses by
approximately US$ 9 million. These amounts can be seen as the economic windows
available for therealization ofmeasures which areabletoachieve suchanelimination.
- A considerable economic window is also available for measures aimed at minimizing
the size of a possible epidemic. As the import of livestock is the major source of virus
introduction, tracing animals imported from a country that is in an HRP, might well be
cost-effective. Internationally exchangeable I&R (Identification and Registration) data
will simplify thetracingprocess.
- Both the duration of HRP and the international livestock trade have a strong impact on
virus spread within Europe. It may therefore be cost-effective for export-oriented
countries such as the Netherlands, to invest in the improvement of the animal health
status and programs of other European countries. Joint international efforts will reduce
therisk ofvirusintroduction for allcountries.
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Introduction
Within the European Union, epidemics of contagious animal diseases such as Classical
Swine Fever (CSF) and Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) are to be eradicated according to
strict EU-prescriptions including stamping-out of infected herds, establishment of control
and surveillance zones withcomplete standstill ofanimals and possible export bansonlive
animals. Epidemics clearly have a serious impact, in particular on countries with a high
farm density and an export-oriented production, such as the Netherlands. Therefore, an
effective animal diseaseprevention policy isofmajor importance for thesecountries.
This thesis is a result of ajoint action by the government and private industry in the
Netherlands that have funded aresearchproject aimed at gaining more insight intotherisk
and economic consequencesofvirusintroduction intothecountry.
Real-life experiments on strategies to reduce animal disease introduction and spread is
not an option because such experiments would be too risky (and hence too costly). In
principle, simulation modelling is an attractive alternative. It calculates the effects of predefined sets of input variables and therefore also offers the possibility of exploring
strategies that have not been applied yet. Literature search showed that simulation models
describing spread and economic consequences of epidemics within a country were already
available. However, an integrated approach which combines the various aspects of
outbreaks and spread with economic consequences of outbreaks was still lacking.
Therefore, this research project emphasized the development of a model describing
introduction of virus into the Netherlands and on the integration and combination of the
models.
Expert knowledge
General
As with every model, the quality of the outcome of a simulation model is strongly
influenced by the quality of the input ('garbage in = garbage out'). Therefore, a
considerable part of the research was devoted to the gathering of information on aspects
influencing virus introduction. It would be ideal to base the simulation model on relevant
historical and experimental data. However, such information on virus introduction is
limited, if available at all. Furthermore, outbreaks of contagious animal diseases occur
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irregularly overtime and differ inmagnitude;moreover circumstances change. Therefore it
is questionable if historical data are relevant in simulating current and future events.
Experimental data are also sparsely available. Literature search has shown that many
researchers have done work in the area of contagious animal diseases, but most of their
findings are of a qualitative nature. Despite this lack of 'objective' information, decisions
oneradication and prevention ofoutbreaks must bemade.Currently, such decisionsrelyon
the expertise (a combination of experience and understanding of current/future
circumstances) of those working in this area. Such expertise is a useful and necessary
addition to the data available from research and databases. The elicitation of this 'expert
knowledge' in an objective way, resulting in quantitative information useful for modelling
purposes,wasoneofthemajor topics inthethesis.
Pilotexperiment
For the elicitation experiment aformat was sought which would guarantee ahigh response
from experts and would provide the ability to elicit individual opinions in an objective
way. Literature search showed that many elicitation methods were available, all with their
own pros and cons. One of the methods, Conjoint Analysis, was considered an interesting
technique for theelicitation oftherelative importance ofthe risk factors. Conjoint Analysis
is well known in consumer and marketing studies, but thus far has not or only scarcely
been used in the field of animal health economics. A pilot experiment was conducted in
which the potential of the method for elicitation of the relative importance of risk factors
was explored. In this experiment, the Conjoint Analysis technique was used to draw up a
paper questionnaire which was handed out during the 7th International Symposium on
Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics (ISVEE) held at Nairobi, Kenya, August 1994.
Relevant ISVEE-participants asked to assign scores to profiles of six contagious animal
diseases (African and Classical Swine Fever, Foot-and-Mouth Disease, Swine Vesicular
Disease, Newcastle Disease, and Avian Influenza). The Kenya-experiment showed
promising results. However, also some lessons for future use were learned. The 'paperapproach' resulted in a low response (30%) and the participants, who were not selected on
the basis of their expertise, indicated that is was very difficult and time-consuming to
evaluate sixdiseases atonetime.
Basicexperiment: elicitationofopinionofDutch experts
The results and experiences of the Kenya experiment have led to and framed the use of
Conjoint Analysis in a second and much bigger experiment during which the subjective
knowledge of Dutch experts was elicited. Experts were defined as people that were
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involved in either research or policy-making on animal disease prevention and people that
would be consulted in case of an outbreak. As the number of experts was limited, an
approach was needed which would guarantee a high response rate. Therefore, the
experiment was framed as a full evening's workshop. Such a workshop is a one-off group
meeting, which means that the participants have to show up only once and have the
possibility of discussing issues with other experts: both aspects may be attractive and
incentives tojoin. This approach worked out well: the experiment was attended by atotal
of43outof 50invited persons, aresponse rate of 86%.
Although it was acknowledged that group discussions may have the advantage of
resulting in new and better approaches because people are able to share, evaluate and
stimulate each other's opinions, the risk of possible negative effects of such discussions,
such as individual dominance, was too high. Therefore, the workshop participants were
asked to individually complete acomputerized questionnaire. The program was developed
to be self-explanatory, which minimized the interaction among participants and between
participants and facilitators. The participants were given the opportunity to indicate on
which disease they felt themselves most knowledgeable and were only asked questions
about that disease. Furthermore, in order to keep the whole exercise at a manageable size,
the questionswere confined toEurope,the countriesbeing grouped intofiveclusters.
Relativeimportance ofriskfactors
The relative importance of risk factors responsible for the introduction of virus into the
Netherlands was elicited by using the above-described Conjoint Analysis method.
Questionswere asked per country cluster. Theresults showedthat, for both FMDandCSF,
major risk factors were import of livestock and returning trucks. Differences between
country clusters were small. For NCD, major risk factors were import of live animals,
transport materials (crates) and importofexoticbirds.
As a follow-up on the Kenya experiment, the Conjoint Analysis element of the
workshop experiment was evaluated in detail on its usefulness as a tool to elicit expert
knowledge inthe field of animal health economics. Criteria were validity, consistency and
respondent evaluation. The results obtained were comparable to or better than the results
obtained in consumer and marketing studies. It was concluded that Conjoint Analysis
provided auseful addition tothetoolkit oftheanimalhealth economist.
Frequencyofoutbreaksin Europe
Eachtime anoutbreak occurs inaEuropean country,there isalways achancethatthe virus
will be transferred tothe Netherlands. Ahigher frequency of outbreaks in Europe meansa
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higher risk of virus introduction to the Netherlands (and to all other countries). It was
expected that estimates on the frequency of outbreaks would be difficult to make.
Therefore, a method was chosen which enabled expression of uncertainty. This method,
called ELI (elicitation), is a graphically-oriented computer program which facilitates the
quantification of subjective knowledge about uncertain quantities. The program helps
respondents produce subjective probability density functions (PDFs) and is based on socalled proper scoring rules. The top of a PDF indicates the best guess or most likely value,
according to the respondent. The dispersion corresponds with the uncertainty as to this
estimate.
The ELI-element of the workshop resulted in the parameters of a normal distribution
from all participants individually concerning the expected number of outbreaks within the
next five years. The workshop participants expected numerous outbreaks of NCD and CSF
but not so many of FMD. For all three diseases, most outbreaks were expected to occur in
Eastern Europe (midpoints were 21, 20, and 21, for CSF, FMD and NCD respectively).
The smallest numbers were expected in the country cluster containing the UK, Ireland and
Scandinavia (midpoints were 1, 0.5, and 2.5, for CSF, FMD and NCD respectively).
High Risk Period
The High Risk Period (HRP) defines the period in which the virus is already present in a
country but not yet detected or under control. During this period, the virus may spread
freely within the country and/or transferred to other countries. The HRP can be divided
into two periods, the first one starting with infection of the first animal and ending when an
infected animal is detected (HRP1), the second period starting with detection and ending
when all measures are considered effective (i.e., no spread to other countries) (HRP2).
The participating experts were asked to give a three-point estimate (minimum, most
likely and maximum expected length) for the duration of both periods, for all country
clusters and for the Netherlands. The HRPIs with the highest duration were expected for
Eastern Europe (midpoints of 42, 19, and 21 days for CSF, FMD and NCD respectively).
Shortest duration was expected for the cluster including the UK, Ireland and Scandinavia
(midpoints were 21,7, and 10 days for CSF, FMD and NCD respectively). Short durations
were estimated for the Netherlands as well.
The HRP2 estimates showed the same distribution over countries, but were longer for
FMD and CSF and shorter for NCD.
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Simulation ofvirus introduction
The information elicited from the experts, together with information from data sources
such as databases and literature, formed the input for the Monte Carlo simulation model
VIRiS (Virus Introduction Risk Simulation). The VIRiS model simulates the introduction
of virus into a country. Monte Carlo simulation was used because this technique enabled
the incorporation of variation and uncertainty inhibited in the input parameters and
mechanisms under study. The model starts with an outbreak in one ofthe country clusters
and 'follows' the disease (taking intoaccount HRP,importance andvolume ofrisk factors)
up to a possible introduction of virus into the Netherlands. VIRiS is aimed at supporting
decision makers involved in disease prevention. The major objective of the model is to
provide insight into the consequences of alternative strategies to reduce or prevent the risk
of virus introduction. Themodelprovides thenumber ofprimary outbreakstobe expected
within the time horizon of 5 years, their location (northern, southern, eastern or western
part of the country) and their cause (country of origin, risk factor). The model has been
worked out for FMD and CSF for theNetherlands. The default outcomes ofVIRiS, which
describe the current situation according toexperts and objective data sources,showthat the
southern and eastern regions of the Netherlands are most prone to outbreaks of CSF and
FMD. Most Dutch outbreaks originate from the countries neighbouring the Netherlands
and the countries of southern Europe. The countries of Eastern Europe are only of minor
importance in this respect. These countries present a high risk 'per unit risk factor', and
therefore constitute an important potential risk. However, trade in livestock between the
Netherlands andthese countries ison suchalowlevelthattheactualrisk isalsolow.
Integration of introduction, spread and economic consequences: economic evaluation
of prevention
Information obtained by the VIRiS model was combined with information from models
describing the spread and economic consequences of epidemics within a country. The
integrated approach thus evaluates the entire 'development path' of animal disease
outbreaks, from an outbreak somewhere inEurope to apossible virus introduction intothe
Netherlands, including consequences for the Netherlands, such as primary and secondary
outbreaks and economic losses. With this approach it is possible to evaluate current and
alternative prevention strategiesontheirability toreduce economic losses dueto epidemics
ofCSFandFMD.
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In the default scenario (current situation in Europe, outbreaks eradicated according to
standard EU regulations), annual losses duetoCSF-outbreaks were simulated tobe US$34
million (midpoint). For FMD annual losses in the default situation were US$ 14.2 million
(midpoint). The results have shown that there is a considerable economic window for
measures aiming at minimizing the size of a potential epidemic. The analysis also shows
the strong impact ofthe HRPs of European countries onthe total risk of virus introduction
for theNetherlands and suggests that measures aimed at speeding up detection of diseases,
i.e., shortening HRP,inthosecountriesmight pay off easily.
Complete elimination ofthe riskassociated with risk factors isa straightforward wayto
reduce losses due to outbreaks. The analysis has shown that elimination of the risk
associated with the risk factor 'import of livestock' reduces annual losses due to FMD and
CSF epidemics by approximately US$ 35 million; elimination of the risk factor 'returning
trucks' reducesthese lossesby approximately US$ 9million.
Final remarks
When objective information is only scarcely available, the use of expert knowledge is a
good additional source of information. The study has shown that by using several
elicitation techniques, i.e., attempting touse the most appropriate method for each specific
aspect, a large amount of useful information can be obtained within aworkshop approach.
The basic structure of the resulting questionnaire program is general. Therefore the
program is applicable, and has been applied already, to experiments in other countries and
for other diseases. Extension of such experiments will enhance insights into how experts
view disease risk for their own and for each other's countries. Such information is useful
for thedevelopment ofdiseaseprevention policies at international level.
The Monte Carlo model VIRiS provides insight into the aspects that affect the risk of
virus introduction into the Netherlands and may therefore be considered a risk assessment
tool. However, much extra value is obtained when the 'abstract' risks are transformed into
monetary values, which are easier to understand and interpret. Therefore, the integrated
approach has a synergic effect. The combination of introduction, spread and economic
consequences enables the evaluation of current and alternative prevention strategies on
their ability to reduce the annual losses due to epidemics. In this way the integrated
approach presents policy makers in the area of disease prevention with material to base
sound economic decisionson.
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EFFICIËNTIEIN PREVENTIE

Inleiding
Nederland is internationaal gezien een belangrijke producent en exporteur van vee, vlees,
eieren en zuivel. Ruim driekwart van de productie gaat de grens over. In 1996bedroeg de
waardevandeuitvoer vandetotaleveehouderijsector bijna 20miljard gulden.
Het beleid in de Nederlandse agrarische sector (en de andere EU-lidstaten) wordt in
toenemende mate beïnvloed door Brussel. Dit geldt ook voor de maatregelen die genomen
moeten worden bij uitbraken van besmettelijke dierziekten zoals Mond- en Klauwzeer
(MKZ) en Klassieke Varkenspest (KVP),ook wel 'veewetziekten' genoemd. Bij uitbraken
van veewetziekten worden de dieren van besmette bedrijven vernietigd en worden
beschermings- en toezichtsgebieden ingesteld waarbinnen geen dieren vervoerd mogen
worden. Daarnaast kunnen bedrijven die in de buurt van een besmet bedrijf liggen
'preventief geruimd' wordenen kan de EUexportbelemmeringen afkondigen voor deregio
ofhet landwaarbinnen deepidemie plaatsvindt. Derecenteuitbraak vanKVPinNederland
(feb. 1997)lieteenstemeerzien dat dezemaatregelen, incombinatie meteenintensieveen
exportgerichte varkenshouderijstructuur, tot grote economische gevolgen kunnen leiden.
Voor Nederland en voor landen met een vergelijkbare intensieve en exportgerichte
veehouderij iseeneffectief preventiebeleid danook zekergeen overbodige luxe.
Om een effectief maar ook economisch efficiënt preventiebeleid te kunnen ontwikkelen
isinzicht nodig inderisico's eneconomische gevolgen vande 'insleep' (het binnenkomen)
van besmettelijke dierziekten in het land. Gezamenlijk initiatief van de Nederlandse
overheid en het Nederlandse landbouwbedrijfsleven heeft geleid tot een onderzoeksproject
dat het verkrijgen van dergelijk inzicht tot doel had. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de
onderzoeksopzet ende resultaten.
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Een integrerende benadering
Degangvanzaken rond eenziekte-uitbraak bestaat uitdrie elementen:
1) insleepvanhetvirus ('ziekte-veroorzaker') ineen land,het ontstaan van deepidemie;
2) verspreiding binnenhetland,deomvang vandeepidemie;
3) resulterende economische schade,deeconomische gevolgen van deepidemie.
Als het gaat om de evaluatie van de (economische) efficiëntie van preventiestrategieën
kunnen deze elementen niet los van elkaar gezien worden. Verschillende
preventiestrategieën leiden immers tot een andere kansen op virus-insleep. Neemt de kans
op virus-insleep af, dan zullen minder vaak epidemieën optreden en zullen de jaarlijkse
kostenten gevolge van uitbraken afnemen. Omdit alles goed tekunnen onderzoeken, moet
erduseen 'integrerende' benadering gevolgd worden.
Simulatiemodellen
Het is niet wenselijk om 'zomaar' een nieuwe preventiestrategie in te voeren en dan
gewoon maar af te wachten hoe deze uitpakt. Uitbraken komen immers maar weinig voor
en de economische consequenties zijn zeer groot. 'Uitproberen' ofwel het uitvoeren van
'real-life' experimenten kost teveel tijd en brengt teveel risico met zich mee. Eigenlijk
moet al voordat een nieuwe strategie ingezet gaat worden bekend zijn wat de verwachte
effecten zijn.
Een alternatief voor real-life experimenten is het gebruik van simulatiemodellen op de
computer. Een simulatiemodel bootst de werkelijkheid zo goed mogelijk na. Het voordeel
van simulatiemodellen isdathiermee inkortetijd situatieskunnen worden 'nagespeeld' die
in de werkelijkheid (nog) niet zijn voorgekomen. Ook de gevolgen van wellicht risicovolle
strategieën kunnen zo zonder gevaar beoordeeld worden. Simulatiemodellen leveren dus
informatie dieandersniet,ofpasnalangetijd, beschikbaar komt.
Zowel voor 'insleep', 'verspreiding', als 'economische gevolgen' kunnen
simulatiemodellen ontwikkeld worden. Voor deelementen 'verspreiding' en 'economische
gevolgen' zijn dergelijke modellen, voor Nederland, al beschikbaar. In dit onderzoek is
voornamelijk aandacht besteed aan het ontwikkelen van een simulatiemodel dat de insleep
van virus beschrijft. Dit model heeft de naam VIRiS (Virus Introductie Risico Simulatie)
meegekregen. Daarnaast is gewerkt aan het koppelen of 'integreren' van de diverse
modellen.
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Virus-insleep
De kans op virus-insleep, ook wel het 'insleep-risico' genoemd, wordt beïnvloed door de
volgende aspecten:
1) uitbraakfrequentie indediverse landen van Europa;
2) lengtevandeHoog Risico Periode(HRP);
3) aantal en omvang van de risicofactoren.
Uitbraakfrequentie inEuropa
Nederland is in principe vrij van veewetziekten als MKZ en KVP. Dit betekent dat een
uitbraak in Nederland altijd vooraf gegaan zal moeten worden door een uitbraak in het
buitenland. Elke keer dat een uitbraak zich voordoet in een land waarmee Nederland
contact heeft (bijvoorbeeld door de handel in levende dieren), bestaat de kans dat virus
Nederland binnenkomt. Eenhogere frequentie van uitbraken inhet buitenland betekent dus
een groter insleep-risico voor Nederland. In het onderzoek is het 'buitenland' overigens
beperkt tot deEuropese landen,debelangrijkste handelspartners van Nederland.
LengteHoogRisico Periode
Als virusbinnenkomt ineenziekte-vrij land endaar leidt tot eenuitbraak, zalhet enige tijd
duren voordat het eerste zieke dier ontdekt wordt. Vervolgens gaat er nog enige tijd
overheen voordat bestrijdingsmaatregelen effectief zijn. Dat betekent dus dat gedurende
een zekereperiode deziekte zichmin ofmeer onbelemmerd kanverspreiden. Deze periode
wordt deHoogRisico Periode (HRP) genoemd.
Juist gedurende deze HRP ishet goed mogelijk dat virushet betreffende bedrijf enzelfs het
landverlaat eneenander land binnenkomt.
Risicofactoren
Tijdens de HRP kan de ziekte (het ziekte-virus) het bedrijf en de regio verlaten en
ingesleept worden in andere regio's. De factoren die deze verplaatsing van ziekte
veroorzaken worden 'risicofactoren' genoemd. Voorbeelden zijn de import van levende
dieren, de import van dierlijke producten en het terugkeren van lege veewagens, gebruikt
voor export, die niet goed zijn schoongemaakt. De ziekte kan als het ware 'meeliften' met
bijvoorbeeld dieren of transportmaterialen.
Voor het bepalen van het insleep-risico ishet van belang om te weten hoe belangrijk de
risicofactoren ten opzichte van elkaar zijn, bijvoorbeeld: brengt de import van levende
dieren meer risico metzichmeedandeimport vandierlijke producten? Daarnaast isookde
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omvang van de risicofactor van belang. Dan gaat het om vragen als: Hoeveel dieren
importeert Nederland per jaar? En hoeveel 'vuile' veewagens komen jaarlijks het land
binnen?
De kwaliteit van de uitkomsten van een model is erg afhankelijk van de kwaliteit van de
input. Daarom is in dit onderzoek veel aandacht gegeven aan het verkrijgen van
betrouwbare gegevens over de bovengenoemde aspecten. Informatie over deze aspecten is
tevinden bij drie soorten bronnen:
1) historische statistieken/databases(vanbijvoorbeeld EU,Productschappen enCBS);
2) onderzoek (epidemiologie, analyse van uitbraken);
3) deskundigen.
De eerste twee soorten bronnen bevatten op het eerste gezicht wellicht de meest
betrouwbare informatie. Maar omstandigheden veranderen voortdurend: de marktstructuur
in Europa wordt steeds opener, het IJzeren Gordijn bestaat niet meer, preventieve
vaccinatietegen KVPen MKZ is sinds 1992indeEUniet langertoegestaan. Ditmaakt het
moeilijk om op basis van gegevens uit het verleden (zonder meer) uitspraken te doen over
de situatie in de toekomst. Daarom is, ter aanvulling, de derde informatiebron
'aangeboord'. Deskundigen worden in staat geacht om feitenkennis (bron 1 en 2) te
combineren met inzicht inhuidigeentoekomstige ontwikkelingen.
Informatie van deskundigen
In het project is een deskundige gedefinieerd als een persoon die bij een actuele uitbraak
zou (kunnen) worden geraadpleegd. Het gaat dan om onderzoekers, beleidsmakers en
dierenartsen. Er zijn verschillende methoden gebruikt om de kennis van deskundigen in
kaart te brengen. Om ervaring opte doen met demethoden iseerst een 'pilot-experiment'
uitgevoerd, met buitenlandse deskundigen. Dit experiment vormde de basis voor het
uiteindelijke experiment, metNederlandse deskundigen alsdeelnemers.
Omdat het aantal deskundigen beperkt was, moest een opzet gekozen worden die een
hoge respons zou opleveren. Daarom werd voor een avondvullende workshop gekozen.
Hierdoor werd slechts éénmaal een beroep op de deskundigen gedaan. Ruim 85%van de
beoogde deskundigen deden mee aan de workshop (43 van de 50 genodigden). Tijdens de
workshop werd een enqueteprogramma op de PC afgewerkt. Iedere deelnemer had daarbij
de beschikking over een eigen computer zodat onderlinge beïnvloeding vermeden kon
worden.
Het PC-programma bevatte een combinatie van enquête-technieken om de kennis van
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de deskundigen te kwantificeren. Een van de technieken was bijvoorbeeld het vragen om
driepuntsschattingen. Hierbij moet de deelnemer een minimum, maximum en meest
waarschijnlijke waarde geven voor bijvoorbeeld de duur van de HRP. Daarnaast zijn de
technieken 'Conjoint Analysis' en 'ELI' gebruikt. Deze worden onderstaand kort
toegelicht.
ConjointAnalysis
CA wordt vaak gebruikt in onderzoek op het gebied van marktkunde en
consumentenwetenschappen. Dan gaat het meestal om het meten van
consumentenvoorkeuren. Bijvoorbeeld om erachter te komen welke zaken consumenten
belangrijk vinden bij het kopen van een auto.Indat geval wordt aan deproefpersonen een
aantalkaartjes getoond.Opelkkaartje staatdeomschrijving vaneenauto, bijvoorbeeld:
Kaartje1
Merk:
Kleur:
Km-stand:
Prijs:

Speedy
Wit
330.000
2500 gulden

Kaartje2
Merk:
Kleur:
Km-stand:
Prijs:

Speedy
Rood
125.000
6000 gulden

De proefpersonen krijgen de opdracht om aan elk kaartje een score te geven, bijvoorbeeld
een getal tussen 0 en 100. Een hogere score betekent een grotere voorkeur voor de
beschreven auto. De proefpersonen geven dus een 'overall-scores' aan combinaties van
factoren (merk, kleur, km-stand, prijs). Wanneer nu een groot aantal van dit soort
combinaties gescoord worden, is het mogelijk om met behulp van statistische technieken
(regressie-analyse) de overall-scores opte splitsen inhet belang dat, impliciet, aan elk van
deze factoren afzonderlijk gegeven is. Op deze manier wordt duidelijk waar de
ondervraagde proefpersonen op letten, hoe belangrijk zij bijvoorbeeld 'merk' vinden in
verhoudingtot 'prijs' en 'kleur'.
Conjoint Analyse lijkt eenwat omslachtige methode. Het isnatuurlijk ook mogelijk om
consumenten rechtstreeks te vragen naarhoe belangrijk ze 'merk' vinden inverhouding tot
'prijs'. Door verschillende onderzoekers is echter aangetoond dat dergelijke 'directe'
methoden minder goed werken. Dat komt waarschijnlijk doordat het in de werkelijkheid
bijna altijd zal gaan om situaties waarin meerdere componenten tegelijk voorkomen. De
CA-techniek benadert de werkelijkheid dus beter dan de directe methoden. Overigens kan
met de CA-techniek ook de consistentie van de antwoorden van de proefpersonen getest
worden. Dit geeft eniginzicht indekwaliteit vande informatie.
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Het auto-voorbeeld geeft aan dat de CA-techniek uitgaat van het simpele basisprincipe dat
een product of een situatie opgesplitst kan worden in onderliggende componenten. In dit
onderzoeksproject is de techniek gebruikt om een schatting te krijgen van het relatieve
belang van de risicofactoren, bijvoorbeeld het belang van de import van levende dieren in
vergelijking tot de import van dierlijke producten, wanneer het gaat om de kans op virusinsleep. Het ging dus om de situatie 'kans op virus-insleep in Nederland'. De
onderliggende componenten waren de aan- of afwezigheid van bepaalde risicofactoren,
zoalsbijvoorbeeld importvanlevende dieren,import vandierlijke producten, terugkerende
veewagens, etc. De deskundigen moesten voor steeds wisselende combinaties van
risicofactoren aangevenhoe groothetrisicovanvirus-insleep was.Naderhand werden(met
behulp van regressie-analyse) de overall-scores voor deze 'totaalsituaties' uitgesplitst naar
de onderliggende componenten, de risicofactoren. Op deze manier kwam kwantitatieve
informatie beschikbaar overhetrelatievebelangvanelkvandeze factoren.
ELI
ELI (ELIcitation) is een grafisch georiënteerd, interactief computerprogramma voor het in
kaart brengen van onzekere kennis. Het programma helpt deelnemers bij het maken van
goede ('unbiased') subjectieve kansverdelingen. Een subjectieve kansverdeling
weerspiegelt (onzekere) kennis. Op de x-as staan de mogelijke waarden van de gevraagde
parameter, op de y-as staat de kans die de deelnemer toedicht aan de juistheid van een
bepaalde waarde. De top van de curve komt overeen met de waarde die de respondent het
meest waarschijnlijk acht voor de gevraagde variabele (de 'beste schatting'). De spreiding
of 'breedte' van de curve weerspiegelt de onzekerheid die de respondent heeft over de
juistheid van deze 'beste schatting'. Hoebreder decurve,hoeonzekerder de respondent.
Een belangrijk onderdeel van eenELI-sessie isde 'training'. Dedeelnemers krijgen een
aantal vragen voorgeschoteld die nauw methet onderwerp te makenhebben en waarvan de
juiste antwoorden bekend zijn, en ingebracht in het programma. Geeft de respondent een
antwoord dat in debuurt vanhetjuiste antwoord ligt dan levert datpunten op,meerpunten
naarmate de voorspelling met meer zekerheid gedaan is (een 'smallere' curve, minder
spreiding om de beste schatting). Een antwoord dat ver verwijderd ligt van het juiste
antwoord levert een negatieve score op.Deze score is sterker negatief naarmate het 'foute'
antwoord met meer zekerheid gegeven is.Op deze manier krijgen de deelnemers een goed
beeld van hun eigen kennis betreffende het onderwerp en worden ze gestimuleerd om
zorgvuldig nate denken over hun antwoorden, niet alleen over debeste schatting maarook
om de onzekerheid daar omheen. Zowel over- alsonderschatting van deeigenkennis levert
immerseenminder optimaal aantal puntenop.
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Onderzoekers hebben aangetoond dat een dergelijke training resulteert in betere
schattingen voor vervolgvragen, waarvoor de deelnemers geen score krijgen. Op deze
manier kunnen naar verwachting ook betere schattingen verkregen worden voor vragen
waarop de antwoorden nietbekend zijn. Dat maakt de methode interessant alstechniek om
onbekende en subjectieve kenniste kwantificeren.
Tijdens de workshop in het onderhavige onderzoek is ELI onder andere gebruikt om
schattingen te krijgen voor het aantal uitbraken dat in de komende jaren in de diverse
landenvanEuropaverwachtmag worden.
Hetsimulatiemodel VIRiS
De informatie over de diverse aspecten van virus-insleep vormt de basis voor het
simulatiemodel VIRiS. VIRiS begint bij een uitbraak in een land in Europa en 'volgt' het
virustot aaneenmogelijke uitbraak inNederland.
De informatie waarop VIRiS is gebaseerd kan lang niet in alle gevallen in één getal
worden weergegeven. Dat geldt bijvoorbeeld voor de lengte van de HRP (de periode
waarin de ziekte zich kan verspreiden). Bij de ene uitbraak kan sprake zijn van een korte
HRP,bij eenandere uitbraak kan het ontdekken vandeziekte langeropzich laten wachten.
Dit hangt onder meer af van de oplettenheid van veehouders en dierenartsen. Ook zit in
sommige insleepaspecten een stukje onzekerheid, het gaat immers vaak om voorspellingen
over de situatie in de toekomst. Dat geldt bijvoorbeeld voor de voorspellingen over de
uitbraakfrequentie in dediverse landen van Europa. Tot slot zal lang niet elke uitbraak van
bijvoorbeeld Klassieke Varkenspest in Duitsland leiden tot een uitbraak in Nederland. De
ziekte wordt somswel,maarvaak ook niet vanhet eneland naarhet andere verspreid.
Om het proces van virus-insleep opeen goede manier te kunnen nabootsen (simuleren),
moet dus rekening gehouden worden met 'variatie' en 'onzekerheid'. Daarom is voor het
VIRiS-model gekozen voor de zogenaamde Monte Carlo benadering. Een Monte Carlo
simulatiemodel werkt met lotingen uit kansverdelingen. Een kansverdeling beschrijft de
verzameling van alle mogelijke waarden voor een bepaalde variabele, met daarbij per
waarde de kans op optreden van die waarde. Figuur 1geeft een voorbeeld. In dezefiguur
gaat het om een inschatting van de duur van de HRP, voor Nederland, volgens één van de
deskundigen. Dedeskundige is gevraagd om het geven van schattingen voor een minimum
waarde, een meest waarschijnlijke waarde, en een maximum waarde voor de duur van de
HRP. Een dergelijke driepuntsschatting kan worden weergegeven met een zogenaamde
driehoek-verdeling. Volgens deze deskundige een HRP van 28 dagen het meest
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waarschijnlijk. Een HRP korter dan 15
dagen lijkt hem zeer onwaarschijnlijk,

kans

langer dan 60 dagen ook. De figuur laat
zien dat het hier gaat om een scheve verdeling. De curve heeft een 'staart' naar
rechts. De deskundige verwacht dus
eerder uitschieters richting een heel
25

HRPindagen

Figuur1
Driehoek-verdeling, schatting HRP inNederland

lange HRP dan richting een heel korte
HRP. Tijdens het doorrekenen van een
Monte Carlo model wordt uit elke
kansverdeling een waarde geloot. Deze
waarde wordt gebruikt in de verdere

berekeningen. De waarde zal meestal een 'veel voorkomende waarde' zijn (in de buurt van
de 'top' van de grafiek). Maar het is ook mogelijk om juist een 'zeldzame' waarde te
trekken, uit de staart van de verdeling. Het eenmalig doorrekenen van een Monte Carlo
model is daarom ook niet zinvol. Het zou dan namelijk best kunnen gebeuren dat
'toevallig' voor alle berekeningen met zeldzame waarden gewerkt wordt en de
einduitkomst een situatie beschrijft die bijna nooit zal voorkomen. Bij een Monte Carlo
model wordt daarom altijd gewerkt met het veelvuldig herhalen van de berekeningen
(iteraties). Bij elke herhaling wordt opnieuw uit de kansverdelingen getrokken. Dan wordt
duidelijk wat bijvoorbeeld het insleep-risico is in een 'gemiddelde' situatie en wat er
verwacht kan worden wanneer alles mee dan wel tegen zit (de zogenaamde 'best case' en
'worst case' situaties). Het VIRiS-model is uitgewerkt voor Klassieke Varkenspest (KVP)
en Mond- en Klauwzeer (MKZ), maar kan ook voor andere ziekten gebruikt worden.
Resultaten
Het VIRiS-model laat de gevolgen zien van diverse preventiestrategieën. De uitkomsten
van VIRiS geven aan waar en met welke kans zich in Nederland een uitbraak zal voordoen,
waar deze uitbraken vandaan komen en door welke risicofactor ze veroorzaakt worden.
Nederland is hierbij opgedeeld in 4 regio's (zuid, oost, noord en west) en Europa in 5
groepen (buurlanden, zuid-Europa, midden-Europa, oost-Europa, en de restgroep
'eilanden'). Om de resultaten van VIRiS goed te kunnen interpreteren, zijn de uitkomsten
gebruikt als input voor modellen die de verspreiding van virus binnen Nederland
beschrijven. Vervolgens is de schade ten gevolge van de resulterende epidemieën
berekend. Op deze manier wordt zichtbaar wat de VIRiS-resultaten betekenen voor de
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jaarlijkse schade ten gevolge van uitbraken in Nederland. Dan is het ook mogelijk om de
diversepreventiestrategieën te beoordelen ophun efficiëntie.
Het basisscenario
Het basisscenario van VIRiS-KVP gaat uit van 2,5 uitbraken per 5-jaar inNederland. Het
basisscenario vanVIRiS-MKZgaatuit van 1 uitbraak per 5jaar. Degetallen zijn gebaseerd
op schattingen vande deskundigen.
Volgens de basisscenario's komen de meeste uitbraken van zowel KVP als MKZ in het
zuiden en oosten van Nederland voor. Voor KVP gaat het voor beide regio's om ongeveer
37%, voor MKZ gaat het om 41% voor de regio oost en om 31% voor de regio zuid. Veel
minder risico lopen denoordelijke en westelijke regio's. Van de KVP-uitbraken komt 16%
in het westen terecht en 10%in het noorden. Voor MKZ zijn deze getallen respectievelijk
15en13%.
De verwachte schade ten gevolge van een KVP-epidemie in Nederland is gemiddeld
ruim 140miljoen gulden. Perjaar moet dus rekening gehouden worden meteen schadevan
ruim 70 miljoen gulden. Voor MKZ is de jaarlijkse schade veel lager (komt naar
verwachting minder vaak voor), maar nog altijd bijna 30 miljoen gulden. De schade ten
gevolge van KVP- en MKZ-epidemieën verschilt echter sterk per regio. In het zuiden en
oosten is de dier- en bedrijfsdichtheid veel hoger dan in het noorden en westen. Een
uitbraak heeft hierdanook veel grotere financiële consequenties.
Veruit de belangrijkste risicofactor voor virus-insleep is de import van levende dieren.
Dit is,volgens het VIRiS-model, de oorzaak van meer dande helft van de KVP-en MKZuitbraken in Nederland. Een andere belangrijke factor wordt gevormd door onvoldoende
schoongemaakte veewagens, gebruikt voorde export van veevanuitNederland naar andere
landen. Bij de verdeling van uitbraakkans over risicofactoren spelen zowel het risico per
eenheid risicofactor alshet aantal eenheden (aantal dieren,aantal veewagens) eenrol.
Volgens de modelberekeningen wordt een KVP-uitbraak in Nederland meestal (57%)
veroorzaakt door een voorafgaande uitbraak in Zuid-Europa (Griekenland, Portugal, Italië,
Spanje). Dit komt door het grote aantal varkens dat vanuit deze landen richting Nederland
gaat (in 1995 exporteerde Spanje ruim 55.000 varkens, waarvan ruim 30.000 biggen, naar
Nederland). Op de tweede plaats komen de buurlanden van Nederland. Ook voor MKZ
geldt dat de meeste uitbraken inNederland vooraf gegaan worden door uitbraken in ZuidEuropa ofinéénvande landenrondom Nederland.
De deskundigen hadden geen positieve indruk vandedierziektesituatie inde landenvan
Oost-Europa (langdurige HRP, hoge uitbraakfrequentie). Toch wordt slechts een klein
percentage van de Nederlandse uitbraken veroorzaakt door virus-insleep vanuit deze
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landen. Dit komt doordat vanuit Oost-Europa, volgens de officiële statistieken (PVE),
nauwelijks levende dieren (vooral weinig varkens) naar Nederland worden verhandeld.
Economische evaluatie van preventiestrategieën
Niet elke epidemie veroorzaakt evenveel schade. Berekeningen geven aan dat bijvoorbeeld
voor KVP het verschil in schade tussen een kleine en een gemiddelde epidemie ongeveer
80 miljoen gulden bedraagt. Het verschil tussen een gemiddelde en een (extreem) grote
epidemie is nog veel groter (zoals ook de echte uitbraak in Zuid-Nederland heeft laten
zien). Dit betekent dat maatregelen gericht op het beperkt houden van de omvang van een
epidemie al snel kosteneffectief zijn. Vooral de duur van de HRP is erg belangrijk voor de
uiteindelijke omvang van de epidemie. Hoe korter de HRP, hoe kleiner de epidemie. En
dus ook: hoe korter de HRP, hoe minder kans op verspreiding van de ziekte naar andere
landen. Dat betekent dat investeren in bijvoorbeeld het snel kunnen ontdekken van zieke
dieren belangrijk is. Het gaat om belangen op Europees niveau: Nederland is erbij gebaat
als andere landen in staat zijn epidemieën eerder te ontdekken. Het omgekeerde geldt
natuurlijk ook: als Nederland een eventuele epidemie snel onder controle heeft, blijft het
risico voor de buurlanden beperkt.
Nederland kan veel 'verdienen' door, zodra KVP of MKZ uitbreekt in Europa,
maatregelen te nemen om een eventuele insleep in Nederland op te sporen. Vooral bij
uitbraken in Zuid-Europa of in één van de buurlanden van Nederland is het risico relatief
groot en 'mag' dus veel geld besteed worden aan het opsporen van eventuele insleep. Een
internationaal systeem van Identificatie en Registratie (I&R) van vee zou het opsporen van
eventuele ziekte-verspreiding sterk vereenvoudigen en versnellen.
Een voor de hand liggende manier om de schade ten gevolge van epidemieën te
verlagen is het 'uitschakelen' van risicofactoren. Dat vermindert immers de kans op virusinsleep. Uitschakelen van de risicofactor 'import van vee' vermindert de jaarlijkse schade
ten gevolge van KVP- en MKZ-uitbraken met ongeveer 70%. Ook voor maatregelen
gericht op de risicofactor 'terugkerende veewagens' is een aanzienlijke financiële ruimte
beschikbaar. De berekeningen geven aan dat het volledig uitschakelen van deze risicofactor
de jaarlijkse schade vermindert met meer dan 15 miljoen gulden. Overigens zal het
moeilijk zijn om de risico's verbonden met de risicofactoren echt helemaal naar nul terug
te brengen. Duidelijk is wel dat ook maatregelen als intensievere controle en uitbreiding en
verbetering van de reiniging- en ontsmettingsplaatsen al snel kosteneffectief zullen zijn.
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Belangrijkste conclusies
- De integratie van modellen gericht op respectievelijk de insleep, verspreiding en
economische gevolgen van uitbraken van Klassieke Varkenspest (KVP) en Mond- en
Klauwzeer (MKZ)biedt mogelijkheden om dierziektepreventiestrategieën te beoordelen
ophunvermogen dejaarlijkse schadeten gevolgevanuitbraken te verminderen.
- Objectieve informatie over aspecten die de eventuele insleep van ziekte beïnvloeden is
schaars en qua voorspellend vermogen niet altijd betrouwbaar. Aanvullende informatie
kan verkregen worden door het raadplegen van deskundigen. 'Conjoint Analysis' en
'ELI' zijn nuttigehulpmiddelen voorhetinkaartbrengenvandeze informatie.
- Volgens de modelberekeningen hebben het zuiden en oosten vanNederland de grootste
kans op uitbraken van KVP en MKZ. De Nederlandse epidemieën zullen meestal
afkomstig zijn uitZuid-Europa ofuitdeNederlandse buurlanden.
- De lengte van de Hoog Risico Periode (HRP) heeft een sterke invloed op de mate van
virusverspreiding. Verkorten van deze periode is zeer voordelig, zowel voor Nederland
als voor deandere landen vanEuropa. Degrote variatie die gevonden wordt indeHRPs
vanrecenteuitbraken suggereert dat erveelruimte voorverbeteringis.
- De risicofactoren 'import van levende dieren' en 'terugkerende veewagens' (gebruikt
voor export) veroorzaken tezamen naar verwachting meer dan 70%van de epidemieën
vanMKZenKVPinNederland.
- Volledig uitschakelen vanhet risico,verbonden met de risicofactor 'import van levende
dieren', vermindert dejaarlijkse schade van MKZ- en KVP-epidemieën met ongeveer
70% of ruim 70 miljoen gulden. Voor de factor 'terugkerende veewagens' levert
uitschakeling een schadevermindering op van meer dan 15 miljoen gulden. Deze
bedragen geven een indruk van de maximale financiële ruimte die beschikbaar is voor
hetnemen vanmaatregelentegenhetrisicoverbonden aandebetreffende risicofactoren.
- Ook voor maatregelen gericht op het verkleinen van de omvang van een potentiële
uitbraak is, volgens de berekeningen, een grote financiële ruimte beschikbaar. Het
opsporen van dieren die geïmporteerd zijn gedurende een HRP in hun land van
herkomst is daarom al snel kosten-effectief. Een internationaal uitwisselbaar I&Rsysteem (Identificatie enRegistratie) zalditopsporingsproces vereenvoudigen.
- Zowel deduur vandeHRPalsdeinternationalehandel inveehebben eensterke invloed
op de ziekteverspreiding binnen Europa. Voor export-georiënteerde landen zoals
Nederland kan het daarom interessant zijn om te investeren in de verbetering van de
dierziektepreventieprogramma's en de diergezondheidsstatus van andere Europese
landen. Gezamenlijke internationale inspanningen zijn nodig om het ziekterisico voor
Europaalsgeheel teverlagen.
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